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Dear Friends,

We are in unprecedented times. The COVID-19 pandemic forced the closure of our campus this spring and led to our decision to begin the new academic year almost entirely by distance learning. It also has highlighted the ingenuity and compassion of our UC Santa Barbara community.

Thanks to your encouragement, inspiration, and shared vision, we launched our #UCSBTogether campaign in the spring of 2020. We have been deeply moved by your outpouring of generosity, raising more than $1 million in COVID-related funding needs in the last fiscal year, including student support, remote instructional technology, health and safety, and research.

Now more than ever, the role and importance of philanthropy cannot be understated. Neither can our gratitude for you, and the engagement and advocacy that your philanthropy to our campus represents.

With your visionary guidance and partnership, UC Santa Barbara raised over $100 million in new gifts and pledges in the 2020 fiscal year — the sixth consecutive year we have achieved this philanthropic milestone together. Our annual average over that same six-year period is $122 million. We have you to thank for this continued progress.

Donations of all sizes provide crucial help in advancing the mission of our great university, and this year individual gifts of $10,000 or less accounted for more than 92% of all gifts raised. Funding for student support — a key priority for our campus and for our UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees — was almost $12 million in fiscal year 2020.

Despite the historic challenges posed by the pandemic, your generosity has remained steadfast, reflected in widespread support for research and discovery, for teaching and for students, for public service, and for new programs and initiatives. Our endowment reached $434 million, a new high for our campus.

With your support, our stature continues to grow. In September, U.S. News and World Report ranked UC Santa Barbara No. 6 among all public universities in the country – and, among public universities, No. 5 on its list of “Best Colleges for Veterans,” No. 10 for “Best Ethnic Diversity,” and No. 9 among “Top Performers on Social Mobility.”

Thank you for your vision, leadership, generosity, and tireless efforts on behalf of our great institution.

Henry T. Yang  Betty Elings Wells H’10
Chancellor, UC Santa Barbara  Chair, UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees
For the Public Good

“I love supporting UC Santa Barbara because it is a place of possibility. UCSB is about equipping yourself to contribute something worthwhile to society while also finding your place within it.”
UC Santa Barbara alumni, scholars and supporters share a sense of purpose: global leadership, especially in challenging times.

UC Santa Barbara is dedicated to the mandate of public education, a universal good that forges a stronger society. It’s a social contract we’re proud to uphold with the vision and generosity of our community.

UC Santa Barbara unites independent thinkers for an interdependent world. Our scholars solve global challenges and make meaningful connections through collective intellect and imagination. With talent, hard work and support, Gauchos turn high ideals into impact-driven research and creative endeavors.

UC Santa Barbara will always serve as a timeless institution, where scholars unite to share essential knowledge and education.

Thank you for helping us answer the call for the public good.
Fulfilling the Promise of Education

Your support is a guiding light

Dear UC Santa Barbara Supporters:

These are no doubt challenging times for us all. Fortunately, UC Santa Barbara has an immense degree of experience and dedication to draw from, and we are luckier still to have a community that values and supports our university. This Annual Report of Private Giving shares the stories of the UC Santa Barbara scholars and supporters whose commitment and efforts are seeking to make the world a better place.

Character is revealed in times of crisis, and within our campus community, we have witnessed resilience, creativity, empathy, and a deep-seated desire to serve our students. As we reaffirm our values and our commitment to education, we look back on this past year with gratitude for the many individuals and organizations that have contributed to our accomplishments. This has been a collective effort, and I am both humbled and proud to be a part of this incredible community of Gauchos.

While we have adapted to protect our campus during the coronavirus pandemic, the essential business of education continues. In these times, sharing good news and success is more important than ever. On behalf of the Office of Development, I hope you find these stories inspiring and a confirmation of the impact philanthropy can make. In spite of the obstacles we face, your support is helping to light our path forward.

Thank you,

Chris Pizzinat
Executive Director of Development
Interim Department Lead
Supporting Excellence

Financial highlights from FY 2019-2020

$100.0 Million

BY PURPOSE

- Research: $41.2 M
- Department Support: $35.3 M
- Student Support: $11.7 M
- Instruction: $6.7 M
- Campus Improvement: $4.1 M
- Unrestricted: $1.0 M

ENDOWMENT TOTALS

- FY 2005: $125.0 M
- FY 2010: $178.0 M
- FY 2015: $265.9 M
- FY 2020: $434.1 M

UC Regents
UC Santa Barbara Foundation
$100.0 Million

BY SOURCE

$48.3 M
$34.8 M
$15.5 M
$1.4 M

Industries
Foundations
Corporations
Other

$48.3 M FROM INDIVIDUALS

$28.5 M Friends
$12.6 M Alumni
$5.6 M Faculty/Staff
$1.6 M Parents/Grandparents
### Forward Thinkers
Recognizing extraordinary leadership

#### UC Santa Barbara Foundation Officers 2019-2020

**Chair**
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Goleta, CA

**Immediate Past Chair**
Richard L. Breaux ’67
San Mateo, CA

**Vice Chair – Development**
Paula Y. Bruice
Goleta, CA

**Nominations Chair**
Richard L. Breaux ’67
San Mateo, CA

**Secretary**
Steven C. Mendell ’63
Rancho Santa Fe, CA

**Vice Chair – Investments & Treasurer**
John P. Arnhold ’75
New York, NY

**Executive Director**
Beverly J. Colgate
Santa Barbara, CA

**Vice Chair – Donor Relations**
Gary E. Erickson ’63
San Diego, CA

**Chief Financial Officer**
Christian Treitler
Santa Barbara, CA

#### Regional Leadership Committees

**Bay Area Committee**
Scott Draper ’87, co-chair
Ralph Garcia, Jr. ’83, co-chair
Mark A. Bertelsen ’66
Ian Blue ’10
Richard L. Breaux ’67
Scott Dettmer ’78
Bill Dinsmore ’68
Jeff Doane ’86
Janice Jagelski ’87
Jeff Kragel ’04
Jack W. Krouskup ’71
Renée Welze Livingston ’82
Anita Manwani-Bhagat
Ron Rubenstein ’66
Louise A. Pahl ’77
Stephen Scarpulla ’03

**New York Committee**
John P. Arnhold ’75, chair
Tim Coleman ’76
Michael Coyle ’88
Josh Elliott ’93
Scott Frank ’82
Eva Haller
R. Michael Koch ’89
Audrey Weitz ’92
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Lindsey Wilde ’05

**Los Angeles Committee**
Joel Raznick ’81, chair
David Adishian ’89
Michael Citron ’10
Lorenzo Esparza ’96
Alicia Goldsmith ’82
Robert A. Grantham ’75
Brian Gray ’01
Kristen Hayford ’11
Farahnaz Jarrault
Jamie McCrary ’90
Steve Savitsky ’87
Katie Woods

**Orange County Committee**
John Dobrott, co-chair
Eric Fults ’87, co-chair
Cory Calderon ’11
Chris Fletcher ’77
Richard A. Gadbois III ’79
Dennis Ghan ’74
Andy Graham ’06
Lisa Hartung ’98
Justin Richardson ’05
Ralph J. Simmonds ’78
Bill Thormahlen ’77
Larry Webb ’87
Terrence & Georgina Yacap

**San Diego Committee**
Steven C. Mendell ’63, co-chair
Philip H. White ’84, co-chair
Gary E. Erickson ’63
Mark Foletta ’82
Carrie Herbert ’10
Dana L. King ’77
Jeremy Kovacevich ’05
Eliot ’00 & Stephanie ’01 Peters
Hank Robinson ’83
Casey Sbicca ’07
Dan Sbicca ’82

**Washington, D.C. Committee**
Jennifer Pharaoh ’82, co-chair
Marie J. Williams ’89, co-chair
Paul Boyle ’84
Gwendolyn A. Brown ’71
Rose Cohen ’87
Kristen Desmond ’90
Benett Duval ’11
Molly Fishman ’10
Marc Grossman ’73
Damon Jones ’93
Paul Sweet ’69
Linda Ulrich ’83
Pamela Wyville ’89

---
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UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustees

David G. Adishian ’89
Janet A. Alpert ’68
Sarah Argyropoulos
John P. Arnhold ’75
Richard A. Auhll
Robert D. Ballard ’65
Laurie J. Bentson Kauth ’69
Mark A. Bertelsen ’66
Edward E. Birch H’95
Henning Bohn
Richard L. Breaux ’67
Gwendolyn A. Brown ’71
Paula Y. Bruce
Daniel P. Burnham
Marcy L. Carsey H’04
Michael B. Citron ’10
Beverly J. Colgate
Ann Cady Cooper ’62
Stephen E. Cooper ’68
Rafael Costas, Jr. ’86
Karen Bedrosian Coyne ’91
Leonard DeBenedictis ’62
James G.P. Dehlsen
William A. Dinsmore, III ’68
Tunç Doluca ’81
Diandra de Morrell Douglas ’82
Robert W. Duggan ’66
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Glenn E. Duval ’80
Gary E. Erickson ’63
Alexander Fang ’05,’08
Scott Frank ’82
Elizabeth Gabler ’77
John E. Gerngross ’82
Frederick W. Gluck
Marc Grossman ’73
John A. Gurley ’78,’83
Norman N. Habermann
Eva Haller
Roy C. Hardiman ’81,’83
Thomas J. Harriman H’17
W. Roger Haughton ’69
David R. Henke ’78
João Hespanha
George W. Holbrook, Jr.
Judith L. Hopkinson H’18
M. Blair Hull, Jr. ’65
William K. Jones ’77
Peter C. Jordano H’03
R. Michael Koch ’89
Lori Konsker ’90
Fumihiro Kozato ’85
Jack W. Krouskup ’71
R. Marilyn Lee ’69
Mark D. Linehan ’85
Lillian P. Lovelace
John W. Marren ’85
David Marshall
Darryl T. McFall ’78
Kathryn D. McKee ’59
Duncan A. Mellichamp H’09
Steven C. Mendell ’63
Pamela Meyer Lopker ’77
Christopher Newfield
Louise A. Pahl ’77
Alex N. Pananides H’06
Ceil Pulitzer
Diana Raab
Joel S. Raznick ’81
Conner D. Rehage
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12
Richard K.N. Ryu

Mark J. Schwartz ’84
Alison Sir
Kenneth P. Slaught ’79
Cierra R. Sorin ’18
Phillip L. Spector ’72
Judith C. Stapelmann ’63,’65
Fredric E. Steck
Michael P. Stewart ’91
Susan S. Tai ’74
James S. Taylor
George L. Thurlow, III ’73
Christian Treitler
Anne Smith Towbes
Claudia L. Webster ’75
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Howard J. Wenger ’82
Philip H. White ’84
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Dr. Gary L. Wilcox ’69,’72
Marie J. Williams ’89
Richard A. Williams ’59
Susan L. Worster ’70
Jeffrey M. Worthie, Jr. ’89
Henry T. Yang H’01
Charles Zegar
Huican Zhu ’00

In memoriam:
Barrie Bergman
UCSB Together

“In a world of uncertainty, you can be certain that when it comes to your fellow UCSB alumni, We Gaucho Back.”
#UCSBTogether

Rising to the challenge of COVID-19

While the world faces new challenges, UC Santa Barbara continues to provide a world-class education and pursue high-impact research. Campus COVID-19 efforts support students, accelerate research, and mitigate the impact of this public health crisis thanks to the generosity and advocacy of our community.

UC Santa Barbara’s supportive culture and recognized excellence propel creative energy and community impact. As campus continues the important work of education and research during COVID-19, private support has been key to addressing emerging needs in a responsive and flexible manner.

“I’m really grateful to have the support of UC Santa Barbara during these difficult times. It’s been so amazing to watch the people in our community come together and lift each other’s spirits. I have no doubt we’re going to come back bigger and better than ever.”
— Megan Lemmon ’21 · B.A., Communication

Adapting Instruction & Services

UC Santa Barbara faculty and staff have combined their collective talent and skills to provide students with a healthy and safe learning environment. Many are leaders in instructional technology, digital humanities and innovative pedagogy. Private support has enhanced the remote learning environment that delivers dynamic and rigorous content and provided departments with resources to continue adapting to the evolving needs of COVID-19.

Finding Solutions Together

Public research universities like UC Santa Barbara will light the way. UC Santa Barbara experts are studying coronavirus mutations, infection prevention, community mobilization, the impact on world economic markets, and the practice of digital education.

Private support has supported the development of sophisticated and efficient COVID-19 diagnostic testing research and the enhancement of associated medical equipment. Our donors have invested financially in partnering with campus on several other COVID-19 science research from data analysis to virology to human behavior and the history of health. The campus is also engineering new devices and materials to enhance medical detection, analysis and elimination. COVID-19 testing, contact tracking, safety training, and protective gear and equipment make it possible for key researchers to continue their essential work on campus.
Thank You

In this time of distance, friends and alumni have helped students feel cared for and supported by their community through financial support, advocacy, community-building, and words of encouragement. The word cloud above combines hundreds of alumni messages to students as part of a #UCSBTogether movement. One of their most frequently shared words is “always.” Supporters have proven that the UC Santa Barbara community members are always there for each other. Thank you for your support!
“UC Santa Barbara has so many brilliant people, you can’t even begin to think of the possibilities of what they might discover, invent or find in the future.”
Signaling the Value of Education
Honoring Harold Frank and the Raintree Foundation

The late Harold Frank was a World War II veteran, engineer, entrepreneur, and philanthropist. Before he achieved any of those distinctions, he was the eighth of nine children born to German immigrants. After the GI Bill gave Harold a chance to finish his education, he resolved to create opportunities for all students, especially those who shared his experience as a first generation American. UC Santa Barbara’s Harold Frank Hall bears his name in tribute to his guidance and his visionary investment in the College of Engineering. As a member of the Gold Circle Society, Harold and his family are among the university’s premiere philanthropists.

Harold worked four jobs while attending community college before he was drafted into World War II. His fluency in Morse code and German, which his family spoke at home and in church, earned him respect as a radio operator in the Army Signal Corps. Harold discovered a love of recording technology that would evolve into Applied Magnetics, the company he founded in 1957 in the spare bedroom of his Santa Barbara home. Applied Magnetics became a leading manufacturer of magnetic recording heads used in computers and was once the second-largest employer in Santa Barbara County. As the company grew, so did Harold’s need for engineers and his relationship with campus. Applied Magnetics hired many UC Santa Barbara alumni, and Harold contributed his expertise to the UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees from 1981-87.

“Everybody who worked for my father looked up to him,” said his son Jim. “He engendered a loyalty that he didn’t ask for; it just evolved.”

Long-time employee Ellicott Million watched Applied Magnetics grow from a local business to a global leader. Ellicott began as a secretary for two vice presidents plus Harold in 1963 and became Harold’s right-hand woman. Now, Ellicott and Jim manage the Raintree Foundation, which Harold established in 1987 to support education. Through philanthropy, the Raintree Foundation helps UC Santa Barbara recruit and enrich College of Engineering faculty, who in turn provide students with research opportunities and a world-class education. The foundation also endowed the Harold Frank Scholars Fund in UC Santa Barbara’s Technology Management Program to inspire student entrepreneurs.

“Eight or nine students would come up to the ranch to meet Harold, one class after another,” said Ellicott. “Each one would give him a run-down of what they were studying and why, and they would talk about engineering together.”

The Frank family has an 18-year legacy of philanthropy in support of UC Santa Barbara. In addition to longtime leadership within the College of Engineering, the Raintree Foundation has supported Sedgwick Reserve and the Cheadle Center for Biodiversity and Ecological Restoration. The foundation also supports a tech incubator and student scholarships at Washington State University, Harold’s alma mater. As an entrepreneur, Harold felt motivated to help engineering students learn from top faculty and apply that education creatively.

“This is something I felt I had to do,” Harold said in an interview before he passed away in 2012. “I’d like to see students go out on their own and start their own companies to benefit mankind.”

In 2009, the UC Santa Barbara College of Engineering recognized Harold with its Exemplary Service Award. Harold made a profound impact on UC Santa Barbara’s community of engineering scholars.

“The Raintree Foundation has been a pivotal partner in enhancing our ability to hire the finest and brightest faculty in engineering,” said Rod Alfenness, dean of the College of Engineering. “Harold Frank truly understood how great faculty attract great students, providing an unparalleled educational experience for our undergraduate and graduate students.”

“The future of our country is going to be based on making wise decisions,” said Jim. “My father saw the importance of investing in education.”
River Recovery

Partnership of UCSB Benioff Ocean Initiative and The Coca-Cola Foundation provides funding to clean up rivers and stem flow of waste to oceans

Among The Coca-Cola Foundation’s philanthropic focuses is a commitment to support behavioral change projects regarding recycling. It’s an ethos well-suited to the expertise of the Benioff Ocean Initiative, based at UC Santa Barbara’s Marine Science Institute, in developing innovative ways to collect and analyze waste from our rivers and oceans and address the plastic crisis.

Now the pair’s unique partnership will do exactly that, funding nine river clean-up projects across the world to the tune of $11 million over the next three years.

“Rivers play an important role in addressing the issue of marine debris. Our global partnership with UC Santa Barbara’s Benioff Ocean Initiative will help identify viable approaches to a truly global challenge — cleaning up some of the world’s most polluted rivers and identifying new ways to prevent plastic waste entering our rivers and oceans,” said Helen Smith Price, president of The Coca-Cola Foundation, global philanthropic arm of The Coca-Cola Company.

“The World Without Waste strategy of The Coca-Cola Company and the foundation’s focus on recycling and behavioral-change projects highlight the need for greater collaboration between business, governments, charitable organizations, researchers and NGOs to make this happen,” she added. “We believe projects such as these nine river clean-up programs are a real and effective means of working together to deliver real change around the world.”

The projects selected for funding span four continents: Asia, Africa, North America and South America.

“One of the projects to be awarded funding is an effort to remove plastic from Thailand’s Lat Phrao canal led by the TerraCycle Global Foundation.

“The greatest change comes about when the very people creating the problem become part of the solution,” said James Scott, director of TerraCycle Thai Foundation, a program partner. “The Benioff Ocean Initiative and The Coca-Cola Foundation funding has created employment opportunities for underprivileged workers to become the leaders of change in their own community. This project has brought together community and religious leaders, government officials and underprivileged community members to collectively remove over 23 tons of plastic waste from Lat Phrao canal in just over a month. This begins a journey towards a plastic-free Lat Phrao canal, and a community that is much more responsible for their plastic.”

Eight other projects — in Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Jamaica and Kenya — are also included in the program, which has been christened the Clean Currents Coalition. Each project will both clean up the target polluted river and use data about the captured waste to change behavior in people, local communities and businesses.

The information gathered from each program will also be shared broadly, so that others can apply learnings to future projects.

“We are definitely excited about getting this plastic waste out of our rivers and oceans,” McCauley said. “But we are also excited to turn this plastic waste into data that can help us turn off the tap of this waste in the first place.”
A Friend and Neighbor to Sedgwick Reserve

Jane Kievit’s bequest brings students outdoors

Jane Kievit was known in Santa Ynez for her two beagles, bright red Corvette, and verdant garden. A lifelong teacher, Jane and her generous bequest will create opportunities for undergraduate students to travel 30 miles north of campus to learn and explore in Sedgwick Reserve.

Sedgwick Reserve joined the University of California Natural Reserve System in 1996 and is one of seven reserves managed by UC Santa Barbara. At nine square miles of Mediterranean landscape in Santa Ynez, Sedgwick Reserve encompasses two watersheds, rich natural resources, and a shared cultural heritage. Jane and her husband, Henry F. Kievit, were Sedgwick neighbors and nature lovers.

After graduating from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 1945, Jane moved to California for an adventure far from home. Later that year, Jane met Hank after his discharge from the U.S. Coast Guard. They lived in Santa Ynez and were married for 57 years until Hank passed away in 2007. When Jane died in 2019, she left a legacy that will strengthen the relationship between the Sedgwick community and UC Santa Barbara students.

“It’s amazing how many students, even ones who grew up in Santa Barbara County, will say that they’ve never seen stars or heard a coyote before,” said Kate McCurdy, reserve manager. “You can see that barrier dissolve."

Jane’s bequest invites students from kindergarten and beyond to explore Sedgwick, and the reserve already has big plans to engage undergraduates.

Sustainable vans will create greater access and increase the diversity of courses that incorporate Sedgwick experiences. In addition to field research and internships for students pursuing STEM fields, McCurdy hopes to provide opportunities for non-STEM majors, underserved communities, and Chumash scholars.

UC Santa Barbara professor Gretchen Hofmann sees synergy with FUERTE, her field-based undergraduate teaching and research program that will support diversity and access. Recently funded by the National Science Foundation, FUERTE will host three cohorts of ten students who will receive three years of inclusive mentorship, exposure to field research, and extensive professional development tools.

In addition to planned work at Valentine Eastern Sierra Reserve and the Sierra Nevada Aquatic Research Laboratory, Jane’s bequest could bring FUERTE to Sedgwick by supporting an additional fellow, sponsoring an intern, and hosting the cohort on an annual retreat.

“It is wonderful to leverage such amazing resources to drive inclusive excellence in field-based science at UC Santa Barbara,” said Hofmann.

“We have an outreach program because of private support like Jane’s,” said McCurdy. “Otherwise we’re just a closed facility in a remote place. Sedgwick would be a very quiet place if not for our endowment supporters. An outreach program allows our neighbors to see the science going on, which fuels greater support within our community.”
Quantum Leaps

A major gift from Roy Eddleman, along with multiple large grants, cement UC Santa Barbara’s status as an international hub for quantum research

Some of the most groundbreaking technological advances of the 21st century are being pioneered by UC Santa Barbara scientists and engineers working in the realm of quantum.

If quantum is a wave of the future, UC Santa Barbara is riding the crest. And philanthropists and major funding agencies are noticing.

They are part of a revolution — a quantum revolution that centers on nature’s smallest units. The quantum world is where particles can exist in several states at once and change states instantly as though distance were no matter.

Case in point: Tech businessman Roy T. Eddleman’s leadership gift establishes the university’s Roy T. Eddleman Center for Quantum Innovation, promising the “acceleration of progress in quantum science and engineering research, education and programs.”

The gift supports a variety of quantum science-related activity, including research, postdoctoral and graduate fellowships. Eddleman Center activities will be coordinated by professors Ania Jayich, David Weld and Stephen Wilson.

“UC Santa Barbara has so many brilliant people, you can’t even begin to think of the possibilities of what they might discover, invent or find in the future,” Roy said. “What we need to do is find young, brilliant grad students and undergrads who are just deciding what they are going to pursue, and hopefully lure a lot of them into the quantum sciences, because it’s an incredible world there.”

The sentiment is reflected too in a recent $25 million award from the National Science Foundation to establish, at UC Santa Barbara, the nation’s first Quantum Foundry. Also directed by Jayich and Wilson, the foundry will aim to leverage the campus’s strengths in materials, physics, chemistry, mechanical engineering and computer science, as well as its tradition of multidisciplinary collaboration, to advance quantum science-based technologies.

Drawing from state-of-the-art facilities such as the Materials Research Lab and the California NanoSystems Institute, among others, Foundry members aim to widen the field of quantum knowledge for technologies not yet dreamt of.
“One of the big ideas behind the Foundry is to take these early theoretical ideas that are just beginning to be experimentally viable and use quantum mechanics to produce technologies that can outperform classical technologies,” Jayich said.

The recent, growing support for quantum at UC Santa Barbara also includes the campus being named to participate in three of the five new Quantum Information Science Research Centers funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. It all comes on the heels of significant success, such as the history made in 2019 by UC Santa Barbara physicist John Martinis and his team at a Google AI laboratory: The group’s Sycamore quantum computer performed — in a mere three minutes — a calculation that today’s best computers would require thousands to millions times longer.

“We don’t know when these things are going to explode into something incredibly beneficial for man, but they will,” said Roy, pointing to such achievements in quantum computing, LED lighting, and other technologies that harness quantum behaviors and properties. “The world is going to change so much because of [quantum technology], and one of the most beautiful things we can do is give money to get kids, professors and everybody thinking about quantum science, because the world’s going to be a better place because of it. Things are beginning to change and they will change phenomenally — and UC Santa Barbara is one of the leading universities in the world who understands it better than practically everyone.”
A Lasting Legacy

Anonymous gift establishes Jules Zimmer Dean’s Chair

Jules Zimmer served on the faculty for 34 years and spent a third of that as dean of the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education (the Gevirtz School). His legacy at UC Santa Barbara was already strong. It has now been cemented thanks to a generous anonymous gift.

The donation, made in Zimmer’s honor from a company headquartered in Santa Barbara, establishes the Jules Zimmer Dean’s Chair at Gevirtz School. Jeffrey Milem, current dean, is the inaugural holder of the administrative chair.

Zimmer served as the Gevirtz School’s acting dean in 1993, then as dean from 1994-2004. Among his many accomplishments in that time was overseeing the planning process for the school’s new building. It was Zimmer’s vision that led to the building’s defined entrance and proper sitting areas on every floor inside, as well as landscaped spaces outside. With funds raised by the Dean’s Ambassador Circle, the outdoor spaces were eventually named the Jules and Laurie Zimmer Learning Garden.

“I’m so grateful. It’s quite an honor,” Zimmer said of the chair being endowed in his name. “Philanthropic support is a statement of shared values and trust with the receiving institutions. Shared values and trust are in fact a prerequisite. While the donor for this new administrative chair is anonymous, I am certain that their values are completely in line with mine, as well as those of Dean Milem.”

Milem, who was first appointed dean of the Gevirtz School in 2016, agreed.

“It is my deep honor to be the inaugural holder of the Zimmer Chair,” he said. “Like all the deans that have come before me, I am acutely aware of the ways that financial resources, visibility and recognition aid in leading our school forward. To that end, the Zimmer Chair is a game changer for the Gevirtz School. The chair represents our shared values of academic excellence, friendship, generosity, vision and a commitment to the future — all values Jules Zimmer himself embodies. Our school will reap the benefit of this philanthropic investment in perpetuity — for that I am eternally thankful.”

A fellow of the American Educational Research Association, Milem is a widely recognized expert in the area of racial dynamics in higher education. His research focuses on the ways in which colleges and universities can be organized to enhance equity, access, and success for all students; the racial context within higher education; and the relationship between how colleges and universities organize themselves and student outcomes and faculty role performance.

Zimmer’s career at UC Santa Barbara began in counseling psychology. But as his interests grew in the field of early childhood development, he took a year off to study with famed psychologist Jean Piaget in Switzerland, returning to become program leader for Early Childhood Education. His first group of students helped transform the campus childcare center into one of the best of its kind.

“I had so many wonderful students in my life, and I feel like this is an honor for all of them. My experience as dean of the Gevirtz School was absolutely fulfilling. There were a lot of great friendships built and a lot of wonderful challenges.”
**The Meta**

Kenny Van Zant wants to diversify entrepreneurship through fellowships

Kenny Van Zant was voted most likely to become a professor by his high school classmates. This prediction nearly came true when Kenny joined UC Santa Barbara’s Technology Management Program (TMP) as a guest lecturer and judge of the annual New Venture Competition. A successful entrepreneur, Kenny felt drawn to the campus incubator that prepares students for the tech ecosystem. His support of graduate fellowships for TMP’s Masters in Technology Management (MTM) helps prepare students for startups.

“I enjoy explaining things to people, maybe to a fault,” Kenny laughed, admitting that he would have been a teacher if entrepreneurship didn’t pan out. “In my career building and running startups, you spend a lot of time explaining “the meta,” or the culture, models, and details you need to make decisions.”

Within TMP, Kenny supports MTM because the graduate program mimics the way companies are organized around projects. It captures the momentum of excitement, the lull of hard work, and the punctuation of presentation. In particular, graduate students are at a critical moment.

“You can get this experience in school, or you can roll the dice at Google and hope it works out,” said Kenny, who believes that graduate experience can boost those without connections and bring together students from diverse backgrounds. “Opening doors for more people at the beginning of their career, giving them experience that they wouldn’t otherwise get: that is how you achieve a shift in the diversity of tech management and entrepreneurship.”

“By supporting graduate student fellowships, Kenny helps prepare students for the rapid pace of innovation and organizational change that he navigated as an entrepreneur,” said Kyle Lewis, chair and professor of Technology Management at UC Santa Barbara. “Through his mentorship and generosity, Kenny helps students from all backgrounds succeed.”

The 2019-2020 Van Zant Family Fellowship in Technology Management supported Michael Curtis ’20 and Allison Van Dorsten ’19, ’20. Michael and Allison collaborated on their field project for Apeel Sciences, whose founder earned an MTM certificate at UC Santa Barbara. Apeel won TMP’s New Venture Competition in 2012, securing funding for a thin layer of plant material on the surface of fruit that slows decay. Like Apeel’s founder, Allison and Michael credit MTM with how quickly they found fulfilling work — despite graduating into an economy overshadowed by COVID-19. Now roommates, Allison works for a local industrial design company and Michael works for Apeel.

“This graduate fellowship not only affects an individual, but a whole venture,” said Michael, whose background in chemistry and parfumerie drew him to MTM. Apeel was able to recruit a top student without needing the capital of a big company like Amazon or Google. “I could confidently accept the job I wanted without worrying about student loans.”

Thanks to MTM, Michael will realize his vision to create a more sustainable future.

“There’s a fire lit under everyone that I’ve met at UC Santa Barbara,” said Kenny.
A Cross-Border Exchange of Ideas

Charles Burdick ’73 furthers global scholarship and public policy

Conflict, economy, trade, migration, public health, and natural resources cross borders to affect every corner of the planet we share. Our world is shaped by globalization, as Charles Burdick ’73 has experienced throughout his career. A new program established through philanthropy, The Charles Burdick Global Scholars will help students rise to the challenges of our multicultural and global society.

“UC Santa Barbara made a formative impression on me from an academic, social, and athletic perspective,” said Charles, who majored in economics and played volleyball for the Gauchos. “The UCSB experience deepened my self-confidence to move forward in life.”

After earning an MBA at UCLA, Charles took a job at Carnation. This started his international career as the company sent him first to Paris and then to Switzerland when Nestlé purchased Carnation. His long career in global media and technology spans across Europe, Israel, Russia, Turkey, Serbia, and the United States, and he ended up with a British passport as well.

“I got the wanderlust spirit and said to myself if I ever had the chance to spend more than a year in another country, I was going to jump at it,” said Charles. “There is great excitement in being in a new culture, living, working and adapting.”

The Charles Burdick Global Scholars Program will pilot a two-year program to examine pressing international topics. Each yearlong cohort will consist of UC Santa Barbara faculty and an international scholar invited to join as a visiting collaborator. Together, the faculty and students will conceptualize a research project. UC Santa Barbara faculty will then travel to the research site with students to advance their research.

“What I hope to see accomplished is an opportunity for students to experience another culture and to work on macro issues,” said Charles. “Our first challenge is being defined now: water scarcity issues faced in India and around the world.”

The Charles Burdick Global Scholars Program will facilitate academic publications, writings for academic degrees, and public reports designed for direct impact in policy debates.

“It has been a great pleasure to work with Charles on this innovative program,” said Charlie Hale, SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences. “He brought to bear his own vast experience and keen sensibilities in the international arena to guide us in imagining a 21st century approach to global/area studies. Charles Burdick’s generosity, commitment and vision inspire us all to excel in our quest to raise UC Santa Barbara to new heights as a truly global university.”

“In today’s political climate, people are challenging the idea of globalization,” said Charles. “To be part of a campus that supports the cross-border exchange of ideas is pretty special and I’m very pleased to be part of that in a very small way. The more we understand our differences, the more we understand that in the end we’re all the same.”
A Beacon of Light

“Being a Gaucho is having the never-give-up spirit, about each player putting in more than they take out.”
A Never-Give-Up Spirit

The Barber-Bernstein Fund represents football alumni’s love for campus and each other

You’ll never remember the people you sat next to in class, but you’ll never forget the guys you played next to on the football team, Coach “Cactus” Jack Curtice used to say. That premonition held true for Jim Barber ’67, Corky Barrett ’67, John Keever ’67, and Bart Weitzenberg ’68. With a team spirit that transcends sport or generation, football alumni have led two decades of philanthropy — despite the fact that UC Santa Barbara no longer has a football team.

Together, football alumni have helped build Harder Stadium’s Curtice Gate and supported over 52 scholarships. By staying together through the decades, they have enhanced the Gaucio experience for both students and the community of fans.

Under Jim’s leadership, football alumni began giving to UCSB Athletics in 2002 to honor former sports information director Donn “Bernie” Bernstein and his induction into the Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame. In turn, Bernie was the lead donor when UC Santa Barbara named the academic support wing of the Intercollegiate Athletics Building in honor of Jim and his wife, Cheryl ’66.

Over the past several years, friends and alumni of all sports have contributed to UCSB Athletics in memory of Jim, who passed away in 2016 from ALS. Jim made an enduring impact on campus as a board director of the UC Santa Barbara Alumni Association and a founding member of the athletics alumni letter winners’ board. After Bernie’s death in 2019, the fund was renamed the Barber-Bernstein Football Legacy Fund to honor Bernie and Jim together.

The magnitude of Bernie’s impact goes beyond his yearly gifts or the generous bequest he left UCSB Athletics. Bernie was a unifying figure who mentored student-athletes, sheltered alumni during Hurricane Sandy, and invited entire teams to share pizza at his New York City apartment into his eighties.

Bernie joined UCSB Athletics in 1964. He was young, loud, uncoordinated, and within 15 seconds, the whole team loved him. It was almost like he went to school with them, reflected John. Bernie cajoled the media into covering campus sports and wrote thrilling stories about the Gauchos, who played in the iconic 1965 Camellia Bowl and finished that season 8-1. He attended practice, yelled on the sideline at games, and would become the soul of reunions.

“These are football players with no football team giving back to the athletic program,” said John. “It’s that connection in our life based on our education.”

“We all had a magical time at UC Santa Barbara not only playing football but getting a first-class degree,” said Bart. “After my UCSB education, I just sailed. A big part of our motivation with regard to the Barber-Bernstein Fund is to help students have that same experience.”

The Barber-Bernstein Fund supports scholarships that help UC Santa Barbara student-athletes be more than good competitors. Kayla Smith ’11,’13, who competed in track and field, notes that student-athletes and supporters share a strong level of commitment to the university.

“Giving to UCSB Athletics scholarships not only shows pride in UC Santa Barbara but directly impacts the individual in their most formative years,” said Kayla. “Bernie was and will always be a Gaucho through and through, and for that, I’m proud to be a Gaucho, too.”

“We are a part of the UCSB family,” said Cheryl. “Being a Gaucho is about each player putting in more than they take out, having the never-give-up spirit, and always giving back.”
Jim, Cheryl, David & Sandie Barber; John and Deborah Keever; Corky and Virginia Barrett with Donn Bernstein; Bart and Lynn Weitzenberg with Donn Bernstein (Featured Clockwise)
A Collective Pledge

Four supporters share their commitment to Promise Scholars

UC Santa Barbara has created the first financial aid package in the nation that guarantees complete, up-front, multi-year support to qualifying undergraduates. UCSB Promise Scholars are high-achieving Californians whose family income falls below federal poverty guidelines. Philanthropy plays a pivotal role in the program’s success.

Betty Elings Wells H’10, longtime campus supporter and chair of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees, has made a significant gift to help UC Santa Barbara’s 500+ Promise Scholars succeed.

“I was so impressed with their capabilities and their backgrounds,” Betty said. “When they were awarded these scholarships, they couldn’t believe it. I was really touched by how much it did for them.”

As the first Promise Scholars donor, Marty Stone ’82 saw a chance to change the nature of the student body. The Stone family supports Ebelechukwu Veronica Eseka ’21 and Yvette Felix ’23. Veronica is a first-generation student from Nigeria and Ghana. A sociology major with history and applied psychology minors, Veronica served on the Black Student Union executive board, worked on a successful bill to extend Cal Grants to summer session, and participated in UCDC.

When Veronica first met Marty in Washington, D.C., the two quickly formed a mentorship. Marty shared his experience in politics and connected Veronica with lawyers to interview about her career plans.

“Marty made an effort to ensure that wherever he took me, there were people of color or women,” said Veronica. “He believes that since he has these networks, why not share?”

Marty describes Veronica as a dynamo, an activist determined to change the trajectory of not just her family but the world. For Marty, making the UC Santa Barbara experience affordable for others is personal. His father had passed away the summer before college and Marty worked 35 hours a week while in school selling shoes to afford tuition.

“My advantage now is that I can give money and help people, so they don’t have to struggle and worry as much as I did,” said Marty.

Promise Scholars was born of frustration with traditional financial aid models, which seek a four-year commitment from students who often know only how they’ll pay for the first year. Instead, UC Santa Barbara gives Promise Scholars the space to focus on their experience. With the guidance and round-the-clock support of director Holly Roose, Promise Scholars benefit from wraparound services like housing and healthcare.

David Callaghan ’93 worked through a UC Santa Barbara academic probation that might have ended his college career if not for the support of his mother. A single mom, fervent about education despite financial struggles, Shari Skinner raised her boys on “The Iliad” for bedtime stories. David and his wife, Joanna, support the Promise Scholars program in her honor.

“To make an impact individually, directly, is a needle mover for us,” said David. “It puts more responsibility on us.”

The Callaghan family supports Derry Solano Mendez ’23, a first-generation sociology major from Escondido who hopes to work in behavioral analysis for the FBI.

“When you get into college, there’s a lot of uncertainty,” said Derry. “I want to set an example for my three little sisters and give my parents more experience when it’s their turn to go.”

In addition to empowering one student, supporters can also help Promise Scholars explore a discipline. UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee Elizabeth Gabler ’77 designed a program that provides students with a year of instruction and mentorship in writing.
“Some of the happiest years of my life were spent at UC Santa Barbara, and I want to give back to this wonderful school in any way I can,” said Elizabeth. “Since I can attribute much of my success in life to the writing skills I acquired there as an English major, my husband, Lee, and I felt that establishing a program where students can specifically focus on writing in a way that is meaningful to them would be an important step in their education.”

“I want to say a big thank you to Elizabeth for giving me the opportunity to explore my writing,” said Abigail Morales ‘21, who interviewed activists and organizers for her Gabler Promise Scholars Writing Program project. “It’s something that I didn’t think I would be able to do, and it inspires me to continue.”

Promise Scholars have gone on to attend graduate school at prestigious institutions including Harvard, Yale, and UC Berkeley. Their achievements are the sum of their hard work, their families’ dedication, and their supporters at UC Santa Barbara.

“The Promise Scholar program is unique in many ways,” said Michael Miller, assistant vice chancellor for enrollment services at UC Santa Barbara, “but what really makes it special is how many people within the campus community contribute to its success.”
A Model for Mathematics, Engineering, and Science Achievement (MESA)

Diego Rey ’04 and David Henke ’78 help diversify the field of engineering

It’s the first week of fall quarter, but you’ve already made friends and completed your first three classes. What could have been an overwhelming situation for a first-generation engineering student is instead a confident start thanks to MESA, a UC Santa Barbara program to help underrepresented students achieve success in STEM studies and careers. Thanks to private support from donors including Diego Rey ’04 and UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee David Henke ’78, MESA continues to shape a STEM workforce that reflects the diversity of California.

For 40 years, MESA has provided the academic support, resources, and career services needed to increase the number of minority undergraduates who earn engineering degrees at UC Santa Barbara. MESA begins with an immersive summer program before freshman year.

“The summer program lets you hit the ground running,” said Diego, a MESA alumnus. “It was the biggest impact on my success at UC Santa Barbara because the instructors were also students, and it set the tone for the rest of the school year.”

MESA continues through a Student Leadership Conference, a textbook lending library, student organizations, academic support, mentorship, and community service. Diego stayed involved with MESA and Los Ingenieros, the campus chapter of the Society for Hispanic Professional Engineers, throughout his undergraduate experience. He earned a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering from Cornell, where he launched a successful startup — since acquired by Roche — that innovated clinical microbiology diagnostics solutions. Practiced in mentorship since college, Diego now helps scientists become founders at the startup accelerator Y Combinator.

In MESA, undergraduates mentor each other, and together, they bring K-12 students to campus for STEM experiences. Diego rallied his fellow alumni to support MESA in the collaborative spirit of the program.

“I’m hoping it does for new students what it did for me: make it easier to be successful at UCSB and after graduation,” said Diego. “I hope that folks make lifelong friends.”

“Private support enhances our capacity to serve students with flexibility that allows us to meet students’ needs as they arise,” said Micaela Morgan and Mario Castellanos, program leaders. “Innovative support mechanisms build and develop student efficacy to ensure they thrive in their STEM majors.”

UC Santa Barbara’s MESA alumni have founded startups, become schoolteachers, and pursued careers with industry leaders like Hewlett Packard, Raytheon, Intel, and Boeing. As a leader who has met challenges by hiring the right people,
UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee David Henke ’78 sees the value in MESA. After founding two start-ups, he arrived at Silicon Graphics to find a problem: computers with tools that didn’t work, hundreds of millions of dollars of un-shippable equipment. David mobilized his fellow engineers to resolve the issue.

“I realized that as good as I was as a programmer, I could get many people to work with me,” said David. From then on, he managed engineering and operations for large companies. LinkedIn employed 200 technologists when David joined in 2009; when he left in 2013, there were 2,700. David pushed LinkedIn to recruit UC Santa Barbara alumni, who he describes as more well-rounded and more collaborative. In all his hiring, David noted the underrepresentation of the Latinx community in engineering. “The question is,” he said, “what are you going to do about that?”

David’s answer: sharing his wisdom through talks on campus, staying involved in the College of Engineering, and generously supporting MESA. David hopes his support will train underrepresented students and help them find opportunities in STEM.

Monica Cisneros ’22 is also committed to helping the next generation through MESA, which can begin in kindergarten and extend through college. Monica got involved in sixth grade. Now a pre-chemistry major, she is part of Los Ingenieros, mentors freshmen and transfer students, works in the MESA office, and leads K-12 outreach. She follows the example of her older brother and sister, both Gauchos and MESA alumni.

“MESA is so inspiring,” said Monica. “When I see little girls create engineering projects, I get so happy.”
The Divine Spark

Through new endowed investments, opera and choral music thrives at UCSB

Inspired by the late Professor Emeritus Carl Zytowski, friends, family and alumni have united to honor the tradition of opera and choral music that this renowned musician led during his 44-year career at UC Santa Barbara. Carl is beloved by generations of students for the chamber choir he founded in 1964, The Schubertians. After Carl retired in 1995, he continued supporting musicians by establishing for graduate students the Carl Zytowski Fellowship in Voice and Collaborative Piano in 2000. Moved by Carl’s passing in 2019, generous supporters have converged in a crescendo of support for the UC Santa Barbara Department of Music.

Carl and his brother, Don, grew up in a St. Louis home full of song. Carl was a tenor who could hit a high D. In June 1944, the 8th Air Force Quartet that Carl led while stationed in England sang over the BBC in the midst of a blitz. Wherever Carl went — from England to UC Santa Barbara — he formed singing groups. Don and his wife, Kay, established the Zytowski Fund for Opera in Carl’s memory to nurture the love of music and share their family’s legacy.

“Music has been a thread in my whole life, from taking accordion lessons in kindergarten to now, as a supporter,” said Don. “What would it be like if we didn’t have music? It connects us.”

From 1964-1995, Carl led over two hundred Schubertians through 355 works by 125 composers in a dozen languages. The group performed in more than 140 venues across 31 years. Rodney Punt ’68 was among the first Schubertians, students handpicked from the UCSB Glee Club. In Rod, Carl saw not only a talented musician but also a skilled organizer. Rod credits his arts administration career to his days managing the Glee Club and directing choirs in Santa Barbara.

“I always knew that Carl was one of the most important relationships of my life,” said Rod. “He was a mentor who helped me in many ways.” The organizer of many Schubertians reunions, Rod initiated the Zytowski Vocal Award with the group in 1984 to support undergraduate voice students at UC Santa Barbara. To that end, he and his wife, Ruth ’71, made a major gift to the fund at the Zytowski memorial Rod organized last November at Lotte Lehmann Concert Hall on campus.

“The Department of Music is truly grateful for the wonderful generosity of our donors,” said Robert Koenig, chair. “The impact of this continued philanthropy is life-changing for many of our students. [It] demonstrates how the power of music is universal and part of the human experience.”

Pianist Erik Lawrence ’23 is a recent recipient of the Zytowski Endowed Fellowship in Voice and Collaborative Piano, established by Carl.

“Graduate studies are about finding your place at the beginning of your career and finding exactly what you’re good at as a person,” said Erik, who accompanied vocalists at Carl’s memorial concert. “People supporting you in that is meaningful. Working with emotion and melding the piano and the voice together — these past years at UCSB have been a synthesis.”

The character-building and emotional support of The Schubertians helped Jonathan Pevsner ’79 find himself at UC Santa Barbara. His wife, Madeline, established the Pevsner Endowed Fund for Voice in memory of Jonathan, who passed away 13 years ago. Jonathan and Madeline met while training as doctors and were married for 20 years. Their three children share the family love of music.
“Music can take you through the worst of situations to make your own life fuller,” said Madeline. “As long as UC Santa Barbara students and professors are spreading the word of beauty, that’s all I want. If these joys are felt by the listener to heal the soul or make the world a better place, then this endowment has fulfilled its purpose.”

“When singing in a group, all have to do their part to maintain intonation with others, blend vocal colors, and phrase carefully to convey the message,” Rod observed.

For Rod and Ruth, Don and Kay, the Pevsner family, and many other music donors, their support indeed sends a bright message to the UC Santa Barbara community.
Endowments & Recipients

“The connections that UC Santa Barbara provided you will continue to grow and flourish as you move forward in life – professionally and personally.”
Endowed Chairs

Endowed chairs honor exceptional faculty members for their contributions to academia and are crucial in sustaining UC Santa Barbara's excellence. The following benefactors, by establishing endowed chairs in various areas, have made a permanent investment in the future of UC Santa Barbara.

**Campus-Wide**
Jack and Laura Dangermond Chair in Conservation
Jack and Laura Dangermond, Donors

Edward A. Dickson Emeriti Professorship
University of California Presidential Chair
Edward A. Dickson, Donor
Oliver Chadwick, Dickson Emeriti Professor

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster I
Campuswide (Mind and Machine Intelligence Initiative)
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
Miguel Eckstein, Mellichamp Professor of Mind and Machine Intelligence
William Wang, Mellichamp Professor of Artificial Intelligence and Designs

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster II
Campuswide (Globalization Initiative)
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
Janet Afary, Mellichamp Professor of Global Religion and Modernisms
Michael Curtin, Mellichamp Professor of Global and Media Representations
Jan Nederveen Pieterse, Mellichamp Professor of Transnational Civil Society Networks
Alison Brysk, Mellichamp Professor of Global and International Studies Program

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster III
Campuswide (Sustainability Initiative)
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
Mahdi Abu-Omar, Mellichamp Professor of Green Chemistry
Eric Masanet, Mellichamp Professor of Sustainability Science for Emerging Technologies
Susannah Scott, Mellichamp Professor of Sustainable Catalytic Processing
Philip Christopher, Mellichamp Professor of Sustainable Manufacturing

University of California Presidential Chair I
University of California Presidential Chair II
University of California Presidential Chair III

**College of Engineering**

**Eugene Aas Chair in Computer Science**
Department of Computer Science
Mark ’66 and Susan ’67 Bertelsen, Donors
Yu-Xiang Wang, Aas Professor of Computer Science

**ALCOA Chair in Materials**
Department of Materials
The Aluminum Company of America, Donor
Tresa Pollock, ALCOA Professor of High Tech Materials

**Richard A. Auhll Professorship and Dean’s Chair in Engineering**
College of Engineering
Richard A. Auhll, Donor
Rod Alferness, Dean and Auhll Professor for the College of Engineering

**Cree Endowed Chair in Solid State Lighting and Displays**
Department of Materials
Cree Inc., F. Neal Hunter, Professor Umesh K. and Susan Mishra, and Professor Steven P. DenBaars, Donors
Shuji Nakamura, Cree Professor of Solid State Lighting and Displays
2014 Nobel Prize in Physics

**Glen and Susanne Culler Chair in Computer Science**
Department of Computer Science
Zhu Family Foundation, Anonymous, Donors
Prabhanjan Ananth, Culler Professor of Computer Science

**Doluca Family Chair in Electrical and Computer Engineering**
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tung ’81 and Lale Doluca, Donors
Mark Rodwell, Doluca Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

**Duval Family Presidential Chair in Energy Efficiency**
College of Engineering, Institute for Energy Efficiency
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval, Donors
Rich Wolski, Duval Family Professor of Energy Efficiency

**The Tony Evans Chair in Structural Materials**
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Various Donors
Robert McMeeking, Evans Professor of Structural Materials

**Christian A. Felipe Chair in Technology Management**
Technology Management Program
Christian A. Felipe, Donor
Stephen Barley, Felipe Professor of Technology Management

**Founder’s Chair in Chemical Engineering in Honor of Dr. John E. Myers**
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Various Donors
Michael Gordon, Rinker Professor of Chemical Engineering

**Founder’s Chair in Chemical Engineering in Honor of Dr. Robert G. Rinker**
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Various Donors

**John and Eileen Gerngross Chair in Computer Science**
Department of Computer Science
John ’82 and Cheryl Gerngross, Anonymous, Donors
Misha Sra, Gerngross Professor of Computer Science

**Investment Group of Santa Barbara Founding Director of the Master’s of Technology Management Program and Duca Family Professor of Technology Management**
Technology Management Program
Maurice J. Duca ’66, Donor
Paul Leonard, Duca Family Professor of Technology Management

**Fred Kavli Chair in Nanotechnology**
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor
John Bowers, Kavli Professor of Nanotechnology
Fred Kavli Chair in Optoelectronics and Sensors
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor

Edward Noble Kramer Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
Professor Edward J.* and Gail W. Kramer, Donors
Rachel Segalman, Kramer Professor of Materials

The Herbert Kroemer Endowed Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Anonymous, and Various Donors
Chris Van de Walle, Kroemer Professor of Materials Science

Leadership Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Anonymous, Donor

Mehrabian Career Development Chairs (6)
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Mehrabian Chancellor’s Chairs (5)
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Mehrabian Endowed Chair in the College of Engineering
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Linda Petzold, Mehrabian Professor, College of Engineering

Mehrabian Endowed Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Carlos Levi, Mehrabian Professor of Materials

Mehrabian Interdisciplinary Endowed Chair
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Irene Beyerlein, Mehrabian Interdisciplinary Endowed Professor

Mehrabian Presidential Chair in Engineering
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Chair in Process Control
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
James Rawlings, Mellichamp Professor of Process Control

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Endowed Chair in Systems Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
Michael Doherty, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Engineering

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Functional Materials
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Glenn Fredrickson, Mitsubishi Professor of Functional Materials

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Solid State Lighting and Displays
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Steven P. DenBaars, Mitsubishi Professor of Solid State Lighting and Displays

Venkatesh Narayanamurti Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Karl* ’73 and Pamela ’77 Lopker, Donors
Xifeng Yan, Narayanamurti Professor of Computer Science

Warren and Katharine Schlinger Distinguished Professorship in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Warren and Katharine Schlinger Foundation, Donor
Rachel Segalman, Schlinger Professor of Chemical Engineering

Seoul Optodevice Chair in Solid State Lighting
Department of Materials
Seoul Optodevice Corporation, Donor
James Speck, Seoul Optodevice Professor of Solid State Lighting

Stansbury Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Taylor and Cynthia Stansbury, Anonymous, Donors

Donald W. Whittier Chair in Electrical Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Mericos Foundation, Donor
Umesh Mishra, Whittier Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred and Linda R. Wudl Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Professor Fred and Dr. Linda R. Wudl, Donors
Ram Seshadri, Fred and Linda R. Wudl Professor of Materials Science

Zhu Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Dr. Hongjun Zhu ’03 and Jing Wang ’98, Dr. Huican Zhu ’00, Anonymous, Donors

College of Letters & Science

Günter and June Ahlers Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Professor Günter and June Ahlers, Donors
Zvonimir Dogic, Ahlers Professor of Experimental Physics

King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Chair in Islamic Studies
Department of History
The Saudi Royal Family, Donors
Adam Sabra, King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Professor of Islamic Studies

Alec P. Alexander Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter* H’12 and Thelma Mead, Donors

The Argyropoulos Endowed Chair in Hellenic Studies
Department of Classics
Jim Argyropoulos, Sarah Argyropoulos, Donors
Helen Morales, Argyropoulos Professor of Hellenic Studies

Jody and John Arnhold Director of Performance in Theater and Dance
Department of Theater and Dance
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Arnhold Foundation, Donors
Irwin Appel, Jody and John Arnhold Director of Performance in Theater and Dance
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Walter J. Mead Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter* H'12 and Thelma Mead, Donors
Ignacio Esponda, Walter J. Mead Professor of Economics

Robert M. Norris Presidential Chair in Earth Science
Department of Earth Science
Alec ’76 and Claudia ’75 Webster, Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank, Susan L. Dougherty ’94, Donors
David Valentine, Robert M. Norris Presidential Professor of Earth Science

North Hall Chair I
Department of Economics

North Hall Chair II
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

North Hall Chair III
Department of Linguistics
Anne Charity Hudley, North Hall Endowed Chair in the Linguistics of African America

Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Colonel Maxwell C.* and Mary* Pellish, Donors
Rodney Garratt, Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Professor of Economics

Aaron and Cherie Raznick Endowed Chair
Department of Economics
Aaron* H’88 and Cherie Raznick, Donors
Theodore C. Bergstrom, Raznick Professor of Economics

J. F. Rowny Chair in Comparative Religions
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor
David White, Rowny Professor of Comparative Religions

J. F. Rowny Chair in Religion and Society
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor

Arthur N. Rupe Chair in the Social Effects of Mass Communication
Department of Communication
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Donor
Ronald E. Rice, Rupe Professor of the Social Effects of Mass Communication

Arent and Jean Schuyler Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
Professor Arent H. Schuyler, Jr.* ’61 and Jean K. Schuyler* H’13, Donors
Carla D’Antonio, Schuyler Professor of Environmental Studies

International Shinto Foundation Chair in Shinto Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
International Shinto Foundation, Donor
Fabio Rambelli, Shinto Foundation Professor

Sorenson Director of Choral Music
Department of Music
Shannon P. and D. Stephen Sorenson, Donors
Nicole Lamartine, Sorenson Director of Choral Music

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor
Armand Kuris, Storke Professor of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Koichi Takashima Chair in Japanese Cultural Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
Kyoei Steel Corporation, Donor
Sabine Frühstück, Takashima Professor of Japanese Cultural Studies

Anne and Michael Towbes Graduate Dean Chair
Graduate Division
Michael* H’11 and Anne Smith Towbes, Donors
Carol Genetti, Towbes Dean of the Graduate Division

Bhagvan Vimalnath Endowed Chair in Jain Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Drs. Meera and Jasvant Modi, Mrs. Rita and Dr. Narendra Parson, Mrs. Raksha and Mr. Harshad Shah, Donors

Anton Vonk Chair in Environmental Politics
Department of Political Science
Anton Vonk* MA’05 and Dr. Diane L. Boss, Donors
Hahrie Han, Vonk Associate Professor of Environmental Politics

Richard Whited Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Dr. Richard C. Whited, Donor
David Patterson, Whited Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Wilcox Family Chair in BioMedicine
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary ’69, ’72 and Susan ’70, ’72, ’75 Wilcox, Donors
Dennis Clegg, Wilcox Professor of BioMedicine

Wilcox Family Chair in Biotechnology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary ’69, ’72 and Susan ’70, ’72, ’75 Wilcox, Donors
Joel Rothman, Wilcox Professor of Biotechnology

Wilcox Family Chair in Entrepreneurial Economics
Department of Economics
Drs. Gary ’69, ’72 and Susan ’70, ’72, ’75 Wilcox, Donors

Wilcox Family Presidential Chair in Molecular Biology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary ’69, ’72 and Susan ’70, ’72, ’75 Wilcox, Donors

Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies
Carsey-Wolf Center, Film & Media Studies
Dick A. Wolf, Donor
Patrice Petro, Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Susan Worster ’70 and Bruce Worster PhD ’71, Donors
Ben Mazin, Worster Professor of Experimental Physics

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair for the Dean of Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Susan Worster ’70 and Bruce Worster PhD ’71, Donors
Pierre Wiltzius, Dean and Worster Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Experimental Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joe Incandela, Yzurdiaga Professor of Experimental Science
Bren School of Environmental Science and Management

Donald Bren Chair for the Dean of Environmental Science and Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Steven D. Gaines, Dean and Professor for the Bren School of Environmental Science and Management

Donald Bren Chair in Corporate Environmental Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor

Donald Bren Distinguished Professorship in Environmental Law
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
James Salzman, Bren Professor of Environmental Law

Donald Bren Distinguished Professorship in Interdisciplinary Studies
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Christopher Costello, Bren Professor of Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Management

Corporate Environmental Management Chair
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor

Gevirtz Graduate School of Education

Michael M. Gerber Chair in Instructional Innovation & Technology for Exceptional Children
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous, Donor

Jules Zimmer Dean’s Chair in the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous, Donor
Jeffrey Milem, Jules Zimmer Dean of the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education

Interdisciplinary

Ruth Garland Chair for the Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Donor
Jamie Thomson, Ruth Garland Professor and Co-Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering

Alan and Ruth Heeger Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Professor Alan J. and Ruth Heeger, Donors
Craig Hawker, Heeger Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Veeco Endowed Chair in Engineering and the Sciences
College of Engineering and Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Veeco Instruments, Donor
Ania Jayich, Veeco Professor of Engineering and the Sciences

Research Institutes

Chancellor’s Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Marvin Clarke* ’51, Donor
David Gross, Chancellor’s Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Peter J. Clarke Chair for the Director of the California NanoSystems Institute
California NanoSystems Institute
Sputtered Films Corporation, Donor
Craig Hawker, Clarke Professor and Director of the California NanoSystems Institute

Carl P. Feinberg Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Carl P. Feinberg, Donor

Frederick W. Gluck Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Frederick W. Gluck, Donor
Lars Bildsten, Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics and Director, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Susan F. Gurley Chair in Theoretical Physics & Biology
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
John ’78,’83 and Meg Gurley, Donors
Boris Shraiman, Gurley Professor of Theoretical Physics and Biology

Harriman Chair in Neuroscience
Neuroscience Research Institute
Thomas J. Harriman H’17, Eleanor L. Harriman*, Donors
Kenneth Kosik, Harriman Professor of Neuroscience

La Kretz Center Director Chair
Natural Reserve System (Sedgwick Reserve)
Morton La Kretz, Linda La Kretz Duttonhaver ’77, Donors
Frank Davis, La Kretz Center Director Chair

Wayne Rosing, Simon & Diana Raab Chair in Theoretical Astrophysics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Wayne Rosing and Dorothy Largay, the TABASGO Foundation, Drs. Simon and Diana Raab, Donors

Troxel Family Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Deborah and Douglas Troxel, Donors

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Leon Balents, Yzurdiaga Professor of Theoretical Physics

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
Endowed Fellowships

Endowed graduate fellowships enable UC Santa Barbara to sustain the tradition of excellence in graduate research and teaching, and ensure that our talented students have the best possible learning environment. The university gratefully acknowledges alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustees who have established endowed graduate fellowships of $100,000 or more.
The Harry Glicken Fund
Milton* and Ida* Glicken, and Various Donors

Fiona and Michael Goodchild Graduate Mentoring Award
Drs. Fiona and Michael Goodchild, Donors

John T. Gray Memorial Summer Internship Fellowships
Various Donors

Thomas G. Haring Memorial Fellowship
Dr. and Mrs. Norris Haring, Catherine Breen Haring, Martha Haring Fredrickson, Kathryn A. Haring, and other family members, friends and colleagues, Donors

William Randolph Hearst Fund
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Ethnomusicology
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Scandinavian Music
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

George Holbrook Fellowship Fund
George and Tara Holbrook, Donors

James Hong Memorial Research Fellowship Fund
Various Donors

Institute for Energy Efficiency Fellowship Fund
Anonymous, Donor

Islamic Studies Fellowship
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz and the Saudi Royal Family, Donors

Dr. J Student Teacher Fellowship Fund
Individuals honoring Dr. Richard Jamgochian, Donors

Japan Bamboo Association Fund
Japan Bamboo Association, Donor

Kenneth Karmiole Endowed Research Fellowship
Kenneth Karmiole ’68, Donor

Robert Kelley Endowment Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dorcas L. Kelley ’84, Donor

George P. and Joan B. Kerns Fellowship in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. George ’69 and Joan ’80 Kerns, Donors

KITP Graduate Fellowship Fund
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval, Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12, and Various Donors

Herbert Kroemer Endowed Fellowship Fund
Dr. Henry ’80 and Bih-Charn ’77 Chien, Donors

The H. William Kuni Bren Fellows Endowed Research Fund
H. William Kuni, Donor

La Kretz Fellowship Endowment
Morton La Kretz, Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77, Donors

Louis Lancaster Graduate Fellowship in Political Science
Louis* and Winifred* H’89 Lancaster, Donors

The Latin American Fishery Fellows Program
Walton Family Foundation, Donor

Israel Levitan Memorial Fellowship in Art Studio
Idee Levitan-Maxted*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Art History
Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Music
Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Blanche, York & Highoohi Mandra Student Support Fund
Dr. York T. Mandra*, Donor

Sara Miller McCune Endowed Fellowship
Sara Miller McCune H’05, Donor

MC-CAM Fellowships and Administration Fund
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Steve and Barbara Mendell Endowed Graduate Fellowship in Cultural Literacy
Steven ’63 and Barbara Mendell, Donors

The Mendell Prize in Political Science
Steven ’63 and Barbara Mendell, Donors

Anthony and Marion Menk Music Affiliates Graduate Fellowship
Anthony* and Marion* Menk, Donors

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Alfred Moir Fellowship in Art History
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*, Donor

Opus One Musical Scholarship Fund
June H. Schuerch*, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, and other individuals, Donors

The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl Graduate Fellowship Endowment in Social Sciences
Stephen D. ’77 and Louise A. ’77 Pahl, Donors

Kenneth Pai Graduate Fellowship in Chinese Studies
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77, Donor

Joseph & Dorothy Polchinski Graduate Student Fellowship
Dr. Dorothy Chun and Dr. Joseph Polchinski*, Donors

Rathmann Graduate Fellowship in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation, and other individuals, foundations and corporations, Donors

Rob Rebstock Scholars Fund
The Kirby-Jones Foundation, William ’77 and Tyrena Jones, Donors

Bruce Rickborn and Ross Johnson Endowed Graduate Fellowship Fund
Dr. Ross* ’70 and Charlotte Johnson, Donors
Warren and Katharine Schlinger Graduate Fellowship Fund in Chemical Engineering
Warren and Katharine Schlinger Foundation, Donor

Harold and Hester Schoen Fellowship Fund
Harold* and Hester* Schoen, Donors

Robert L. Schumann Endowed Vocal Fund in Music
Estate of Catherine Schumann, Donor

Philip and Aida Siff Foundation Dean’s Scholar Fund in Education
The Philip and Aida Siff Educational Foundation, Donor

The Single Step Fellowship in Land Ethics
Single Step Foundation, Donor

Southern California Edison/Edison International Summer Internship Fellowship
Southern California Edison, Donor

Emil Steck, Jr. Fellowship Fund
Fredric E. Steck and the Steck Family Foundation, Donors

Charles A. Storke II Fellowships in Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Technology Management Graduate Program
Jeff ’66 and Judy H’09 Henley, Donors

Thormahlen Family Fellowship in Economics
William J. Thormahlen Family, Donors

John Tokuyama Memorial Fellowship
Dr. Samuel Tokuyama ’69, Alice Tokuyama*, Donors

Louis H. Towbes Graduate Fellowship Program Fund
Michael* H’11 and Gail* Towbes, Donors

Toshiko Ushiyama Memorial Fund
Tominori Yamada, Donor

UCSB History Associates
Donald Van Gelderen Memorial Fund
Jo Beth Van Gelderen, Donor

Walsin Lihwa Electronics and Photonics Research Center Fellowship
Walsin Lihwa Corporation, Donor

Walton Foundation Sustainable Water Market Program
Walton Family Foundation, Donor

White Family Graduate Fellowship Endowment Fund
Philip ’84 and Ann White, Donors

Roger C. Wood Endowment in the College of Engineering
Dr. Itzik ’68, ’70 and Marge Barpal, Dr. Charles ’78 and Barbara Greene, and Various Donors

Wendell Woodring Memorial Fellowship Fund
Judy Woodring Armagast, Donor

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Graduate Student Fellowship Fund
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors

Zytowski Endowed Fellowship in Music
Dr. Carl B. Zytowski*, Donor

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
Endowed Scholarships

Endowed scholarships play a crucial role in expanding our students’ access to a world class education and fostering academic excellence at UC Santa Barbara. We are grateful for the extraordinary support from our alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations and UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustees who have endowed scholarships with gifts of $50,000 and above.

The Marc Ackerman Fund for Student Excellence
Mr. Marc A. Ackerman ’94, Donor

Professor Larry Adams Scholarship Award
R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey Schneider, and Various Donors

Jeanie Anderson Memorial Award in the Education Abroad Program
Friends and family of Jeanie Anderson, Donors

John Arnhold Fund for Men’s Tennis Excellence
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Donors

John Arnhold Fund for Tennis Excellence
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Donors

John and Jody Arnhold Fund for Men’s Tennis
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Donors

John and Jody Arnhold Fund for Women’s Tennis
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Donors

Jim and Cheryl Barber Living Scholars Program Fund
Donn R. Bernstein* H’79, Donor

Barker Scholarship Endowment Fund for Environmental Studies
The Coeta and Donald Barker Foundation, Donor

Ardy V. Barton Men’s Tennis Team Scholarship
Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

Ardy V. Barton Women’s Tennis Team Scholarship
Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

Judy Bellomo Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
Various Donors

The Bentson Scholarship Fund
William Kauth ’78 and Laurie Jo Bentson Kauth ’69, Bentson Foundation, Donors

Nicholas Bourdakis Memorial Fund for Undergraduate Students in Geography
Various Donors

The June and Todd Brouhard Scholarship Fund
June* ’54 and Todd* H’55 Brouhard, Donors

Burnham Engineering and Applied Sciences Scholarship
Dan and Meg Burnham, Donors

William M. Bushnell Scholarship Geology
Karen Bushnell, Donor

The Michael J. Byron and Catherine V. Duarte Byron Fund for Student Excellence
Michael ’87 and Catherine Byron, Donors

The Cal Eta SAE Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

John & Ina Campbell Scholarship Fund
Ina Theresa Campbell*, Donor

Chancellor’s Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

George Chen Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Kendra Chiota Payne Leadership for Young Women through Sports Internship Award
Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

Kendra Chiota Payne Memorial Global Studies Award
Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

Kevin Sage Christensen 1992 Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
Estate of Carolyn Christensen, Donor

Carnzu A. Clark Music Scholarship
Carnzu A. Clark*, Donor

The Class of 1963 Alumni Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Katherine Breann Cooper Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

The Cortina-Sung Family Fund
Lorin M. Cortina ’88 and H. Jane Sung, Donors

Crowe Family Scholarship Fund
Stephen and Linda Crowe, Donors

Glen Culler Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Various Donors

Dance Scholarship Fund for Excellence
Anonymous, Donors

Richard and Erika Davis Scholarship Fund
Erika Davis, Donor

Ismael “Mayo” De La Rocha Endowed Scholarship Fund
Cástulo de la Rocha ’73 and Zoila D. Escobar, Donors

Barbara DeWolfe Scholarship Fund
Estate of Barbara DeWolfe, Donor

William Dole Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Dream Scholar Fund
Various Donors

Duval Family Fund for Undergraduate Education
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval, Donors

Wendy Anne Finkel Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Max and Betty Finkel, David Jonathan Finkel, Donors

Hon. Raymond and Nancy Fisher Scholarship Fund
Friends and family of Raymond and Nancy Fisher, Donors
Harold Frank Entrepreneurial Scholarship Program
Anonymous, Donor

Freymodsson-Danley Family Fund for Icelandic Student Support
J. Bragi Freymodsson*, Steinunn Danley ’83 and Howard Green, Donors

The Jeffery Robert Frum Scholarship Fund
Jeffery ‘79 and Mardi Frum, Donors

Yolanda Garcia Endowed Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

The Cindy and Evan Goldberg Scholarship Fund
Cindy ‘89 and Evan Goldberg, Donors

Leon Goodman Scholarship Fund
Estate of Leon Goodman, Donor

David Gray Jr. Scholarship Fund
Estate of David Gray Jr., Donor

John and Betty Groebl Family Scholarship Fund
Dr. John* ’46 and Betty* ’52 Groebl, Donors

The Gunther Family Scholarship Fund
Daniel Gunther, Katherine Gunther, Richard and Lois Gunther, Donors

Donald B. Hamister Endowed Scholarship in Woodwinds
The Hamister Foundation, Donor

The Hanso Family Scholars Fund
Steve and Karen Hanson, Donors

The Edward Hass Memorial Fund
Annette G. and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*, Hass Charitable Remainder Unitrust, Donors

Theodore W. Hatlen Fund
Theodore W. Hatlen*, Donor

Laura Hawkins Memorial Scholarship Fund
Estate of Laura Hawkins, Donor

Arianna & Michael Huffington Scholarship Endowment
Arianna Huffington, Michael Huffington, Donors

Helmar S. Janee Family Endowed Scholarship Fund in Western Art Music Performance
Helmar S. Janee*, Donor

Shig Katayama Memorial Scholarship Fund
Nancy Katayama, Tracy Katayama-Esse and Chris Esse, Donors

Kirby-Jones Foundation Endowment for Tennis
The Kirby Family Marital Trust, William ’77 and Tyrena Jones, Donors

Kirby-Jones Scholarship Fund in Honor of Skylar Jones, Finnegon Jones, Allyson Crowe and Sierra Jones
Marvel Blakeman Kirby ’51 and Robert Kirby*, Donors

Bernard Kirtman Scholarship Endowment Fund
Gary J. Krouth, MD ’70,’72 and Danielle P. Krouth, Donors

Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl and William A. Kuehl Scholarship Fund in the Humanities
Estate of Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl and William A. Kuehl*, Donors

Louis Lancaster Scholarship Fund in Political Science
Various Donors

Paul and Elinor Lazarus Endowed Scholarship
Various Donors

Gene and Susan Lucas Undergraduate Research Fund
Dr. Gene ’73 and Susan ’73 Lucas, and Various Donors

William C. and Florence W. Matthews Scholarship Fund
Estate of Florence W. Matthews, Donor

Christopher Michaels-Martinez Memorial Scholarship Fund
Friends and family of Christopher Michaels-Martinez, Donors

Harold J. and Mary E. Miller Fund
Dr. Harold J.* and Mary E.* Miller, Donors

Sara Miller McCune Endowed Internship and Public Service Program
Sara Miller McCune H’05, Donor

Menon Watson/CCS Endowed Interdisciplinary Fund
Menon Watson Family Foundation, Donor

Leal Anne Kerry Mertes Memorial Scholarship Fund
James T. Wells, Donor

The George and Marjorie Meyer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Gail Meyer ’65, Donor

Mithun Family Foundation Scholarships
John C. Mithun and Mercedes Millington, Mithun Family Foundation, Donors

Samuel B. Mosher Foundation Scholarships
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, Donors

Music Affiliates Endowment Scholarship Fund
UCSB Music Affiliates, Donors

Robert J. Offerman Scholarship in Intercollegiate Athletics
Barbara Offerman, Donor

Osher Scholarship Endowment for California Community College Transfer Students
The Bernard Osher Foundation, Donor

The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl Undergraduate Upper Division “Making a Difference” Award in Social Sciences
Stephen D. ’77 and Louise A. ’77 Pahl, Donors

Parker-Tiampo Family Scholarship Fund
David Parker and Janet Tiampo, Noah Parker ’17, Donors

Doug Perry Memorial Golf Scholarship
R. Kenneth and Margaret Perry, and Various Donors

The David D. Propp Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dr. Daniel and Sarah Propp, Donors

The Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton Alumni Scholarship Fund
Wendy V.C. Purcell ’84 and Kenneth L. Wilton, Donors

Marion & Dean Ramstad Scholarship Fund
Marion* and Dean* Ramstad, Donors
Endowments & Recipients

The Michael and Julie Reshatoff Alumni Scholarship Fund
Julie Ann Reshatoff '91 and Michael R. Reshatoff, Jr. '89, Donors

Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree Endowment Fund
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H '12, Donor

The Marc-Aurele Rieffel Endowment for Excellence in Music
Anonymous, Donor

Francesc Roig Summer Undergraduate Research Fund
Jonathan '98 and Christine Siegel, and Various Donors

Santa Barbara CPA Scholarship Fund
McGowan Guntermann, Nasif, Hicks, Harris, & Co. LLP, MacFarlane Faletti & Co. LLP, Walpole & Co. LLP, Donors

Professor Joseph J. Sayovitz Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Professor and Mrs. Robert A. Scalapino Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Robert* and Dee* Scalapino, Donors

The David F. Siegel Award
Mr. and Mrs. Barry S. Siegel, Donors

Stapelmann Field Studies Scholars Fund
Judy '63, '65 and Jack Stapelmann, Donors

The Matthew Stephen Smith Fund
Dianne J. Smith, Donor

The Bruce H. and Robin G. Tiffney Summer Undergraduate Research Fund
Jay Freeman ’03, Tayloe and Cindy Stansbury, Dr. Bruce H. Tiffney and Robin Gowen Tiffney, and Various Donors

Roger W. Tobin Memorial Scholarship Fund for Men's Water Polo
Dr. Ronald and Ann Tobin, Donors

Umfundl Endowment Fund
Brian C. Malk Family Fund, Simon G. Malk '93, Donors

UC Santa Barbara Alumni Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

UCDC/UC Sacramento Public Service Endowment
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and Dr. Stephen Weatherford, Donors

UCSB Economics Scholars Endowment Fund
Dr. Kenneth and Lori ’90 Konsker, Donors

UCSB Alumni Legacy Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

UCSB Shoreliners Scholarship Endowment
UCSB Shoreliners, Donors

University Center Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

David Wang Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

K. Wardy Scholarship Fund
Kathryn Hallock '80, Donor

Veronika Weiss Memorial Scholarship Fund
Various Donors

Claudia D. Weitlanner General Affiliates Scholarship
Claudia D. Weitlanner*, Donor

Adrian M. Wenner Scholarship Fund in the Sciences
Dr. Adrian M. Wenner, Donor

June Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund
Knox Williams ’59, Donor

Yardi Systems Endowed Scholarship in Computer Science
Yardi Corporation and Anonymous, Donors

The Katherine Yuhas Scholarship Fund
George and Risa ’79 Yuhas, Donors

The Ernest and Leslie Zomalt International Education Fund
Drs. Leslie ’64,’79 and Ernie ’66,’72,’89 Zomalt, Donors

Zorich Family Scholarship Fund
Robert ’71 and Barbara ’72 Zorich, Donors

*Deceased
H – Honorary Alumni
Endowed Programmatic Funds

Endowed programmatic funds provide life-changing and sustained opportunities for students, faculty and the greater UC Santa Barbara community to learn, grow and collaborate on a myriad of research and educational initiatives. We are proud to recognize the visionary alumni, parents, campus partners, organizations and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation trustees who have endowed programmatic funds for $100,000 or more.

Colleges, Schools and Research Institutes

Bren School of Environmental Science & Management

Davidson - Bren School Endowed Fund
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
James G. Davidson ’98, Donor

Southern California Edison Visitors Center Fund for Excellence
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
Southern California Edison, Donor

Zurich Financial Services Endowed Distinguished Visitors Program
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
Zurich North America, Donor

College of Creative Studies

College of Creative Studies Endowment Fund
College of Creative Studies
Dr. Katharine W. Tremaine*, Donor

College of Engineering

College of Engineering Dean’s Endowment Fund
College of Engineering
Anonymous, Donor

Colombo Technology Endowment
College of Engineering
Paul Colombo, Donor

Institute for Energy Efficiency Programs and Operations Fund
Institute for Energy Efficiency
Anonymous, Donor

International Foundation for Telemetering Endowment
College of Engineering
International Foundation for Telemetering, Donor

Petar V. Kokotovic Distinguished Visiting Professorship
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Various Donors

Karl and Pam Lopker Family Endowed Fund for Faculty Enrichment in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Karl Lopker* ’73 and Pamela Meyer Lopker ’77, Donors

Mehrabian Endowment
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Duncan A. and Suzanne C. Mellichamp Distinguished Young Lecturer Endowment Fund
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors

Robert G. Rinker Chemical Engineering Laboratory Endowment
Department of Chemical Engineering
Darryl T. McCall ’78 and Miren Letemendia, Warren & Katharine Schlinger Foundation, James Heslin ’73 and Rose Hau, and Various Donors

Wilcox New Venture Incubator Fund
Technology Management Program
Drs. Gary ’69, ’72 and Susan ’70, ’72, ’75 Wilcox, Donors

College of Letters & Science

American Presidency Project Endowment Fund
Department of Political Science
Sandra L. Otellini ’74, R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey Schneider, Donors

Argyropoulos Endowment for Hellenic Studies
Department of Classics
Jim Argyropoulos, Donor

Arnold Endowed Theater and Dance Production Fund
Department of Theater and Dance
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Donors

Richard F. Aster, Jr. Lecture Fund in Economics
Department of Economics
Richard F. Aster, Jr.* ’63, ’65, Donor

T.A. Barron Endowed Environmental Leadership Fund
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
T.A. Barron, Donor

Bowers Stem Cell Fund
Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering
William K. Bowers, Jr. Foundation, Donor

Leonard and Gretchan Broom Center in Demography
Division of Social Sciences
Dr. Leonard* and Gretchan* Broom, Donors

Walter H. Capps Center for the Study of Ethics, Religion & Public Life Endowment
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Various Donors

Carsey-Wolf Center Fund for Academic and Program Excellence
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Marcy L. Carsey H’04, Dick A. Wolf, Donors
Pablo Casals Endowed Cello Fund in Memory of Samuel A. Wofsy
Department of Music
Frances J. Wofsy*, Donor

C-BRIDGES Fund in Earth Science
Department of Earth Science
The Helen & Will Webster Foundation, Donor

Centro de Estudos Portuguese
Center for Portuguese Studies
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Donor

Chang Fund for Graduate Students in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Shing ’75 and Sheng-Yung ’71 Chang, Donors

Virgil Cordano OFM Catholic Studies Endowment
Department of Religious Studies
Charles R. Schwyb, Charles* and Harriet* Burke, and Various Donors

Critical Issues in America Fund
College of Letters & Science
Marcy L. Carsey H’04, Donor

Hester and Cedric Crowell Endowment
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center
Jane Crowell Rieffel*, Donor

XIV Dalai Lama Endowment for Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Various Donors

Michael Douglas Foundation Visiting Artist Fund
Department of Theater and Dance
Michael K. Douglas ’68, Donor

Ky Fan Visiting Assistant Professorship Fund
Department of Mathematics
Professor Ky Fan*, Donor

Field Instruction Fund Endowment
Department of Earth Science
Anonymous, Donor

Richard “Dick” Flacks Democracy Fund
Department of Sociology
Joseph S. Melchione* ’70, Richard and Miriam* Flacks, Donors

William Freudenburg Academic Development Fund
Environmental Studies Program
Various Donors

Bernice and Karl Geiringer Music Endowment Fund
Department of Music
Bernice Geiringer* H’01, Donor

Marsha and Jay Glazer Jewish Studies Program Endowment
Department of Religious Studies
Marsha and Jay Glazer Foundation, Donor

Graduate Program Fund
Department of Earth Science
Various Donors

Gerald and Ruth Broida Harter Endowed Fund in Jewish Studies
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Gerald W.* and Ruth Broida* Harter, Donors

Pai Hsien-Yung Endowment in Chinese Literature and Culture
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77, Donor

The Franca T. and Moyses Kuchnir Fund for Interdisciplinary Physics Research
Department of Physics
Drs. Moyses and Franca* Kuchnir, Donors

Idee Levitan IHC Lecture Series
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center
Idee Levitan-Maxted*, Donor

Verl Lutz Music Fund
Department of Music
Verl S. Lutz*, Donor

Mallory Art Museum Fund
Art, Design & Architecture Museum
Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Manalis Environmental Leadership Fund
Environmental Studies Program
Howard ’82 and Lisa ’82 Wenger, Donors

Steve Manley Memorial Fund
Environmental Studies Program
Family and Friends of Steve Manley, Donors

Martin E. Marty Lectureship on Religion in American Life,
Walter H. Capps Center
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Lillian and Jon* Lovelace, Donors

McRary Memorial Chemistry Prize Fund
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Mabel H. McRary*, Donor

Michaelsen Endowed Visiting Scholars Program
Department of Religious Studies
Dr. Robert S.* and Florence* Michaelsen, Donors

Sara MillerMcCune and George D. McCune Endowment
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center
Sara MillerMcCune H’05, Donor

Orfalea Global and International Studies Endowment
Department of Global Studies
Orfalea Foundation, Donor

Laurence Pilgeram Fund for Advancing the Study of Aging
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*, Donor

Arthur N. Rupe Great Debates in Critical Issues
College of Letters & Science
Arthur N. Rupe H’08 and Arthur N. Rupe Foundation, Donors
Douglas Rutherford Fett Memorial Fund for Brain Sciences
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Anonymous, Donor

SAGE Center for the Study of the Mind
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
SAGE Publications, Inc., Donor

Leinie Schilling Bard Fund, Walter H. Capps Center
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Leinie Schilling Bard*, Donor

Henry A. Schimberg Endowment in Ethics and Enterprise, Walter H. Capps Center
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Henry A. Schimberg*, Donor

Barry Schuyler Lecture Fund
Environmental Studies Program
Various Donors

Carl Snyder Memorial Fund
Department of Economics
Madelaine M. Raisch*, Donor

Herman P. & Sophia Taubman Endowed Symposia in Jewish Studies
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center
The Herman P. and Sophia Taubman Foundation, Donor

J.E. and Lillian Byrne Tipton Distinguished Visiting Professor in Catholic Studies
Department of Religious Studies
J.E. and Lillian Byrne Tipton Foundation, Donor

James Vanyo Arts and Humanities Faculty Awards Fund
College of Letters & Science
Dr. James P. Vanyo*, Donor

Andrew and Mary Weinberg Fund for Undergraduate Research
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Dr. Andrew ‘81 and Mary Weinberg, Donors

Everett Zimmerman Endowment in Early Modern Studies (1500-1800)
Department of English
Anonymous, Donor

Carl Zytowski Endowed Fund for Opera
Department of Music
Anonymous, Donor

Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Carol Ackerman Positive Psychology Clinic
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Carol* and Marshall* Ackerman, Donors

GGSE Endowment Fund
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
The Gevirtz Family Foundation, Donor

Ray E. Hosford Memorial Fund
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Various Donors

Spooner Family Endowment in Education
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Barbara Spooner* ’55, Donor

Research Institutes
Cheadle Center for Biodiversity & Ecological Restoration Endowment
Cheadle Center for Biodiversity & Ecological Restoration
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle, Donors

Leonard H. and Fannie M. Chrisman Memorial Fund
Neuroscience Research Institute
Fannie M. Chrisman*, Donor

Elings CNSI-UCSB Endowment
California NanoSystems Institute
Betty Elings Wells H’10, Dr. Virgil Elings H’10, Donors

Mary M. Erickson Endowment Fund for the Vertebrate Museum
Cheadle Center for Biodiversity and Ecological Restoration
Dr. Barbara DeWolfe*, Donor

Katherine Esau Education and Research Fund in Plant Sciences
Cheadle Center for Biodiversity and Ecological Restoration
Dr. Katherine Esau*, Donor

Hawker Family Fund
Materials Research Laboratory
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides, Donors

William H. Joyce, Jr. Fund
Neuroscience Research Institute
William H. Joyce, Jr.*, Donor

KITP Career Development Fund
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Dr. Joseph Polchinski* and Dr. Dorothy Chun, Donors

KITP General Endowment Fund
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
The Kavli Foundation, Fred Kavli*, David and Carolyn Brown, and Various Donors

KITP Munger Endowed Fund
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Charles T. Munger, Donor

KITP Postdoctoral Scholars Fund
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter, Dr. Muthiyaliah and Rani Babu, John ‘78,’83 and Meg Gurley, Donors

La Kretz Research Center Endowment
Sedgwick Reserve, Natural Reserve System
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77, Morton La Kretz, Donors

Materials Research Laboratory Polymer Synthesis Fund
Materials Research Laboratory
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides, Donors

Evelyn Moyer Chestnut Fund
Neuroscience Research Institute
Evelyn Moyer Chestnut*, Donor
North Campus Open Space Endowment Fund  
Cheadle Center for Biodiversity and Ecological Restoration  
The Helen & Will Webster Foundation, Betty Elings Wells H’10, and Various Donors

Tambour Foundation Fund for the Valentine Eastern Sierra Reserve  
Natural Reserve System  
Tambour Foundation, Donor

UCSB Sedgwick Ranch Reserve Operating Endowment  
Natural Reserve System  
David and Lyn Anderson, and Various Donors

UCSB Sedgwick Reserve Stapelmann Operating Endowment  
Natural Reserve System  
Judith C. Stapelmann ’63,’65, Donor

Valentine Eastern Sierra Reserve Operations Fund  
Natural Reserve System  
Haddad Family Trust, Donor

Valentine Endowment for the Natural Land and Water Reserves Systems  
Natural Reserve System  
Valentine Foundation, Donor

Valentine Natural Land and Water Reserves Fund  
Natural Reserve System  
Valentine Foundation, Donor

Betty Wells Marine Science Outreach Fund  
The Research Experience & Education Facility (REEF) Program  
Betty Elings Wells H’10, Donor

University Divisions, Departments, and Programs

Arts & Lectures

The Arts & Lectures Commissioning of New Work Fund  
Richard and Lucille Janssen, Donors

The Arts & Lectures Education and Outreach Fund  
William H. Keams Foundation, Donor

The Arts & Lectures Fund for Programmatic Excellence  
Various Donors

Sara Miller McCune Executive Director of Arts & Lectures  
Sara Miller McCune H’05, Donor

Harold and Hester Schoen Arts & Lectures Endowment  
Harold* and Hester* Schoen, Donors

Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin Arts & Lectures Endowment for Programmatic Excellence Fund  
Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin, Donors

Athletics

Glazer Endowment for Men’s Soccer  
Marsha and Jay Glazer Foundation, Donor

Men’s Volleyball Legacy Fund for Excellence  
Various Donors

Stewart Family Fund for Men’s Basketball  
Michael P. Stewart ’91, Donor

Gregg & Carol Wilson Swimming Enhancement Fund  
Various Donors

Institutional Advancement

Mosher Alumni House Fund  
Alumni Affairs  
Various Donors

Student Philanthropy Fund  
Various Donors

Library

Stuart L. Bernath Memorial Book Collection Fund  
Myrna* and Gerald Bernath, Donors

Edwin Corle Memorial Book Collection Contest Fund  
Jean A. Corle*, Donor

Eugene and Suzette Davidson Collection Fund  
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson, Donors

Kenneth Karmiole Endowment for Rare Books and Manuscripts  
Kenneth Karmiole ’68, Donor

Sara Miller McCune University Library Innovation Fund  
SAGE Publications, Inc., Donor

James J. and Mildred E. Monaghan Fund  
Mildred E. Monaghan*, Donor

William R. Moran Fund for Recorded Sound  
William R. Moran*, Donor

George and May Shiers Memorial Fund  
George* and May* Shiers, Donors

Skofield Printers Collection Fund  
Hobart O. Skofield*, Donor

Henry H. Tai East Asian Collection Endowment Fund  
WT Family Fund, Gee-Kung and Sharon Chang, Wendy Tai and John Ullmann, Donors

Don Tosti Collection Endowment for the Preservation of Mexican American Musical Heritage  
Don Tosti*, Donor
**Student Affairs**

**Ted Deixler Memorial Fund**
KCSB
Bert H. Deixler and Honorable Leslie A. Swain,
William* and Marilyn* Deixler, and
Various Donors

**Fund the Oar Endowment**
Department of Recreation
Various Donors

**Gene and Susan Lucas Undergraduate Research Fund**
Student Affairs Academic Initiatives
Dr. Gene '73 and Susan '73 Lucas, and
Various Donors

**Orfalea Family Children's Center Fund**
Orfalea Foundation, Donor

**Student Leadership Development Endowment**
Office of Student Life
Barry Posner ‘70 and
Jackie Schmidt-Posner ‘70, Donors

**URC Interfaith Fund**
Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships
Santa Barbara Foundation, Donor

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
“Everything at UC Santa Barbara has made me the person I am today, and I am forever thankful for it.”
Gold Circle

The Gold Circle Society is UC Santa Barbara’s premier recognition society, honoring philanthropists who have cumulatively invested more than $1,000,000 in this institution. UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges and celebrates the profound impact brought about by these visionary leaders.

Individuals

Anonymous (14)
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz, The Saudi Royal Family
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul G. Allen*, Vulcan Incorporated
Jim Argyropoulos
Sarah Argyropoulos
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold
Richard F. Aster, Jr.* ’63,’65
Richard A. Auhll
Ardy V. Barton*
Russell H. Behm*
Marc and Lynne Benioff
William Kauth ’78 and Laurie Jo Benton Kauth ’69
Mark ’66 and Susan ’67 Bertelsen
Dr. Ed H’95 and Sue Birch
Johan* and Joanne Blokker
Ann S. Bowers, on behalf of the Robert N. Noyce Trust
Donald L. Bren
Dr. Leonard* and Gretchan* Broom
Dan and Meg Burnham
Ina Theresa Campbell*
Dr. Shing ’75 and Sheng-Yung ’71 Chang
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
Marvin Clarke* ’51
Stephen ’68 and Susan ’69 Cooper
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Louise Lowry Davis*
Len DeBenedictis ’62
William ’68 and Janet Dinsmore
Tunç ’81 and Lale Doluca
Michael K. Douglas ’68
Reece ’66 and Christine Duval
Robert ’66 and Trish ’66 Duggan
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval
Roy T. Eddleman
Dr. Virgil Elings H’10
Carl P. Feinberg
Christian and Caryn Felipe
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
James A. Frank
Peter R. * and A. Helen* Fricker
Ambassador Don* H’96 and Marilyn* H’96 Gevirtz
Frederick W. Gluck
Patrick and Joanne Graham
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
John ’78,’83 and Meg Gurlay
Eva and Dr. Yoel Happer
Thomas J. Harriman H’17
W. Roger ’69 and Judy ’70 Haughton
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
Jeff ’66 and Judy H’09 Henley
George and Tara Holbrook, Holbrook Foundation Fellows for IEE
M. Blair ’65 and Cynthia Hull, Hull Family Foundation
F. Neal Hunter
Franklin and Catherine Johnson
William ’77 and Tyrena Jones
Michael Kambitsch and Susan Lord
Fred Kavli* H’05
Dr. George ’69,’80 and Joan Kerns
Marvel Blakeman Kirby ’51 and Robert Kirby*
Drs. Moyses and Franca* Kuchin
Morton La Kretz
Dr. Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Lillian and Jon* Lovelace
Harry Lucas, Jr.
Bruce Lumbard* ’70
Roger and Ruth MacFarlane
Dr. York T. Mandra*
Craig and Susan McCaw
Dr. Walter* H’12 and Thelma Mead
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp
Steven ’63 and Barbara Mendell
Sara Miller McCune H’05
Dr. Michael and Nan Miller
John Mithun and Mercedes Millington
Kent M. Vining ’70 and Julie Ann Mock ’75
William R. Moran*
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92
Charles T. Munger
Stephen D. ’77 and Louise A. ’77 Pahl
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*
Dr. Joseph* H’10 and Helene Pollock
Ceil and Michael Pulitzer
Drs. Simon and Diana Raab
Dr. Ann and Myron* Rice
Erck and Cristina Rickmers
Lord Paul Ridley-Tree* and Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Arthur N. Rupe Foundation
Dr. Warren G.* and Katharine S.* Schlinger
Eric and Wendy Schmidt
Harold* ’32 and Hester* Schoen
Dr. Arent* ’61 and Jean* H’13 Schuyler
Charles R. Schwab
Francis* and Alice* Sedgwick
Martin Shum
Shannon P. and D. Stephen Sorensen
Verla and David* Sorensen
Judy ’63,’65 and Jack Stapelmann
Fredric E. Steck
Michael P. Stewart ’91
Elizabeth* and Charles* Storke II
Thomas Moore Storke*
Tom and Heather Sturgess
Dr. Theo and Danae Theofanous
Michael* H’11 and Anne Smith Towbes
Deborah and Douglas Troxel
Emmett and Gladys W.
Ted Waitt
Alec ’76 and Claudia ’75 Webster
Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Henry H. Wheeler, Jr.*
Dr. Richard ’63,’69 and Paula Whited
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Drs. Gary ’69,’72 and Susan ’70,’72,’75 Wilcox
Dick A. Wolf
Susan Worster ’70 and Bruce Worster PhD ’71
Drs. Fred and Linda Wudl
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga

Organizations

Anonymous (10)
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
Agilent Technologies
Agilent Technologies Foundation
American Cancer Society
American Chemical Society
American Council of Learned Societies
American Diabetes Association
Amgen Foundation
Amgen, Inc.  
The Annenberg Foundation  
Applied Materials, Inc.  
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
Bentson Foundation  
The Boeing Company  
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation  
The Donald Bren Foundation
The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation
Burroughs Wellcome Fund  
Cancer Foundation of Santa Barbara
The Carsey Family Foundation
Catena Foundation
Cisco Systems, Inc.  
The Coca-Cola Foundation  
Michael J. Connell Trust
Conservation International Foundation
Corning, Inc.  
Cottage Health System  
Cree, Inc.
CREST  
The Dana Foundation
Deckers Outdoor Corporation  
Charles Den Bell Trust
Robert W. Deutsch Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company
The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, Inc.
DSM Research
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
EPISTAR Corporation  
Ericsson Datacom, Incorporated
The Errett Fisher Foundation
Everlight Electronics Co. Ltd
Ford Foundation  
Ford Motor Company
Foundation for Research and Development in the Middle East
FPS Computing
Fuji Electric Company, Ltd.
GE Corporate Research and Development
The J. Paul Getty Trust
Charlotte Geyer Foundation
Marsha and Jay Glazer Foundation
Amy P. Goldman Foundation
Google, Inc.
W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
The William T. Grant Foundation
Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative
Heising-Simons Foundation
Hellman Fellows Fund
Hewlett-Packard Company
Larry L. Hillblom Foundation
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Hughes Research Laboratories
Human Frontier Science Program Organization
IBM Research Division
IBM Corporation
Intel Corporation
International Foundation for the Humanities and Social Change
Japan Pionics Company, Ltd.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
Kajima Engineering and Construction, Inc.
The Kavli Foundation
William H. Keams Foundation
W.M. Keck Foundation
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
King Abdullah City for Science & Technology
King Abdullah University of Science & Technology
Kyocera Corporation
Lilly Endowment, Inc.
The Henry Luce Foundation
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Martha Foundation
The G. Harold and Leila Y. Mathers Charitable Foundation
Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, Ltd.
The McCutchen Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Mentor Graphics
The Mericos Foundation
Mithun Family Foundation
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation
Multicampus Research P&I Foundations
Muskau Dystrophy Association
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
National Geographic Society
National Science Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
Northrop Grumman Space Technology
Orfalea Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Packard Humanities Institute
Panasonic Electric Works, Ltd.
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Procter & Gamble
Rainbow Optoelectronics Material Shanghai Co.
Rainwater Charitable Foundation
Rare.Inspiring Conservation
Raytheon BBN Technologies Corporation
The Rockefeller Foundation
Rohn Company, Ltd.
SAGE Publications, Inc.
Sanoh Industrial Co., Ltd.
Santa Barbara Foundation
The Schmidt Family Foundation
Semiconductor Research Corporation
Seoul Optodevice Company
Seoul Viosys Co. Ltd.
Sharp Corporation
The Philip and Aida Siff Educational Foundation
Silicon Valley Research
Simons Foundation
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Southern California Edison
The Spencer Foundation
Stanley Electric Company, Ltd.
The Fredric E. Steck Family Foundation
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd.
The TABASGO Foundation
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office
Tambour Foundation
Tegal Corporation
SAIC/Telcordia Technologies
Teledyne Charitable Trust Foundation
Teledyne Scientific Company
John Templeton Foundation
J.E. & Lillian Byrne Tipton Foundation
Trust for Public Land
UCSB Alumni Association
UCSB Alumni Vacation Center
UCSB Associated Students
Valentine Foundation
Veeco Instruments, Inc.
Waitt Foundation
Walton Family Foundation
The Helen & Will Webster Foundation
Zegar Family Foundation
Zurich North America

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
Lancaster Society

The Lancaster Society recognizes benefactors who have contributed $100,000 or more to the university over time, and have helped build UC Santa Barbara's reputation for teaching, research and public service. The society is named after Louis and Winifred Lancaster, civic-minded philanthropists who played a central role in establishing the UC Santa Barbara Foundation.

Individuals

Anonymous (37)
Michael ’59 and Sara Abraham
Paul Abrams*
Carol* and Marshall* Ackerman
Bill* ’49 and Barbara ’50 Alhouse
Joseph and Lambertha Alibrandi
Janet A. Alpert ’68 and Cal Beltman
Pat ’57 and Bill Altman
David and Lyn Anderson
Donald* and Christine Anderson
Dr. Mortimer* and Bea Andron
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Bluma Appel*
Dr. Ralph and Lucy* Archuleta
Robert Arenz, Jr. ’80, Money-Arenz Foundation, Inc.
Stuart and Arlene Atkins
Betsy Atwater
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Timothy and Monica Babich
Dr. Muthiyalah and Rani Babu
Edward Bancroft
Dr. Peter* ’41 and Helen Bancroft
Virginia Bancroft*
Dr. Leon and Rose Banks
Mel and Gail ’33 Bannister
Archie Bard* and Leinie Schilling Bard*
Ann Bardach and Robert Lesser
Carrie A. Barker*
Dr. Itzik ’68,’70 and Marge Barpal
T.A. Barron
Dr. Pamela ’82 and Timothy Bartley
David A. Bartman ’94
John and Barbara Bartman
Bob and Carol Bason
Frank and Katherine Baxter,
The Baxter Family Foundation
Dr. Charles Bazerman and
Dr. Shirley Geok-Lin Lim
Susan ’78 and Riley Bechtel
Gary* and Mary Becker
John and Judith Bedrosian
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Judith ’87, ’93 and Max* Benton
Barrie* and Arlene* Bergman
Barry Berkus* and Family
David Bermant* and Susan Hopmans,
The Bermant Foundation
Myrna* and Gerald Bermant
Donn R. Bernstein* H’79
John Berryhill ’65
Richard and Marguerite Berti
Fritz E. Bischoff*
John and Jill Bishop
John ’65 and Hazel Blankenship
Jeff ’80,’84 and Kim Blokker
Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
Loren Booth
Robert Boughton, III ’80
Sally A. Boughton
Richard L. ’67 and Kathryn Gee ’68 Breaux
James F. Brewer ’92
Terry and Sharon Bridges
June* ’54 and Todd* H’55 Brouhard
David and Carolyn* Brown
Catherine Bruce*
Drs. Thomas C.* and Paula Yurkanis Bruce
Louis Buglioli
Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank
Mark Maxson ’75 and Mary Burchill ’76
Charles J. Burdick ’73
Charles* and Harriet* Burke
Michael ’87 and Catherine Byron
Dennis and Angelia Cagan
Dr. Richard and Annette Caleel
Muriel T. Carlton
Christopher and Dori Carter
Dr. James* and Patricia* Case
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter
Dr. Vernon I.* H’90 and
Mary Low* H’90 Cheadle
Dr. Chiu-Shan and Rufina Chen
Edward and Shu-Ching Cheng
Dr. Henry ’80 and Bih-Charn ’77 Chien
David Chin, Jr. ’92
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Carolyn S.* and Vernon G.* Christensen
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62
David Kam and Betty Chu
Dr. Joseph Polchinski* and Dr. Dorothy Chun
Dr. John Carbon and Dr. Louise Clarke ’71,’73
Peter J. Clarke*
Jay Cohen ’84 and Laura Cox ’83
John Mike and Marcia Cohen
David and Margaret Cole
Drs. J.W. and Sue Colin
Paul Colombo
Chris Conner ’17
Marcia and Jamie ’52 Constance
Ursula Corning*, The Vidda Foundation
Lorin M. Cortina ’88 and H. Jane Sung
Bruce H’97 and Toni Corwin,
Metropolitan Theatres Corporation
Rafael R. Costas, Jr. ’86
Michael R. Costello ’88
Karen ’91 and Ted Coyne
John Vickers Crawford*
Thomas H. Crawford*
Stephen and Linda Crowe
Craig ’72 and Gayle ’75 Cummings
James and Karen Dao
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson
James G. Davidson ’98
Richard* and Erika Davis
Stephen W. Davis ’93 and Amparo Rios-Davis ’94
Brunilda Debus
James and Deanna Dehlsen
James and Nancy Demetriades
Dr. Steven DenBaars and Susan Eng-DenBaars
Michael D’Errico ’92
Bob Deshotels ’72
Scott ’78 and Lisa Dettmer
Drs. Robert* and Barbara* DeWolfe
Paolo Diniz
Neil A. Dipaola ’06
Diane Dodds ’68 and David Reichert
Jim Murray and Carol L. Donald ’82
Susan L. Dougherty ’94
Diandra de Morrell Douglas ’82
Lisa Douglas
Peter Douglas
Ross Dowd ’94 and Marnie Hrones
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Suzanne Duca ’90
Ian and Janet Duncan
Kent and Rosemary Dunn
Harvey and Carol Eisenberg
Laurence Eisenstein and Robin Zimelman
Barbara Eliasen
Rune Eliasen
Julia Collier Emerson
Robert and Christine Emmons
Dr. Katherine Esau*
Brian and Jan Escalera
Ian Espinoza
Zapata Espinoza
Tom and Doris Everhart
Dr. Ky Fan*
Dr. Maurice* and Suzanne* Faulkner
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Ryan ’94 and Stacey ’94 Fell  
Dr. Dennis and Linda Fenton  
Dr. Howard C. Fenton*  
Ralph H. Fertig*  
Gino* and Betty Filippin  
David Jonathan Finkel  
Ema V. Fisher*  
Matthew and Erika Fisher  
Chris ’77 and Malin Fletcher  
Paul* and Sallie Flum  
Theresa Wilson Flynn  
James G. Follis and Willard R. Hurst  
Dr. Anabel Ford ’74, ’81 and Dr. Michael Glassow  
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant  
Scott ’82 and Jennifer Frank  
Dr. Roger A. Freedman and Caroline J. Robillard  
Gerald W.* and Ruth Broida* Harter  
The Harleen Family  
Roy ’81,’83 and Janet Hardiman  
Tina Hansen McEnroe ’89 and  
Kelly and James ’85 Hallman  
Stephen* and Carla Hahn  
Norman and Jane Habermann  
Stephan* and Carla Hahn  
Kelly and James ’85 Hallman  
Tina Hansen McEnroe ’89 and  
Paul V. McEnroe  
Roy ’81,’83 and Janet Hardiman  
The Harleen Family  
Gerald W.* and Ruth Brodick* Harter  
Annette G. and Andrew T.* Hass, Jr.  
Dr. Theodore W.* H’93 and Dorcas* Hatlen  
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides

Dr. Stephen N. Hay*  
Dan Healy  
David Hendrickson ’80  
(Swimming/Water Polo ’77-’80)  
David Henke ’78 and Elana Tabachnikoff  
James Heslin ’73 and Rose Hau  
Michael Moritz and Harriet Heyman  
Juliane M. Heyman  
Ardis O. Higgins* H’88  
Steven M. Hilton ’74 and Lisa Hilton,  
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation  
Roger and Robin Himovitz  
Joseph O.* and Elizabeth S.* Hirschfelder  
Stanley* and Gail Hollander  
Marilyn and Milton* Honea  
Judith L. Hopkinson H’18  
Alan and Cindy Horn  
Evelyn G. Hoyt*  
Arianna Huffington  
Dr. Steven Humphrey and Sue Graffton*  
Cyril and Ena Humphris  
Walter and Sharon Iberti,  
The Iberti Foundation  
Palmer and Joan Jackson  
Steven and Ellen Jackson  
Janice Jagelski ’87 and Patrick Morrin  
Ralph and Janice James  
Richard and Lucille Janssen  
Holly P. Jennings  
Dr. M. Kent Jennings  
Richard H’06 and Bonnie Jensen  
Dr. Wenbin ’93 and Jianwen Jiang  
James A. Jimenez*  
Jack ’97 and Kimberly ’97 Johnson  
Ellen and Peter O. Johnson  
Dr. Ross* ’70 and Charlotte Johnson  
Peter H’03 and Gerd Jordano  
Crandal and Julie Jue  
Morris and Irma Jurkowitz  
Dirk and Charlene Kabecenil  
Eric Kanowsky  
Dr. Narinder and Satinder Kapany,  
Sikh Foundation, U.S.A.  
Kenneth Karmiole ’68  
Harvey and Patricia Karp  
Mitchell Kauffman ’77 and Joanne Moran  
Philip and Karen Kay, in memory of  
Herbert C. Kay  
Dr. Keith T. Kedward*  
James H’02 and Elaine Keenan  
Landon Kelt  
Herbert and Elaine* Kendall  
Thomas J. Kenny ’86 and Susan A. McMillan  
Essam and Layla Khashoggi  
Joan and Wayne Kidder  
Jane Kievet*  
Laura Killingsworth  
Bill and Linda Kitchen

Barry and Jill Kitnick  
James and Janice Knight  
Dr. R. Michael Koch ’89  
Drs. Robert H’11 and Lynn ’80, ’93 Koegel  
Dr. Walter Kohn* and Mara Schiff Kohn*  
Dr. Kenneth and Lori ’90 Konser  
Hiro ’85 and Masako Kozato  
Jack ’71 and Kay ’71 Krouskup  
Gary J. Krouth, MD ’70,’72 and  
Danielle P. Krouth  
Drs. Moyeses and Franca* Kuchnir  
H. William Kuni  
Steven ’75 and Nikki Lafferty  
John ’70 and Sheila ’73 Lake  
Louis* and Winslend* H’89 Lancaster  
Teriynn L. Langsev ’79  
Milt and Arlene Larsen  
Dr. Eulah Laucks* ’78, The Laucks Foundation  
R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey Schneider  
Idee Levitan-Maxted*  
Gretchen Lieff  
Robert Lieff  
Dr. Fima and Jere Lifshitz  
George and Denise Lilly  
Carl* and Jo* Lindros  
Mark D. Linehan ’85  
Dr. Ann Lippincott ’83,’99 and Ned Emerson ’65  
BJ Lippincott  
Dr. Bruce H. Lipshutz  
William and Kristin Loomis  
Karl Lopker* ’73 and Pamela Meyer Lopker ’77  
Dr. Francine Lottery  
Robert Lovgren ’62  
Dr. Gene ’73 and Susan ’73 Lucas  
Keith ’90 and Dana Lupton  
Verl S. Lutz*  
Stuart and Hannelore Mabon  
Joanne Maguire  
Hadi and Barbara Makarechian  
Margaret Mallory*  
Dr. Charles* and Lisa Markham  
Timothy and Bernadette Marquez  
John ’85 and Lynda Marren  
John* and Peggy* Maximus  
Kenneth P. Maytag  
Richard and Marilyn Mazess  
Darryl T. McCall ’78 and Miren Letemendia  
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and  
Dr. Stephen Weatherford  
Kathryn D. McKee ’59  
Kay McMillan  
Joseph S. Melchione* ’70  
Anthony* and Marian* Menk  
Thomas and Lynn Meredeth  
Will Meredith ’04  
Gail Meyer ’65  
Dr. Robert* and Florence* Michaelsen  
Bruce ’70 and Kathleen Micheel
Richard ’66 and Eleanor ’64 Migues
Dr. Umesh and Susan Mishra
Dr. Jim Mitchell and Judy Wainwright
Drs. Jasvant and Meera Modi
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*
Robert and Suzanne Moon
Kristen ’87 and Kenneth Moore
Margaret Becker Morez
Dr. Gordon ’76 and Sheila Morrell
Howard Morris
William and Martha Mowry
Peter and Jillian Muller
Michael Murphy
Michael A. Nachman
Dr. Shuji Nakamura
Margaret Nee and Family
Dana and Eric Newman
Dr. Pendred Noyce
Dr. Donald and Janet O’Dowd
Carmen Ortiz and Family
Barbro and Bernard Osher
Sandra L. Otellini ’74
David Owens
Dr. Herbert E. Paaren and Denise Marino
Paul and Katherine Page
Alex Papanides H’06 and Janet Dunbar
Dr. William ’73, ’75 and Kristen ’89 Parrish
Dr. Narendra and Rita Parson
Philip and Sylvia Peatman
Col. Maxwell C.* ’61 and Ann* Pellish
Gust and Mary Perglos
Robert* and Helen* Peteler
Juanita Peterson*
Jean Pettitt
Madeline Pevsner
John Pinkel ’85 and Susan Shyu
Dr. Joseph Polchinski* and Dr. Dorothy Chun
Kathryn Polkak*
Barron Posner ’70 and Jackie Schmidt-Posner ’70
Thomas and Margot Pritzker
Dr. Christopher and Julie Proctor
Dr. Daniel and Sarah Propp
Wendy V.C. Purcell ’84 and Kenneth L. Wilton
Ellen Raede ’80 and Robert Raede, Jr. ’80
Dean* and Marion* Ramstad
Aaron* H’88 and Cherie H’88 Raznick
Lynn P.* ’55 and Winslow ’54 Reitnouer
Dr. Andrea Rich*
H. Smith Richardson III
Laurence Rickels
George W.* and Edith* Rickey
Marla and Pietro Rizzuti
Jerry ’59 and Joan Rocco
Justine Roddick
Al Rodriguez
Richard Rosen ’75
Howard Ruby and Yvette Mimieux Ruby
Beth Rudin DeWoody
Dr. Richard and Linda Ryu
John and Randi Sanger
Michael F. Saucier ’83, ’84
Ruth S. Schaffner*
Henry A. Schimberg*
Erich Schlaikjer and Patricia McIntyre
Carol Schmitz
June H. Schuerch*
Berta and Rudi* Schulte
Catherine Schumann*
Mark ’84 and Lynda Schwartz
James and Patricia Selbert
Marc Selwyn
Harshad and Raksha Shah
William ’75 and Jill Shanbrom
Bo Shao
Stanley K.* and Betty W.* Sheinbaum
Chuck and Missy Sheldon
Mitchell Shernoff ’99
Ralph ’78 and Linda ’78 Simmonds
Hobart Skofield*
Kenneth Slaught ’79 and
Elizabeth Hawkins Slaught
Paul and Cathie Slavik
Dr. Fahad* ’70, ’72 and Barbara Somait
Tana Sommer-Belin
Phillip Spector ’72 and Carole Lebbin-Spector
Peter ’82 and Stephanie Sperling
Jason Spievak ’90 and
Lynette Figuera-Spievak ’91
Barbara Spooner* ’55
Dr. Norman* ’69 and Marianne Sprague
Taiyeo and Cindy Stansbury
Brad ’92 and Tamara Stark
Carol Stensrud
William Stensrud
Dr. John* and Betty* Stephens
Meghan Stoll and Robert Stoll, Jr. ’66
Danelle Storm Rosati ’77 and Mario Rosati
Barbara Stupay
Johan ’92 and Christine ’92 Swildens
Dr. Robert* H’99 and Sue Talley
Jim and Denise Taylor
Greg and Daphne Tebbe
Daniel Temianka, MD and
Greg and Daphne Tebbe
Daniel Temianka, MD and
Zeinab Dabbah, MD, JD
Nicholas L. Teti, Jr.
Jeanne C. Thayer
Eleanor L. Thomas
William ’77 and Christine Thormahlen,
The William J. Thormahlen Family
Alzera Todd McCoy
John and Sharon Todd
Patricia Todd
Alice Tokuyama*
Dr. Samuel T. Tokuyama ’69
Diane ’77 and David ’77 Toole
Don Tost*
Dr. Carrie Towbes and Dr. John Lewis
Dr. Katharine W. Tremaine*
Kenneth E. Trevey* ’51
Lisa and Kenny Troutt
Dr. Shirley and Kenneth* Tucker
Bob Tuler ’78 and Susan Tuler
Nicole Underwood*
Edward* and Carol* Valentine
Donald* and Jo Beth Van Gelderen
Kenny and Shelley Van Zant
Dr. James P. Vanyo*
Dr. Daniel and Dianne Vapnek
Bruce ’58 and Nancy* Varner
Robert and Marlene Veloz
Anton Vonk* ’05 and Diane Boss
Serge and Milici Vukmanovic
Mrs. Richard L. Wahlberg
Norm Waitt, Jr.
Dr. Hongjun Zhu ’03 and Jing Wang ’98
Barbara Warren ’08
James Warren ’76
David Watson ’99 and
Vinita Menon Watson ’99
Marsha* and William* Wayne
Louis* and Bernice Weider
Dr. Andrew ’81 and Mary Weinberg
Daniel Weinberg
Dr. Robert Weinman
Howard ’82 and Lisa ’82 Wenger
Roger W. Whalen ’61
Brett ’84 and Danielle White
Philip ’84 and Ann White
Ralph E. Wijgen
John Wilczak
Dan Wilen
Hutton and Ruth Wilkinson
Craig and Jane Williams
Marie J. Williams ’89
Richard Williams ’59,
The Richard Williams Family
John Cree Wilson III*
Michael Grant Wilson
Stuart O’Melveny Wilson
Peter Wisner
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofsy
Dr. Charles* and Muriel* Woodhouse
Jane Woodward ’80
Robert K. Woolf*
Jeffrey ’89 and Kristin ’88 Worthe
Ming-Shian and Justina Wu
Clifford and Crystal Wyatt
Tomonori Yamada, Toshiko Ushikama
Memorial Fund
Dr. Henry H’01 and Dilling H’01 Yang
David and Susan Yossem
James V. and Beverly R. Zaleski
Dr. Huican Zhu ’00
Michael ’78 and Diane Ziering
Drs. Leslie ’64, ’79 and Ernie ’66, ’72, ’89 Zomalt
Robert ’71 and Barbara ’72 Zorich
Richard ’82 and Zanna Zulch
Carl B. Zytworski*
Organizations

Anonymous (16)
3M Foundation
Abbott Laboratories
ACatechol, Inc.
Accelys, Inc.
Adobe Systems Incorporated
ADRx
Advanced Projects Research, Inc.
AECOM
The Aerospace Corporation
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Leo and Anne Albert Charitable Trust
Alcan Aluminum Corporation
Allergan Foundation
AlliedSignal Foundation
Allon Therapeutics, Inc.
Alstria office REIT-AG
Aluminum Company of America
Alveo Technologies
Alzheimer's Association
Amazon.com, Inc.
American Committee for the Weizman Institute of Science
American Economic Association
American Educational Research Association
American Heart Association
AMP Incorporated
AmpliMed Corporation
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Anritsu Company
Apple, Inc.
Applied Molecular Genetics
Arcadia Design Systems, Inc.
Arcadia Fund
ARCO Foundation
Arcus Foundation
ArgusSenses
Laura and John Arnold Foundation
Asahi Kasei Corporation
The Association for the Cure of Cancer of the Prostate
AT&T Bell Laboratories
ATK Space Systems
Autism Speaks
Alias System Corporation
Avago Technologies, Argos Acquisition Ltd.
Edward and Gladys Baker Foundation
The Balm Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation
The Cecile & Fred Bartman Foundation
BASF Corporation
Bay Networks, Inc.
Beijing ByteDance Technology Co., Ltd.
David W. Bermant Revocable Trust
Kathryne Beynon Foundation

BHP Billiton
Bialis Family Foundation
Bioversity International
Bloomberg Family Foundation, Inc.
Blue Moon Fund, Inc.
The Boeing Company
David Bohnett Foundation
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation, Inc.
Bosch Corporate Research and Development
James S. Bower Foundation
BP America, Inc.
Brain and Behavior Research Foundation
Breakthrough Initiatives
BrightFocus Foundation
Brillo-Sonnino Family Foundation
Bristol-Myers Products
Bruker Daltonik GmbH
BSST
The Builders Initiative
Burroughs Corporation
Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Calera Corporation
The California Coastal Conservancy
California Fire Safe Council, Inc.
California Forest Research Association
California Institute of Technology
California State University
California Wellness Foundation
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
Canadian Pacific Charitable Foundation
Capital Group Companies, Inc.
Capitol Specialty Plastics, Inc.
Catalytic Solutions
Center for Community Change
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
CFE International LLC
ChevronTexaco
Chevron Products Company
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation
Chicago Community Trust
Jane Coffin Childs Memorial Fund
Chiron Corporation
Citrix Online Division
Pierre Claeyssens Veterans Museum & Library
Clorox Corporation
Cohen Veterans Bioscience, Inc.
The Coleman Family Foundation
College Advising Corps
Colorado State University
Conexant Systems Charitable Fund
Convergent Technologies, Inc.
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Coral Reef Alliance
Corning Companies
Corning Incorporated Foundation

The Dorothy and Sherill Corwin Foundation
The Council for Tobacco Research, U.S.A.
Council on Library and Information Resources
Courtroom Television Network
CPM Educational Program
CSIRO
Culler Scientific Systems Corporation
Cure PSP Foundation
DavosPharma
Deloitte Foundation
Delta Psi Building Company
Depotech Corporation
Desert Botanical Garden
Dialogic Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Doheny Eye Institute
Donors Trust
The John Douglas French Alzheimers Foundation
Dow Corning Corporation
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Eastman Kodak Company
Eaton Corporation
Edison International
Educational Advancement Foundation
Eos, Inc.
El Adobe Corporation
Ellison Medical Foundation
The Eloise Company
Elsevier Foundation
EMD Millipore Corporation
Environmental Defense Fund
Envision Systems, Inc.
Epitronics Corporation
Equistar
Ernst & Young Foundation
Evidation Health, Inc.
Exxon Chemical Co-Paramins
Exxon Research and Engineering Company
ExxonMobil Foundation
ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company
Federation of Basque
John E. Fetzer Memorial Trust
Fisher-Rosemount Systems, Inc.
Flex Tech Alliance
FLIR Systems
Ford Motor Company Fund
Foundation for Child Development
Fundational Questions Institute (FQXi)
Franciscan Friars
Connie Frank Foundation
Freeman Foundation
The Peter J. Frenkel Foundation, Inc.
Friends of the UCSB Library
Fujitsu Laboratories of America, Inc.
Fujitsu Limited
Furukawa Electric Company, Ltd.
Gareatis Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
GE Foundation
Legacy Circle

The Legacy Circle honors alumni, friends, faculty, and staff who have included UC Santa Barbara in their estate plans through some form of planned gift. Membership in the society is extended to those who have communicated to the university their intention to make a gift through a bequest, charitable trust, charitable gift annuity, pooled income funds, life insurance, retirement fund, or a gift of property with a retained life estate. The following generous donors are providing the legacy of support that will enable UC Santa Barbara to continue to grow and excel.

Anonymous (74)
Carol* and Marshall* Ackerman
Dr. Dana T. Aftab ’85
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Janet A. Alpert ’68
Pat ’57 and Bill Altman
Dr. Jodi Anderson ’94 and Christopher Field
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Dr. Gregory and Roxanne ’66 Aposperis
Bluma Appel*
Louise V. Arnold*
Richard F. Aster, Jr.* ’63,’65
Dr. Stuart* and Lillian* Atkins
Stuart R. Atkins
Natalie O. Atkinson* ’47
Lawrence Badash*
Drs. John D. and Janice ’82,’84 Baldwin
Archie Bard* and Leinie Schilling Bard*
Charles H. Barnes* ’34
Itzik ’68,’70 and Marge Barpal
Dr. Steven ’68 and Karen ’68,’70 Bartlett
Andy V. Barton*
Dr. Richard A. Baum ’74
Robert Beeton ’68
Russell H. Behm*
George Bernard Hammerle
Donn R. Bernstein* H’79
Mashey Maurice Bernstein PhD ’73,’77
Mark ’66 and Susan ’67 Bertelsen
Dr. William T. Bielby
Ambassador Barbara K. Bodine ’70
Dr. Eric H. Boehm*
Mark and Shelley ’87 Bookspan
Helen R. Borges*
Paul ’84 and Joy Boyle
Richard L. ’67 and Kathryn Gee ’68 Breaux
Irving B. Bricken*
Terry and Sharon Bridges
Cynthia L. Brinkmann ’68,’76
Leonard* and Gretchen* Broom
June* ’54 and Todd* H’55 Brouhard
Dr. William* and Patricia Bullough
Charles* and Harriet* Burke
Joseph* and Nancy* Byrne
Ina Theresa Campbell*
Janet Lea Campbell ’74
Robert ’70 and Laura Caplan
Roger and Jan Capps
Ross Beck Care
Dr. Harry J.* ’60,’70 and
Dr. M.J.* ’59,’70 Carlisle
Muriel T. Carlton
Marcy L. Carey H’04
Christopher C. Casebeer* ’69
Dr. Robert* ’49 and Shirlie* ’50 Casier
Vernon I.* H’90 and Mary Low* H’90 Cheadle
Bill and Mary Cheadle
Isabel K. Chissar*
Carolyn S.* and Vernon G.* Christensen
David Kam and Betty Chu
Marvin Clarke* ’51
Marjorie A. Cole ’64
John ’69 and Beverly Colgate
J.W. and Sue Coln
William R.* ’58 and Rita ’63 Collins
Douglas T. Comerdingier*
Michael J. Connell Memorial Fund
Rafael R. Costas, Jr. ’86
Flora Courtois*
Karen Bedrosian Coyne ’91
Dr. John C. Crowell*
Ruth* and Nelson* Culver
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson
Burt L. Davis* ’78
Richard* and Erika Davis
John A. Davis, Jr. ’82,’84
Louise Lowry Davis*
Stephen W. Davis ’93 and Amparo Rios-Davis ’94
Len DeBenedictis ’62
Dr. Steven DenBaars and Susan Eng-DenBaars
Dr. Rick* ’68,71 and Sherrie Denton
Larry ’63 and Phyllis DeSpain
Drs. Robert* and Barbara* DeWolfe
Bobbi and Paul ’70 Didier
William ’68 and Janet Dinsmore
James and Carol Dixon
Jim Dixon ’84 and Barbara Day
Carlo L. Donald ’82
Dean William Dorn
Alison Duncan Egus*
Rebecca and Gary Eldridge
Dr. Katherine Esau*
Bulent Ezal
Joyce ’65 and Garold* Faber
Dr. Ky Fan*
Dr. Maurice* and Suzanne* Faulkner
Carl and Toby Feinberg
Peter Feldmann ’65
Howard* and Jean* Fenton
Jeff and Theresa Ferguson
Ralph H. Fertig*
William Wesley Fields MD ’76
Timothy O. Fisher
Vasanti Ferrando Fithian ’60
Peggy Fredericksen* ’51
Peter R.* and A. Helen* Fricker
Drs. Frank ’55 and Amanda Clark ’64,’66,’70 Frost
Ralph Garcia, Jr. ’83 and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’85
Lloyd W.* ’41 and Jane D.* ’41 Garrison
Dr. David* and Patricia* Gebhard
Suzanne George ’85
James C.* ’51 and Beverly J.* Georgeou
Ambassador Don* H’96 and
Marilyn* H’96 Gevirtz
Blaine Gibson*
Dr. John I. Gilderbloom ’75,’78
Dr. Chauncey S.* and Doris West Goodrich
Jeffrey ’96 and Caroline Grange
Dr. Judith L. Green
James C.* and Liz* ’37 Greene
Dr. John M.* ’46 and Betty M.* ’52 Groebli
Alan Grossenheider
Russell Guy ’81
Norm and Jane Habermann
Daniel Haight ’63
Eva and Yosef Haller
Tina Hansen McEnroe ’89
Harriman Family
Gerald W.* and Ruth Broda* Harter
Annette G. and Andrew T.* Hass, Jr.
Dr. Theodore W.* H’93 and Dorcas* Hatlen
Jeff ’66 and Judy H’90 Henley
Jeffrey Hewitt** ’74
Juliane M. Heyman
Ardis O. Higgins* H’88
Joseph O.* and Elizabeth S.* Hirschfelder
George W. Holsbrook, Jr.
Jane ’65 and Bruce Hopkins
Stephen R. and Gail S. Humphreys
Alice H. Iverson*
Susan Schwank Jamgohian ’63,’81
Helmar S. Janee*  
Richard H’06 and Bonnie Jensen  
Jerg B. Jergenson  
James A. Jimenez*  
Barbara and Norman Johnson  
John ’71 and Karen Jostes  
Kenneth Karmirole ’68  
Dr. David Gray and Professor Linda Kauffman ’71,’78  
Mitchell Kauffman ’77 and Joanne Moran  
Trudi Kerkmeyer ’60  
Dr. George ’69,’80 and Joan Kerns  
Jane Kievit*  
Vivian King ’87  
William A. and Linda R. Kitchen  
Janet Krom*  
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62  
Sandra Ina Lamb*  
Alfred* ’38 and Anna* Lambourne  
R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey A. Schneider  
Don ’65 and Roberta ’64,’66 Lenkeit  
Susan and Andy Lentz  
Lorin ’68,’70 and Karen Letendre  
Stephen A. Levandowski ’69  
Jody A. Linick ’85 and Christer Hagghult  
Susan and Andy Lentz  
Janet Krom*  
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62  
Sandra Ina Lamb*  
Alfred* ’38 and Anna* Lambourne  
R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey A. Schneider  
Don ’65 and Roberta ’64,’66 Lenkeit  
Susan and Andy Lentz  
Lorin ’68,’70 and Karen Letendre  
Stephen A. Levandowski ’69  
Jody A. Linick ’85 and Christer Hagghult  
John ’00,’10 and Jennifer ’01 Lothrus  
Dr. Robert L. ’49 and Joan Lorden  
Bruce Lumbard* ’70  
Gayle Lynds  
Caroline Street Maddock ’61 and  
Thomas Maddock*  
Margaret Mallory*  
Francesco D. ’80 and Barbara Manicia  
Dr. York T. Mandra*  
Jack* and Anthea Mannion  
Carmen Anita Manus Trust  
Ricki Vinyard Marder ’79 and David Marder  
Helene B. Marsh ’04  
Dr. James Marston ’02  
Dr. Richard M. and Penny J. Martin  
Thomas G. Massa ’68  
Susan Matsumoto and Mel Kennedy  
Ronald L.* ’58 and Carol* Mays  
Nancy McGagney* ’84,’91  
Betty Fobair McDermott ’51  
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and  
Dr. Stephen Weatherford  
Dr. Jim McNamara ’85 and  
Marilynn Phelps McNamara ’82  
Cathy Cash and Bruce McCroy  
Dr. Walter* H’12 and Theima Mead  
Joseph S. Melchione* ’70  
Professor Duncan H’09 and  
Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp  
Steven ’63 and Barbara Mendell  
Katie Menees ’72  
Anthony* and Marian* Menk  
Alexandra Meshkov ’79,’83  
Sara Miller McCune H’05  
Dr. Michael and Nan Miller  
Julie Ann Mock ’75 and Kent M. Vining ’70  
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*  
Chester G. Moore, III ’64 and Elaine J. Moore  
William R. Moran*  
Margaret Becker Morez  
Joan F. Mortell*  
Melvyn L. ’63,’65 and Edwina L. Mortensen  
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and  
Margaret C. Mosher Foundation  
Jonathan E. Mudge* ’85  
Nori Muster ’78  
Anthony J. Musto*  
In Loving Memory of Al and Marjorie Nasser  
Frank Natale*  
Helene Neu ’70,’72  
Mrs. Arnold Nordsieck*  
Dr. Jon A. Norman ’70,’72  
Jens Nyholm*  
Dr. Efrem Ostrow*  
Stephen D.* ’77 and Louise A. ’77 Pahl  
Dr. Thomas L. Payne ’65 and Alice Lewis Payne ’65  
Philip ’69 and Jean ’69 Pennypacker  
Garie and Ken Perry  
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*  
Dr. Joseph* H’10 and Helene Pollock  
David Wayne Posley, Jr. ’11  
James ’71 and Laura ’71 Putnam  
Lisa A. Reich  
Kelly Reid  
John Rethorst ’70  
Dr. Ann and Myron* Rice  
George W.* and Edith* Rickey  
Dr. Frank W.D. Ries*  
Darcy Ruth Ritzau  
Carlina S. Roddy ’69  
Ann Austin Tavis Romano ’68  
Ronald ’66 and Erica Rubenstein  
Gil Sanchez, FAIA (E)  
Bernaund and Lori Sandler  
Dr. Robert A.* ’40 and Dee* Scalapino  
Dr. Richard* and Giovanna* Schamberg  
Harvey B.* ’47 and Hope M. Schechter  
Dr. Thomas J. Scheff and  
Dr. Suzanne M. Retzinger ’82,’88  
Jeffrey ’65,’67 and Linda ’65 Schlageter  
Douglas Schmidt ’60  
Richard J. ’72 and Judith A. Schnibbe  
Harold* ’32 and Hester* Schoen  
June H. Schurech*  
Catherine Schummann*  
Dr. Alexander* and Sally* Sesonske  
Veena Sharma ‘74  
Harriet and Henry* Sharp  
David L.’62 and Candace A.’67 Short  
Arthur Silver*  
Dr. Vera Skubic*  
Connie Smith  
Dr. Norman Spears*  
Margaret Specht*  
Phillip L. Spector ’72  
Dean W.* ’51 and Barbara F.* ’55 Spooner  
Judith Cosdon Stapelmann ’63,’65 and  
Jack Stapelmann  
Katie Stivers ’83  
Tom and Heather Sturgess  
Ursula S. Szlez ’10  
David ’98 and Mehgan ’04 Tanner  
Cheri ’60 and Gene Thomas  
Dr. Jennifer Thorsch ’76,’81 and Charles Kaska ’73  
Jean K. Tinsley ’49  
Samuel Tokuyama ’69  
Catherine Tonne ’81 and David Osth  
Don Tosti*  
Michael Towbes* H’11  
Reene Trenholm* and Susan Romero  
Faye M. Ulloa* ’47  
Dr. James P. Vanyo*  
Frank* ’64 and Frances* Velek  
John* and Carolyn H.* ’37 Wack  
Dustin R. Walker PhD ’18 and  
Vanessa Naranjo Walker ’09  
Shirley F. Watkins*  
Stephen ’71 and Cyndi Weeks  
Claudia D. Weitlanner*  
Howard ’82 and Lisa ’82 Wenger  
Hilda* and Adrian Wenner  
Dennis M. Whelan ’79  
Phil ’84 and Ann White  
Robert F. Whitlow* ’71  
Drs. Gary ’69,’72 and Susan ’70,’72,75 Wilcox  
June* ’59 and Knox Williams  
Lowell ’69 and Marsha Williams  
Zoe Williams-Lambacher* ’76  
Ralph ’70 and Irene ’66 Wilson  
Dick ’66 and Cece Wimbish  
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofsky  
Ditte Wolff  
Ada M. Wood*  
Susan Worster ’70 and Bruce Worster PhD ’71  
Dawn J. Wright PhD ’94  
Dr. Joji Yoshimura ’74 and Michael Kronstadt  
Joe* and Patricia Yuzadiaga  
Sherman Zelinsky*  
Janice* and John* Zoeger  
Drs. Leslie ’64,’79 and Ernie ’66,’72,’89 Zomalt  
Carl B. Zytowski*  
*Deceased  
H = Honorary Alumni
Chancellor’s Council
The Chancellor’s Council, UC Santa Barbara’s premier annual giving program, recognizes donors of $1,000 or more to the university. These gifts are essential to maintaining campus excellence, and may be restricted to support a specific department or unrestricted for use where the need is greatest. We appreciate alumni, friends, parents and trustees of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation for their ongoing partnership and commitment to the future of this institution.
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Storke Associates

$50,000 and above
Anonymous (20)
Aman Brooks Abye
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Janet A. Alpert ’68 and Cal Beltman
David and Lyn Anderson
Jim Argyropoulos
Sarah Argyropoulos
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold
Stuart and Arlene Atkins
Richard A. Auhll
Timothy and Monica Babich
Dr. Muthiyaliah and Rani Babu
Mel and Gail ’93 Bannon
Ann Bardach and Robert Lesser
T.A. Barron
Bob and Carol Bason
John and Judith Bedrosian
Marc and Lynne Benioff
William Kauth ’78 and
Laurie Jo Benton Kauth ’69
John ’65 and Caron Berryhill
Mark ’66 and Susan ’67 Bertelsen
Dr. Ed H’95 and Sue Birch
Loren Booth
Ann S. Bowers, on behalf of the
Robert N. Noyce Trust
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation
David and Carolyn* Brown
Louis Buglioli
Charles J. Burdick ’73
Michael ’87 and Catherine Byron
Marcy L. Carsey H’04
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter
Dr. Shing ’75 and Sheng-Yung ’71 Chang
Dr. Bill and Mary Ceadle
David Chin, Jr. ’92
Jay Cohen ’84 and Laura Cox ’83
John Mike and Marcia Cohen
Brett Colbert
The Coleman Family Foundation
Chris Conner ’17
Stephen ’68 and Susan ’69 Cooper
Lorin M. Cortina ’88 and H. Jane Sung
Bruce H’97 and Toni Corwin
Michael R. Costello ’88
Karen ’91 and Ted Coyne
Greti Croft Elman
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Stephen W. Davis ’93 and Amparo Rios-Davis ’94
Cástulo de la Rocha ’73 and Zoila D. Escobar
Scott ’85 and Leslie ’85 Deardorff
Len DeBenedictis ’62
Bob Deshotels ’72
William ’68 and Janet Dinsmore
Diane Dodds ’68 and David Reichert
Tunc ’81 and Lale Doluta
Jim Murray and Carol L. Donald ’82
Ross Dowd ’94 and Marnie Hrones
Reece ’66 and Christine Duca
Robert ’66 and Trish ’66 Duggan
Ian and Janet Duncan
Kent and Rosemary Dunn
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval
Roy T. Eddleman
Robert and Christine Emmons
Carl and Toby Feinberg
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Ryan ’94 and Stacey ’94 Fell
Matthew and Erika Fisher
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
Chris ’77 and Malin Fletcher
Connie Frank Foundation
James A. Frank
Martha Gabbert
John Gerngross ’82 and Cheryl Doty Gerngross
Jay and Marsha Glazer
Cindy ’89 and Evan Goldberg
Dr. Kevin and Cynthia ’82 Gorman
Patrick and Joanne Graham
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
Be-Ing Guo ’94, ’95
John ’78, ’83 and Meg Gurley
Dr. Magali Haas
Eva and Dr. Yoel Haller
Tina Hansen McEnroe ’89 and Paul V. McEnroe
The Harleen Family
Thomas J. Harriman H’17
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides
David Henke ’78 and Elana Tabachnikoff
Jeff ’66 and Judy H’09 Henley
James Heslin ’73 and Rose Hau
Michael Moritz and Harriet Heyman
Kevin Hillyer
George and Tara Holbrook
M. Blair ’65 and Cynthia Hull
Nora ’82 and Michael Hurley
Ralph and Janice James
Jarrett Family Fund
Holly P. Jennings
Dr. M. Kent Jennings
Dr. Wenbin ’93 and Jianwen Jiang
Ellen and Peter O. Johnson
Franklin and Catherine Johnson
William ’77 and Tyrena Jones
Alex José
Dirk and Charlene Kabcenell
Kenneth Karmole ’68
Harvey and Patricia Karp
Mitchell Kauffman ’77 and Joanne Moran
William H. Keams Foundation
The Kevin and Masha Keating
Family Foundation
Jane Kievit*
Kingfisher Foundation
Dr. Kenneth and Lori ’90 Konsker
Gary J. Krouth, MD ’70, ’72 and
Danielle P. Krouth
Dr. Moyes Kuchnir
Morton La Kretz
Steven ’75 and Nikki Lafferty
Alfred* ’38 and Anna* Lambourne
Richard K. Landers and Heidi Preston Landers
Teri Lynn L. Langseg ’79
Dr. Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Milt and Arlene Larsen
Ariel and Jennifer Lechter
R. Marilyn Lee ’69 and Harvey Schneider
Dr. Fima and Jere Lifshitz
Dr. Charles Bazerman and
Dr. Shirley Geok-Lin Lim
Pamela Meyer Lopker ’77
Lillian Lovelace
Joanne Maguire
Hadi and Barbara Makrechian
John ’85 and Lynda Marren
Helene B. Marsh ’04
Darryl T. McCall ’78 and Miren Litemendia
Craig and Susan McCaw
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and
Dr. Stephen Weatherford
Dr. J. Sears and Marni McGee
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian
Professor Duncan H’09 and
Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp
Steven ’63 and Barbara Mendell
Will Meredith ’04
Chancellor’s Council
Tower Associates

$25,000 to $49,999

Anonymous (5)
Dr. Norman and Susan Abrahamson
Dr. Frederica Amstey
Betsy Atwater
Dr. Pamela ‘82 and Timothy Bartley
Susan ‘78 and Riley Bechtel
Mary Becker
Steve Bennet and Leslie Dorosin
John ‘65 and Hazel Blankenship
Patricia H. Brecher
Benjamin A. Brin
Michael C. Brinkenhoff, M.D.
Dan and Meg Burnham
Dr. Richard and Annette Caleel
David ‘93 and Joanna Callaghan
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Stephen and Linda Crowe
Scott ‘78 and Lisa Dettmer
David and Pamela Devito
Peter Douglas
Dr. Thomas W. and Gilberte F. Duerig
Matthieu ‘87 and Marie Anne Duncan
Robert and Carolyn Duncan
Tim A. Eaton
Barbara Eliasen
Dan and Rae Emmett
Haleh Emrani
Brian and Jan Escalera
Dr. Anabel Ford ‘74,’81 and
Dr. Michael Glassow
Dr. Roger A. Freedman and
Caroline J. Robillard
The Peter J. Frenkel Foundation, Inc.
Drs. Frank ‘55 and
Amanda Clark ‘64,’66,’75 Frost
Elizabeth ‘77 and Lee Gabler
Bryan E. Garbutt ‘71
Eva Grove
Joshua D. Gruenberg ‘87
William ‘Trip’ M. Hawkins
Zachary Horowitz
Jeffrey and Hollye Jacobs
Richard and Lucille Jansen
Richard H’06 and Bonnie Jensen
Jack ‘97 and Kimberly ‘97 Johnson
Peter H’03 and Gerd Jordano
Morris and Irma Jurkowitz
Jordan ‘83 and Christine Kaplan
Wallace C. Kou ‘84
Brent ‘81 and Susan Krantz
H. William Kuni
John ‘70 and Sheila ‘73 Lake
Harvey R. Levin ‘72
Dr. Ann Lippincott ‘83,’99 and
Ned Emerson ‘65
James ‘98 and Kristen Loughmiller
Robert Lovgren ‘62
Alan ‘83 and Cynthia Macy
Richard and Marilyn Mazess
Robert McInerney ‘92
Benjamin W. Mercier ‘93
Dr. Horia and Jane Metiu
Dr. Claudine Michel ‘85
Earl Minnis
Dr. Jim Mitchell and Judy Wainwright
Kristen ‘87 and Kenneth Moore
Tony J. Morgan ‘63
Ryan W. Muzzy
Kevin O’Connor and Laura Shelburne
Dr. Herbert E. Paaren and Denise Marino
Ron and Stacy Pulice
Rodney ‘68 and Ruth ‘71 Punt
Dr. Diego A. Rey ‘04 and
Michelle Rey LaRocca
Jerry ‘59 and Joan Rocco
William ‘75 and Jill Shanbrom
Craig Shelburne
Kenneth Slaught ‘79 and
Elizabeth Hawkins Slaught
Brad ‘92 and Tamara Stark
Barbara Stupay
Steven R. Tablak ‘81
Anthony and Sherryl Taylor
Michael Trovato ‘95
Bruce “58 and Nancy” Varner
Dr. Eric C. Wang ‘87,’89
Dr. Hongjun Zhu ‘03 and Jing Wang ‘98
Dr. Robert Weinman
Mark Wilson ‘91 and Kristen Demir Wilson
Clancy Woods ‘79
Anthony ‘91 and Francine Wootton
Dr. Henry H’01 and Dilling H’01 Yang
Drs. Leslie ‘64,’79 and Ernie ‘66,’72; ’89 Zomalt
### Chancellor's Council Associates

**$10,000 to $24,999**

- Anonymous (8)
- Derek ‘92 and Shelley ’93 Aberle
- AyeNay A. Abye
- Marc A. Ackerman ‘94
- David ‘89 and Lena Adishian
- Aris Alexander PhD
- Barbara Alhouse ’50
- Dennis Allen ’64 and Jennifer Comstock
- Christine Anderson
- Jim Andron ’72
- Douglas A. Asbury ’82
- Ian ‘99 and Mina ’00 Asvakovith
- Dr. Tanya Atwater
- Anupam and Aarti Awasthi
- Christopher J. Axline ’12
- John and Susan Axline
- Jeffrey and Margo Barbakow
- Kristi ’87 and Jeff Barens
- David A. Bartman ‘94
- Jon ’91 and Barbara Basalone
- Trevor Belden ’92 and Ana Maslesa-Belden ’94
- Jeff and Lisa Bennett
- Barrie Bergman*
- Fred Bernstein and Bari Milken Bernstein
- Mashey Maurice Bernstein, PhD ’73,’77
- Ashish and Leslie Bhutani
- David and Julianne Bider
- John and Jill Bishop
- Michael and Tracy Bollag
- Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
- Robert Boughton, III ’80
- Sally A. Boughton
- Dr. John and Ariel Bowers
- Dr. Michael and Marilyn Bowers
- Richard L. ‘67 and Kathryn Gee ’68 Breaux
- James J. Brewer ’92
- Cynthia ‘68,’76 and Frederick Brinkmann
- Dr. Pauline E. Brooks ’70,’72
- Tim and Jenny Brosnan
- Kristi Brown ’90
- Nancy Brown and Jeff Gates
- Mark and Kerry Brownlie
- Dr. Paula Yurkanis Bruce
- Mike Burbank ’81 and Cindy Roberts
- Mark Maxson ’75 and Mary Burchill ’76
- Teresa Burns Gunther ’79 and
  - Andrew Gunther
- Andrew and Elizabeth Butcher
- Paul ’76 and Julie ’81 Capritto
- David G. Carlson ’74 and Jeanne L. Schroeder
- Christopher and Dori Carter
- Rosalie Castanon
- Bradley A. Chapin ’00
- Bruce and Sharyn Charnas
- Henry and Inell Chase
- Dr. Sam and Darlene Chirman
- Joe and Tana Christie
- Dr. John Carbon and Dr. Louise Clarke ’71,’73
- William Burke and NancyBell Coe
- David Elliot Cohen and Laureen Seeger
- Honorable Paul ’71 and Linda Cole
- Bill and Tammy Coleman
- Guy ’93 and Courtney Comer
- Steven ’74 and Sharen Comstock
- Julie Condon
- Hal Conklin
- Will and Jennifer Cooper
- Julian Cortella and Karen Grove
- Rafael R. Costas, Jr. ’86
- Michael J. Costigan ’86
- Jeremy ’80 and Joanne Cowperthwaite
- Michael Coyle ’88
- Craig ’72 and Gayle ’75 Cummings
- Stuart ’93 and Louisa ’93 Cushman
- Bert H. Deixler and
  - Honorables Leslie A. Swain
- Patrick J. Dickey ’03
- Dr. Zoran Dimitrijevic ’04
- Dr. Carol and James Dixon
- John and Heidi Dobrott
- John and Leslie Dorman
- Nooren Dreier
- Daniel Duffy
- Bennett Duval ’11
- Honorable Delaine Eastin ’71
- John M. Edmonston
- Dr. Virgil Elings H’10
- Bruce Etkin
- Tom and Doris Everhart
- Bulent Ezal
- Drs. Carin ’96,’00 and Kenan ’96,’98 Ezal
- Jean Fang
- Dr. Alexander ’05,’08 and Casey Fang
- Dr. Toks Fashola ’95
- Dr. Nancy ’85 and Kourosh Fathi
- Robert and Joan Feliciano
- Dr. Dennis and Linda Fenton
- David Jonathan Finkel
- William and Christine Fletcher
- Mark ’82 and Lin Foletta
- Christy Foley
- Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
- Cary D. Franklin ’75
- Eleanor and William Freudenstein III
- Dr. Bob and Nissy Fuladi
- Dr. Richard and Irene Fulton
- Dr. Mary Furner
- Mark and Andrea Gabbay
- Peggy Lubchenco and Steven D. Gaines
- Dr. Nancy Gallagher
- Dr. Yolanda M. Garcia ’70,’72,’98
- Paul and Stacey Gauthier
- Dan and Debra Gerber
- Stephen ’74 and Kathy ’73 Gibson
- Frederick and Linda Gluck
- Larry Gottessdiener
- Grafskoy Hindeloopen Ltd, LLC
- Bob ’75 and Lea Grantham
- Geoffrey A. Gray ’00
- Mitchell and Lisa Green
- Dr. Naomi Greene and Paul Slater
- Bonnie Gregory
- Patricia Gregory
- Rusty Gregory
- Adrian Griggs ’88
- Richard ’62 and Mimi Gunner
- Sara Milles Gupta ’02 and Roshan Gupta
- Kelly and James ’85 Hallman
- Roy ’81,’83 and Janet Hardiman
- Mary D. Heebner ’73,’78 and
  - Macduff Everton ’81,’84
- Julianne M. Heyman
- Steven ’70 and Linda ’73 Hicks
- Steven ’86 and Katie High
- Peter F. Hilf
- Daniel and Mandy Hochman
- Michael and Christine Holland
- Dr. Gary and Corinne Horowitz
- Michael L. Horst ’67 and Laurie Beckelman
- Julianne ’94 and Eugene Inozemcev
- Dr. Todd Covey ’91 and Dr. Raquel Izumi ’93
- Deron L. Johnson ’83,’88
- John ’71 and Karen Jostes
- Dr. W. Randall Garr and Dr. Laura Kalman
- Dr. Diane ’96 and John Kane
- Dr. Jennifer Thorsch ’76,’81 and
  - Charles Kaska ’73
- Nancy Katayama
- John ’67 and Deborah ’67 Keever
- Robert and Nicole Keller
- Landon Kelt
- Herbert and Elaine* Kendall
- Michael Kennedy ’78
- Thomas J. Kenny ’86 and Susan A. McMillian
- Joan and Wayne Kidder
- Kevin ’88 and Marcie* ’91 Kjoller
- Josh Klinghoffer
- Jack ’71 and Kay ’71 Krouskup
- Drs. Angela ’98 and Miroslav ’94 Krstic
- Christopher ’80 and Theresa ’82 Laver
- Kevin ’73 and Tomoko Laverty
- Craig Lazarus and Christine Caddick
Leslie Leaney
Gretchen Lieff
Robert Lieff
Dr. George Lipsitz and Dr. Barbara Tomlinson
Kelly ’02 and Steve Loughlin
david ’83 and Cynthia Lundin
Catherine Hagen Maclntyre ’81
Dr. Sally MacIntyre and Dr. John Melack
Steven ’93 and Melissa ’93 Macko
Robert Magee, Jr.
Shane Mahan
David and Susan Maki
Siri and Bob Marshall
Lewis Marring and Marianne Marsi
Harry and Jacqueline McMahon
Kay McMillan
Ryan ’05 and Sarah McMullan
Amy Wendel and Daniel Meisel
Thomas and Lynn Meredith
Sharon Metsch
Bruce ’70 and Kathleen Micheel
Richard ’66 and Eleanor ’64 Migues
Glenn H. Mitchel, Jr.
Martin and Kathy Morales
Drs. Richard ’69 and Gale Morrison
Bob and Holly Murphy
John R. ’69 and Jessica A. ’69 Nava
Gary and Anna Nett
Jack and Gretchen Norqual
Todd ’91 and Suzanne ’91 Oliver
Carmen Ortiz and Family
Thomas ’84 and Brenda Pai
Yunida F. Pan
Sue Parker
Jami and Doug Patterson
Gary Petersen
John Pinkel ’85 and Susan Shyu
Michael and Deborah Preston
Dr. Christopher and Julie Proctor
Wendy V.C. Purcell ’84 and Kenneth L. Wilton
Judson Quiggle ’01 and Lara McFarlin
Joel S. Raziick ’81
Guy Redington ’72
Dr. Harry ’68 and Sandra Reese
Kelly Reid
William and Sharon Rich
Bryant and Carleen Riley
Howard Rochestie
Robert E. Rogers ’82
Susan J. Rose
Bryan ’87 and Norma Rosenberg
Jashojit and Helen ’90 Roy
Rod ’79 and Jodi Scherba
Kimberly A. Shizas ’77
Erich Schlaikjer and Patricia McIntyre
Paul Schmidhauser and Cindy Hughes
Sea Forward Fund
Susan ’88 and Glen Serbin
Alexandra Seros ’72 and Walter Ulloa
Merrill Sherman
Dr. David and Julie Siegel
Jonathan ’98 and Christina Siegel
Bradley M. Silberling ’84 and Amy Brenneman
Ralph ’78 and Linda ’78Simmonds
James and Stephanie Sokolove
Someone Else’s Child
Dr. Jon and Ann Sonstelie
Cheri Owen and Jenni Sorkin
Phillip Spector ’72 and Carole Lebbin-Spector
Kalpana Srinivasan
Linda Stafford Burrows
James and Cynthia Stubbins
Russell C. Steiner
Steven L. Senesac ’77 and
Ann M. Steinmetz ’71
Sharon Stilwell-Hopewell and David Hopewell
Meghan Stoll and Robert Stoll, Jr. ’66
Adam and Irene Stone
Marty F. Stone ’82
Chris Strachwitz
John and Pamela Temple
Todd ’76 and Fazeela Thompson
Alex Treby ’03 and Ludvime Souhaut
Tim and Marcia Tremblay
Herbert S. Tuay
Mark Ulan
Fritz Vonbatsch
Sheila K. Wald
Barbara Warren ’08
Waterclowns
Dr. Richard J. Watts
William H. Wendel
Timothy ’69 and Mary Weston
Dana White
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Lowell ’69 and Marsha Williams
Alastair ’73 and Ann Winn
Eric ’95 and Silvi ’95 Winthrop
Kirtland and Nicole Woodhouse
Phyllis ’66 and John Wormington
Clifford and Crystal Wyatt
Geoffrey and Laura Wyatt
Dr. Philip and Carolyn Wyatt
Dr. Robin N. Wynslow
Michael Yanover
David and Susan Yussem
Yvonne ’95 and Jerry Zhou
Dr. Huican Zhu ’00
Jon Ziehl
Michael ’78 and Diane Ziering
Dr. Marlene Zuk ’77 and
Dr. John T. Rotenberry

Chancellor’s Council
$1,000 to $9,999
Anonymous (44)
Dr. Stephen ’65 and Barbara ’65 Abbott
Skip and Jen Abed
Richard Abello
Daniel P. Abello
Eric ’83 and Donna Abrahamson
Refugia Acosta ’02
Joshua D. Adams ’17
Peter and Rebecca Adams
Rhonda Adawi ’87
Bill and Dorothy Adler
Dr. Dennis Aigner and Camille Bertolet
Doug and Patricia Aiken
Tony and Wendy Airosa
Anayo Akametalu ’12
Srinivas and Syamala Akkaraju
Todd and Allyson Aldrich
Jason and Aimee Alejandre
Clayton Alridge
Paul A. Alex
Douglass Alden Alexander ’80
Larry and Jacqueline Alexander
Amir and Katie Ali
Alicia and Christopher Allen
Dr. Gerald H. Jacobs and Christie Allen ’71
Mitchell Allen ’73 and Ariadne Prater
Dr. S. James and Barbara Allen
Adrian ‘05 and Lauren ’06 Almanza
Andrew ’91 and Joli Altshule
Charles Alva
Sabrina ’02 and Philip Ames
Richard and Olivia Amirsehhi
Jack R. Amon
Nicolas and Susan Amoruso
Dr. Jodi Anderson Field ’94 and
Christopher Field
Aaron ’93, ’95, ’01 and Kimberly ’96 Anderson
Brenda F. Anderson
Joanne and Lorin Anderson
Drs. Richard ’73 and Leslie Anderson
Eric ’86 and Ulrika Andres
Jonathan Andron
Eduardo ’87 and Evelyne Angeles
Fred and Roxana Anson
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
David ’89 and Ann ’89 Antonson
Norm Applebaum
Evan and Patricia Aptaker
Roger B. Arbucke ’72
Arcelia Arce ’98
Dr. Ralph Archuleta
Philip ’83 and Whitney Amaoutou
Dr. Glenn Arnett and Sally Warner Arnett ’79
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Robert ‘77 and Marina Arnott
Nathaly Arriola ‘11
Dennis and Vicki Ascher
Andrew Ashikari and Mimi Kang
Lisabeth Aubrey
Arthur ‘87 and Maria Auerbach
Michael J. Augusteijn ‘97
Dr. Robert and Kelly Avery
Christopher ‘96 and Christina Aye
John and Cindy Ayoub
Bryan and Lisa Babcock
Matthew Babrick
Marta H. Babson
Alex Baca ’06
James E. Baca and Kelly A. Flores-Baca
Greg Vernoy and Jolie Backer
Carla L. Back-Madruga ’88
Jo Bacon
Dr. Richard J. Bacon ’18
Dr. Dennis ‘77 and Stephanie Baker
Joseph ‘84 and Lisa Balcom
Andrew and Nicole Ball
Lisa Ballou
Yusuf A. Balogun ’88
David Bancroft ’73 and Bethany Ulmer
Ron and Sara Bancroft
Jeffrey ’06 and Jennifer ’02 Bannon
Cheryl Barber ’66
Paris and Christopher Barclay
William and Susan Baribault
Douglas H. Barker ’69
Dr. Emily ’98 and Colin Barker
Ralph Barkey ’58, ’62
Dr. Clarence Barlow
Steven ’77 and Margaret Barnes
Laurel B. Barrack
Darryl ’67 and Virginia Barrett
Stephen ’72 and Kathleen Barrett
Dr. James Barrie and Dr. Leslie Momoda
Kevin and Janet Barry
Ronald Bartell ’73, ’75 and Christine Mitchell
John and Barbara Bartman
Drs. David ’70 and Barbara ’69 Basden
Jonathan and Michelle Baty
Ryan D. Koch ’01 and
Sarah Christine Bauerle ’01
Stephen L. Baumgart
Jerome ’69 and Dinah Baumgartner
Dr. Malik and Anne Baz
Richard Bearrs
Darren Beardsley ’95
Vanessa ’01 and Jim Bechtel
Robert Beckman ’08
William and Connie Beckman
Brian and Louisa Beers
Robert Beeton ’68
Jonathan ’08 and Lauren ’06 Bell
Christopher ’97 and Kara ’97 Bellamy
Paul Bellina
David ’94 and Kimberly ’94 Bellinger
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Henry and Shelby Belmonte
Dr. William Below ’74 and Dr. Hsiu-Zu Ho
Guy and Jean Bemis
Steve and Lynn Bender
Charles R. Benedict ’75
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Amy Benson
Dr. Jeffrey ’79 and Elaine Benson
Robert V. Benson ’07
Satyajit Berde ’85
Dennis ’66 and Tina Berg
Erik Berg ’91 and Phyliss Fang
Teresa L. Bernard
Eve Bernier
Manuel Berrelez and
Carmen Aleman-Berrelez
Dr. Luca Bertelli ’09 and Be Zhang ’08
James ’69 and Dorothy Bettinger
Maria N. Bianco ’12
Dr. Marc and Jennifer Bienstock
Darlene A. Bierig ’76
Dr. Lars and Ellen Bildsten
Russell Birchim
Bruce ’69 and Julia Black
Colin and Stephanie Blakes
Dr. Omer Blaes
Paul Blake and Mark Bennett
Clayton ’99 and Jamie Lynn ’98 Bland
Lael G. Bland ’84, ’87
Dr. Joseph Blankholm and Jacqueline Morris
Dr. James Blascovich and Dr. Brenda Major
Dr. Sheridan Blau
I. Mark ’67 and Marlene Bledstein
Robert ’66 and Cinda Blindbury
David Bloch
Micah and Jocelyn Block
Brian and Terese Blockhus
Dr. Ronald ’75, ’87 and Kristine Blom
Jonathan and Jennifer Blum
Bryan E. Boches ’92
Michael and Lisa Boehle
Shane Bohan
John R. Bollen ’94
Lynn A. Bommer ’69
Antonio and Patricia Bonchristiano
Doretta Bonner ’88
Amanda ’00 and Jeff Bonomi
Craig Bonsignore
Drs. Rochelle ’87 and Mark Booksan
Mary and Rod Boone
Andrew Booth ’08, ’09
Larry and Marjorie Booth
Dean Borg
Dr. Eileen C. Boris and
Dr. Nelson N. Lichtenstein
Vincent Borov and Diana Marinova-Borova
Matthew Bortner ’94
Phil ’68 and Charlene ’69 Bosl
Dr. Diane Boss
Lucy C. Boswell ’92
Susan E. Bow ’81
Frank and Karen Bowers
Susan D. Bowey
John and Jessica Bowlin
Paul ’84 and Joy Boyle
Glenn M. Bozarth ’75
Thomas ’77, ’80 and Kimberly Bracken
Donald K. Braden ’68
David and Sharon ’80 Bradford
Stephen and Edeltraud Bradley
James ’85 and Robin Brady
Sandi Bragar ’93 and Jerome Rossen
Benton Bragg
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Wendy Brandom
Sheila M. Brennan
Eric and Kelly Brewe
Reverend Jeffrey ’78 and
Carol ’79 Bridgeman
Blake K. Bridges ’05
Ed Behrman and Emma Bridges
Brillo-Sonnino Family Foundation
Kevin Brine and Jessica Smith
Jessica N. Brinkman ’16
Benjamin Grady Britten ’05
Ella and Scott Brittingham
Karen I. Brockwell and Alasdair C. Heath
Mike and Cindy Brody
Dr. David A. Broido ’80
Kevin and Stacy Bromley
Joseph L. Broome ’11
Philip ’83 and Diane Brotherton
James T. Broussard and Mary Lane Scherer
Stephanie Brower ’09
Allen and Corinne Brown
Cameron Brown ’83 and Steven Algert
Dr. Donald and Carrie Brown
Edwin and Eleonore Brown
Gary M. Brown
Lawrence ’00 and Jacquelyn Brown
Merryl Brown
Patrick ’75 and Debra ’75, ’76 Brown
Cynthia J. Browne
Gay and Anthony Browne
Kristin A. Browne ’86
Dr. Tricia ’06 and Brandon ’99 Bruce
Michael ’71 and Carolyn Bruck
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Rebecca and Gary Eldridge
Steven Ehrlich and Nancy Griffin
Mary and James Ehrets
Steven '89 and Juliana Edwards
Dr. Lloyd '71 and Mary '66 Edwards
Robert Edson '77,'78
Jakob D. Edson '14
Selden '72 and Judith '67 Edner
Dr. Hali J. Edison '75 and James H. Berry
Selden '72 and Judith '67 Edner

Jane Eagleton
Margaret A. Dutton
Larry '63 and Phyllis DeSpain
Rebecca M. Detanna '01
Ian DeVries '88
David '85 and Jane Di Lena
Michael R. Dianda
John and Sylvia DiCello
Drs. Elizabeth '96 and Paige Digeser
Lane Dilg
Isabella C. Dilisio '17
Victoria O. Dillingham
Ryan '04 and Lindsay '05 Dingler
Dr. Stephen '71 and Deborah Dinsmore
Jeff '86 and Natalie Doane
Jody Dolan Holehouse '81 and Thomas Holehouse
Dr. John and Nancy '93 Doner
Gene and Deanna Dongieux
Dr. Chris Donlay '15
Michael and Helane Doolan
Glenn and Cynthia Dooley
Mary Dorra
James '71 and Kathleen '70 Doty
Susan L. Dougherty '94
Kasey '09 and Bradley '09 Downey
Dr. Peter Hasler '74 and
Dr. Elizabeth Downing '93
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Jim and Wendy Drasdo
Elizabeth C. Dressel '89
Jean L. Dressel
Suzanne Drgon '89 and Douglas Beach
Gerald Duchovnay
Dr. Thomas L. Dudley '75,'89 and
Dr. Carla D'Antonio '90
Nick Duggan '00
Sally Duncan Mantooth '74 and David Mantooth
Sarah H. Duncan '04
Helen M. Dunlap '68
Michael Dunn
Larry and Patricia Durham
Margaret A. Dutton
Paul Dye and Nora Paller
Jane Eagleton
Dr. Robert G. Eby and Louise Levien
Sheri Eckmann
Dr. Adrienne L. Edgar
Dr. Hali J. Edison '75 and James H. Berry
Selden '72 and Judith '67 Edner
Jakob D. Edson '14
Robert Edson '77,'78
Dr. Lloyd '71 and Mary '66 Edwards
Steven '89 and Juliana Edwards
Mary and James Ehrets
Steven Ehrlich and Nancy Griffin
Rebecca and Gary Eldridge

MoShe Elimelech and Shelli Segal
Dr. Jessica M. Elliot '14
Nicholas Elliot '11
Julia Collier Emerson
Tyler J. Ence '02 and
Yardena Rachel Zwang-Weissman '03
Daniel '83 and Caroline Encell
Douglas and Lucia Engel
Matt and Selena English
Eric and Trisha English
Jim and Teresa Enriquez
Donnelley and Cinda Erdman
Shawn Erickson
Dr. Robert '82 and Josephine Erlach
Amy J. Escalera
Edward E. Escobedo '71,'73
Robert and Kelly Estes
John Eugster '85
Leland '76 and Catherine Evans
Michael R. Evans
Dr. Ray and Mary Evert
Ken '80 and Nancy Fahn
Thomas '69 and Melinda Fallgatter
Dr. Emerson S. Fang '86
Dr. Kai-Nan Fang '69
Jaclyn Fanning
Kendall '93 and Shelley Fargo
Ramsey Feher '99 and Katherine Feher
Jonathan '93 and Debbie Feldman
Christian and Caryn Felipe
Douglas '63 and Carol '64 Fell
Thomas G. Fellner, Jr. '86 and Jennifer Fellner
Scott Ferguson, PhD '11, Aptitude Medical Systems, Inc.
Al and Sharon Ferrer
Mark Finerman and Lisa Torell
Hannah M. Fingerhut '16
Dr. Michael and Leslie Fisher
Nancy Fisher
Vasanti Ferrando Fithian '60 and Joel Fithian
Christopher Fitzgerald and
Lisa Volgenau-Fitzgerald
Debbie '92 and Scott Fitzgerald
Manson Jones and Susie Fitzgerald
Richard and Miriam* Flacks
Kate Flather
Allyn A. Fleming '77
Jason Fletcher
Patrick '92 and Meghan '92 Flood
Christina Flores
Monica Florian
Curt and Teresa Flory
Mark '89 and Julia Flower
Doug and Irene Fogelson
Dr. Stephen '67 and Sandra Foote
Michael Wallace Ford '11
Roger '91 and Isabella Ford

Nicole '92 and Brandon '94 Forde
Henrietta Fore
Julia S. Forester
Jeff and Christie Forshey
Alicia Genise Fouser '10
Gregory and Elisabeth Fowler
Ronald and Carole Fox
Julia A. Franz and Christopher G. Silbermann
Jay Freeman '03
John Steel and Bunny Freidus
Dr. Larry J. Friesen '75
Ryan and Christie Frisby
Jeffery '79 and Mardi Frum
Benjamin Fucanan
Elaine '73 and David Fuller
Dr. Michael and Patricia Fuller
Dr. Alan Liu and Dr. Patricia Fumerton
Sharon I. Furiya '85
Robert '95 and Elizabeth Gabon
Richard A. Gadoibo, III '79 and
Frances Gadoibo
Dr. Jason and Priscilla Gaines
Dr. Perry T. Gallagher '86 and
Barry N. Chamberlain '87
Dr. Ralph F. Gallucci
Suzanne '98 and Chris Galvin
Dr. Lynn H. Gamble '84,'91 and
Glenn Russell
Dr. Terrance '68,'69,'80 and
Carolyn '67,'75 Gannon
Greg Garcia and Shannon Brownlee
Guadalupe Navarro-Garcia '85,'87 and
Robert Garcia '83
Javier Garcia, Jr. '00 and Shakeya Garcia
Jose J. '69 and Judith A. '69 Garcia
Ralph Garcia, Jr. '83 and
Jean Bosworth Garcia '85
Dr. Kimberly '95 and Jonathan Garfinkel
Dr. Van '67,'72 and Virginia '67 Garner
Jonathan and Michele Gathrid
Dr. Paula and Kevin Gaut
James P. Gazdecki '74
David Breiner and Dr. Sharon Geaghan
Dr. Carol A. Geer
Christopher Geiler
Robert and Cindy Gelber
Barry M. Gellert '78
Karen H. Gellert
Harry and Gail Gelles
Aleksy Generovoz '12
Dr. Carol Genetti and Paul Campbell '97,'00
Paul and Carol George
Dr. Victor W. Geraci '97
David Gersh and Anne Ready
In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Ralph and Eileen Battat,
grandparents of Jackie Gerson '20
Randolph '73 and Patricia '73 Getz
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Leanne Johnson
Mark and Kelly Johnson
Kirk ‘82 and Katherine ‘83 Johnson
Dr. Karen and Augie Johnson
Neal C. Bradsher and Elizabeth M. Johnson
Dr. Donald ‘59,’62 and Sheila Johnson
Marie Johansson
David Johannsen
David and Jeanette Jew
Thomas ‘87 and Heather ‘88 Jevens
Jerg B. Jergenson
John P. Ikeda ‘91
I. M. and M. Idriß
Kim and Tammy Hughes
Kung Hsu
Dr. Bo Hu ’04
Dr. Mason ’89 and Dorice ’89 Hu
Jane D. Hudson

Glenn and Tanya Kincaid
Benjamin ’94 and Laura King
Dana ’77 and Nancy King
Grant ’85 and Michelle King
W. Gregory and Alfrida King
Walker W. King
Anthony and Linda Kinninger
John P. Kinsella
Gary and Lynn Kious
Dansan K. Kiplagat ’65,’66
Kristin Kirby and Kevin Whelan
Drs. John ’71,76 and Kathryn ’77 Kirtley
Samuel ’96 and Lindsay Kitamura
Bill and Linda Kitchen
Barry and Jill Kitnick
Keith ’86 and Barbara Kizziaž
Kendall and Sue Kjoller
David and Song Klein
Genni Klein ’68
Greg and Kris Klein
Matt ’96 and Ashley Kline
Leslie ’80 and Jeffrey Klonsfield
James and Janice Knight
Alan and Carol Koch
Dr. R. Michael Koch ’89
Linos and Nancy Kogevinas
Gene and Barbara Kohn
Drs. Petar and Anna Kokotovic
Louise ’63,’68 and Stephen Komp
Andrew Königsberg and Elena Engel
Janice ’71 and Robert ’71 Kopf
Carol Kosterka ’67
Jeremy ’05 and Bernadette Kovacevich
Eileen Koven ’07 and John Leen
Hiro Koyanagi ’19
Robert and Erika Kraak
Jeff J. Kragel, Jr. ’04 and Christie Kragel
Jacob Kreilkamp
Charles Kresge ’79
Dr. Sarah Kriz ’03,’06 and
Dr. Ricardo F. Vivancos-Perez ’06
Drs. Daniel ’12 and Jessica ’12 Krogstad
Patricia Krouth ’81
Kurt Kruger ’82 and Sandra Scott Kruger ’82
Deborah A. Kruse
Brian and Elizabeth Kuelbs
Amy E. Kuhn ’10
Marc ’69,’73 and Julie Kummel
Samuel Kuniakian and Marcia Sikora
Drs. Jeffrey and Nancy Kupperman
Dr. Geza Kuruczveil ’12
Dr. Armand Kuris and Bari Ramoy
Edward M. Kwang ’86 and Landy Lee
Dr. Rob and Michele Kwasnick
Kristen M. La Valle ’00
Christopher ’95 and Amy Lal
William J. Lampl and Kathleen M. Clifford

Russell and Patricia Hora
Dr. William ’64,’67 and Jeanette Hosek
Maurine Hotchkis
Jack ’63 and Judy ’63 Houlgate
Curtis A. Howard
Kevin P. Harbowski ’94
Kung Hsu
Dr. Bo Hu ’04
Dr. Mason ’89 and Dorice ’89 Hu
Jane D. Hudson
Kim and Tammy Hughes
Dr. Kathy N. Hull-Gisvold ’65 and Bill Gisvold
Dr. R. Stephen and Gail S. Humphreys
Robin and Vikki Hunt
Ronald Hurd ’76
Harrison and Michelle Hurst
Michael Hutchings
Richard and Andrea Hutton
David Andrew B. Hyde ’13
I. M. and M. Idriß
John P. Ikeda ’91
Jodie Ireland and Chris Baker
Cullen J. Irons ’14
Shari Isaac and George Isaac, III
Dr. Richard and Debra Isaacs
Dr. Angel and Lisa ’84,’85 Iscovich
Jesse and Nancy Ishikawa
Dr. Tania Israel
Dr. Charles Wilkinson ’77 and Dr. Melanie Ito ’74
Nikola Ivanovic ’95
Honorable George C. Eskin and
Hannah-Beth Jackson
Christopher and Linda Jackson
Palmer and Joan Jackson
Palmer and Susan Jackson
Robert A. Jackson ’66,’68
Mary Jacob
Dr. John T. Jacobs and Lois Abbott-Jacobs
Praveen Jain
Dr. Eric ’86 and Debra James
Jay W. Jeffcoat ’67
Jed ’82 and Mary ’82 Jelincic
Timothy and Valerie Jenkins
Heidi A. Jensen ’87
Henning and Grethe Jensen
John W. Jensen
Jerg B. Jergenson
Thomas ’87 and Heather ’88 Jevens
David and Jeanette Jew
David Johannsen
Marie Johannsen
Dr. Donald ’59,’62 and Sheila Johnson
Neal C. Bradsher and Elizabeth M. Johnson
Dr. Karen and Aogie Johnson
Kirk ’82 and Katherine ’83 Johnson
Mark and Kelly Johnson
Leanne Johnson
David and Lisa Johnson
E. Lyle Johnson, III ’91
Sharyn Johnson
Blake and Emily Jones
Douglas ’04 and Sara Jones
Martin Jordaan ’84
Gregory and Betsy Jordan
Susan ’85 and Jeffrey Jordano
Sarah Blaine Mallory and Bernard Judge
Crandal and Julie Rue
E ’68 and Eric Juline
Robert ’89 and Tracie Jo Jupille
Moez Kaba and Bjorn Lundberg
James and Judith Kahan
Cynthia ’91 and Douglas Kahl
Dr. Amber Kaplan ’06 and Ben Sprague
David ’81 and Suzie Kaplan
Margaret ’82 and Lee ’82 Kaplan
Marc ’93 and Nicole ’93 Kaplan
Margaret Kaplen
Julie and John Karbula
Timothy and Yvette Karman
Deborah A. Karoff and Anna M. DiStefano
J. Chris ’86 and Eliseye ’86 Karow
Kevin Kaseff ’82
Christopher ’87 and Michelle Kastner
Sidney and Linda Kastner
Daniel ’82 and Laura Katayama
Tracy Katayama Esse and Christopher Esse
Franklin ’67 and Kerry Katch
Lauren Katz
Robert ’81 and Irene Kavanaugh
Jason Kearnaghan ’95
Dr. Madhukar N. Kedlaya ’15
Rosemary and Christian ’77 Keiner
Jeffrey Keller ’73
Dr. Myron Shapero and Susan Keller
Dorcas L. Kelley ’84
Jamie and Julie Kellner
John ’86 and Mary Kelly
Stafford T. Kelly and Elaine M. Laustsen
Barry and Margaret Kemp
Robert Kemp and Melinda Goodman
Richard and Connie Keinelli
Dr. James Kennett
William Kerstetter and Valerie Cavanaugh
Dr. Richard ’66 and Renee Kezirian
Meredith ’66 and Kenneth ’66 Khachigian
Ravi ’91 and Anu Khatoj
Amine and Andalusia Kheche
George ’69 and Judith Kieffer
Daniel Nash and Maia Kikerpill
Amy ’84,’90 and Daniel Kilgore
Roy and Cristina Killgore
Meghan Killian ’10
Dr. Kiso ’86 and Jennifer Kim
Kim Kimbell
William J. Lampl and Kathleen M. Clifford

Sarah Blaine Mallory and Bernard Judge
Crandal and Julie Rue
E ’68 and Eric Juline
Robert ’89 and Tracie Jo Jupille
Moez Kaba and Bjorn Lundberg
James and Judith Kahan
Cynthia ’91 and Douglas Kahl
Dr. Amber Kaplan ’06 and Ben Sprague
David ’81 and Suzie Kaplan
Margaret ’82 and Lee ’82 Kaplan
Marc ’93 and Nicole ’93 Kaplan
Margaret Kaplen
Julie and John Karbula
Timothy and Yvette Karman
Deborah A. Karoff and Anna M. DiStefano
J. Chris ’86 and Eliseye ’86 Karow
Kevin Kaseff ’82
Christopher ’87 and Michelle Kastner
Sidney and Linda Kastner
Daniel ’82 and Laura Katayama
Tracy Katayama Esse and Christopher Esse
Franklin ’67 and Kerry Katch
Lauren Katz
Robert ’81 and Irene Kavanaugh
Jason Kearnaghan ’95
Dr. Madhukar N. Kedlaya ’15
Rosemary and Christian ’77 Keiner
Jeffrey Keller ’73
Dr. Myron Shapero and Susan Keller
Dorcas L. Kelley ’84
Jamie and Julie Kellner
John ’86 and Mary Kelly
Stafford T. Kelly and Elaine M. Laustsen
Barry and Margaret Kemp
Robert Kemp and Melinda Goodman
Richard and Connie Keinelli
Dr. James Kennett
William Kerstetter and Valerie Cavanaugh
Dr. Richard ’66 and Renee Kezirian
Meredith ’66 and Kenneth ’66 Khachigian
Ravi ’91 and Anu Khatoj
Amine and Andalusia Kheche
George ’69 and Judith Kieffer
Daniel Nash and Maia Kikerpill
Amy ’84,’90 and Daniel Kilgore
Roy and Cristina Killgore
Meghan Killian ’10
Dr. Kiso ’86 and Jennifer Kim
Kim Kimbell
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Brent ’90 and Marie McQueen
Bruce McCroy
Brian ’84 and Susan ’85 Meath
James ’00 and Kristin Meehan
Gregory ’85 and Julie Meier
Bruce ’76 and Patricia Meikle
Donna ’72 and Randall Melby
Jaime Melgoza
Chase and Ronnie Mellen
Laini Melnick
Peter R. Melnick
Valerie J. Melucci ’03
Diane L. Meyer Simon
Amy L. Meyer ’94
Gail Meyer ’65
Nancy K. Meyer ’68
Doris Michaels
Dr. Jeremy Michelson ’99
Dr. Dale Migliaccio and Laurie Dean
Brian Hershkowitz and Diana Miller
Ginger Miller and Marlin Miller, Jr.
Justine Miller ’09
Larry L. Miller, Jr. ’81
Darrell Millner
Susa Miner
Marc ’84 and Susan ’89 Minier
Kevin Minnick
Dr. Milan ’00 and Henry Minsky
Dr. Katrina M. Miranda ’96
Brian Charles Mirkovich ’04
Dr. Dennis K. Mitchell ’72
Tanya M. Mitchell
Arnold ’82 and Gabriella Miyamoto
Miriam ’68 and Robert Mode
Dr. Holly V. Moeller and Edward Sweeney
Eric and Terri Mogensen
Gregory W. Mohr ’76 and Wendy J. Wittl ’82
Manuel Moler
John Moller and Betsy von Summer-Moller
Julie Monahan ’99
Dr. Thomas C. Smith ’15 and
Dominique S. Monie ’08
Dr. William Monte ’83 and Donna Anderson
Catherine Montgomery
William M. Montgomery ’73
Ariel Montoya ’03
Robert and Suzanne Moon
Dr. Gregory ’74 and Susan Moore
Michael ’68 and Jo Ann ’68 Mooser
Andrew D. Moran ’86
Honorable Lynn Duryee and Neil Moran ’77
Jorge Moreno de Alboran and Carmen Ballew
Christopher ’97 and Jamie ’99 Morgan
Barbara A. Morgan-Zaney ’83 and
Kevin A. Zaney
Dean ’73 and Jeanine Morikawa
Ronald Morris and Tim Cardy
Melanie Morrison
Ronald ’67 and Kathyn Moser
Mary ’88 and Franklin Moslander
Shantele and Matthew Mosman
Maryanne Mott
Dr. Kenneth Moure and Sara Norquay
Thelma S. Mrazek
Patty Glaser and Sam Mudie
Jana and Jonathan Mulhaup
Peter ’78 and Janet ’79 Muncie
Alfreda ’66 and Christian Murck
Monica C. Murphy ’96
Dr. Alan ’92, ’95 and Patricia ’89 Murray
Nori Muster ’78
Nicholas and Rosemary Mutton
Thomas G. Myers, III ’93
Natalie Myerson
Joel ’64 and Jewel Nagelmann
Omar A. Naguib ’18
Dr. Shuja and Yuki Nakamura
Jeannie K. Nakano ’71 and James D. Simpson
Dr. Carlos M. Nash ’08, ’11
William and Eileen Nasif
Dr. Zev Nathan
Michael Nebenzahl ’78 and Janet Offel
Sheri and Jack Neely
Daryl and Tracy Nee
Lee F. Nelson ’91
Krisiten J. Nesbit ’02
Dr. Peter ’83, ’93 and Cathy ’84 Neushul
Ronald Newby ’62, ’65
Tracey ’88 and Vince Newell
Carol and Steve Newman
Charles ’70 and Elizabeth Newman
Nancy Newman
David and Jo-Anne Newton
Dan E. Neyenhuis ’67
Robyn L. Nguyen-Madias ’15 and
Alexander C. Madias
Victor and Sonia Nichols
Michael and Jane Nicolas
Barbara R. Nida ’61
Robert ’62 and Jeannine ’63 Nida
Eric and Susan Nielsen
John and Fran Nielsen
Mike and Dale Nissenson
Dr. Robert and Leila ’80 Noel
Michael and Elizabeth Noling
Doug and Nancy Norberg
Karen Norton
Helen Nowacek
Dr. Derek Penn ’93 and
Dr. Elizabeth Nubla-Penn ’93
Maureen Null
James W. Nunnally
Reade R. Oben
Dr. Michael and Lisa O’Connell
Dr. Alice O’Connor
Dr. G. Robert and Julie Odette
Amy and Daniel O’Dowd
Janet Oetinger
Robert O’Kane
Gary and Annie Ogasawara
Andrew ’95 and Makoto Ogawa
Dan Oh ’91 and Lisa Alex Oh ’94
Otieno Okatch ’92 and Christina Buth-Okatch
Levent Oktem
James and Shawnee Oliver
Shirley Oliver-Conners ’63, ’72
Dr. Jim and Kathleen Olson
Dr. Robert and Theresa Olson
Brian and Katie O’Malley
Caroline ’94 and John O’Malley
Jeffrey M. Omdahl
John ’03 and Katrina Onderdonk
Joe and Margot Oneto
Eric ’81 and Kelly Onnen
Gabrielle ’92 and Glenn Oratz
Felim and Valerie O’Reilly
Sharon O’Reilly ’86
Dr. Charles ’80 and Annette Orella
Paul S. Orgeron ’71
Nidhi Oriji ’00 and Vincent Southerland
Dr. Monica Orozco ’91, ’99
Susan A. Ortewine ’90
Dr. Oran Young and Gail Osherenko
Edmund and Jan Ostendorf
Frank and Jamil Ostini
Shaun E. Ostrowsky ’12
Dr. Daniel G. Ouellette ’13
Angela Ovalle ’91
Irene Owens
Carlton ’88 and Julia Pace
Bradley and Ofelia Paden
Dr. Michael Crowell ’09 and
Dr. Katharine Page ’08
Paul and Katherine Page
Ralph ’70, ’72 and Kathleen ’71 Paige
Dr. Dorothy K. Pak
Sheila Pallotta ’75
Ming Ping Pan
Jatin and Bhavna Parekh
Stanley E. Pareto ’69
Peter ’82 and Dusty Parish
Steven and Ellen Parker
Dr. Carol ’82 and Vann Parker
Gregory J. Parker
Joseph Parker ’81, ’85
Mike and Sarah Paschke
William Pascoe ’67
Ethel ‘65 and Christian Pasques
Peter R. Pastre
Bruce W. Patterson ’75 and Philip E. Fried
Cheryl Patterson
Jay Cox and Melissa Patterson
Kate Paul ’68 and Mike Passmore
Dr. William and Kathryn Paxton
Richard Payne and Patricia Chiota
Priscilla Peale
Carol A. Peasley ’68
Christina Peck and Frederic Peck, III
Jack and Molly Peck
William and Susan Pelka
Dr. Gary ’73 and Joan ’70,’72 Pelka
Dr. Constance Penley
Philip ’69 and Jean ’69 Pennypacker
Stuart and Crystal Penrose
Lawrence ’82 and Nancy ’82 Perillo
Eddie Perkin ’93
Donald K. Perkins ’93 and
Beverly Gamo Perkins
Phil ’86 and Eileen ’85 Perkins
J.P. and Suzanne Perkins
Peter George Perlegos, Jr. ’06
Bryan Perraud ’99
Peter George Perlegos, Jr. ’06
Dr. Margaret H. Ricks
85

Vicki Prentice Rubin ’77,’80 and Al Rubin
Ken and Beth Preston
Tony R. Hunter and Jennifer Price
Mary C. Pritchard ’71
Charles ’95 and Denise ’95 Pryor
Lisa ’85,’89 and Frederic ’87 Przekop
Cory and Laura Puentes
Dan and Lisa Pullman
Runping Qi and Ying Zhang
Zhiwei Xu and Zhengju Qi
Kathleen L. Quan
Michael J. Quinette ’73
Adam R. Quinn ’16
David ’62 and Ellie Quisling
Susan Rabano ’83
Justin Radell
Christopher ’81 and Sally Radich
Kenneth Radtkey ’83 and Susan Van Atta ’77
Ellen Raede ’80 and Robert Raede, Jr. ’80
Sean and Heather Rager
Monte ’76 and Louise Ragland
Myrtessa Rama
John Ramirez
Paul D. Ramsey ’89
Sam and Donna Randolph
Jude Rasmus
Michael Ray ’93 and Janine Galligani ’87
Ellen and Denise Raytis
Robert and Linda Raznick
Nuno Rebelo
Gary and Wendi Reese
Dr. Daniel ’89 and Carol ’79 Reed
Bob Johnson and Lisa Reich
Joseph E. Reid ’78
Kathy Reid and O. Lee Reid, Jr. ’64,’66
Jamie S. Reilly ’93 and Vanessa S. Biddle
Deborah ’79,’86 and John Mackall
Melissa ’96,’99 and Nathaniel Reish
Winslow Reitnouer ’54
Harriet ’91 and Joseph Resnick
Archie and Marissa Reyes
Edgar Rhodes and Joan Pascal
Paul and Valeria Ricci
Lynn J. Richardson ’66
Patricia Richardson ’82 and Chris McGhee
Jane Slevin Richardson ’82 and Chris McGhee
Lynn J. Richardson ’66
Patricia Richardson ’82 and Susan Allen
Thomas and Melanie Richardson
Michael J. Richmond ’05
Robin Rickershauser
Dr. Michael F. Doherty and
Dr. Margaret H. Ricks
Dr. Mark and Elena Rigby
Randolph A. Rigby ’81 and Marlene Mason
Carla ’96 and Christopher Riley
Francis X. Riley and Margaret Baker-Riley
Daniel Ring ’10

Dr. Robert and Dayle Rinker
Mary Beth Riordan
Drs. Victor and Rebeca ’12 Rios
Drs. Scott ’88 and Shannon Rivenes
Maricela ’85 and Manuel Rivera
Charlotte ’88 and Brent Roach
Everett J. Roach
Charles and Sara Roades
Dr. Dar Roberts ’82 and Marianne Wampler
Dr. Bruce Robertson and Dr. Thomas Kren
Kevin Robertson ’98,’00
Michelle Robie
Barbara Robins
Robert and Leanne Robinson
Stan Roden and Phyllis de Picciotto
Norman Rodewald, Jr. ’81
Craig Rodgers
Johnathan and Royal Rodgers
Joshua A. Rodine ’96
Ruby Rodriguez
Anthony and Kyra Rogers
Dr. James T. Rogers ’14
Paul ’84 and Anne Rogers
Dr. Francesc and Kathleen ’94 Roig
Jason and Stephanie Rollo
Gilbert ’60 and Valerie Romoff
Richard and Margit Roos-Collins
Amy Rose
Catherine M. Rose
Kenneth M. Rose ’85
Dr. Mark A. Rose and Dr. Ann Bermingham
Dr. Steven Rose ’70 and
Deborah Thacker-Rose
Charles and Gayle Rosenberg
Martha Rosenberg
Edwin and Bobbie Rosenblatt
Drs. Harvey ’70,’72 and Eileen Rosenblum
Bruce and Mikel Ross
Clay and Rachel Ross
Stuart ’66 and Marybeth ’68 Ross
John ’84 and Susan Rossi
Dr. Walter ’68 and Marie ’66 Rossiter
David ’88 and Christina ’86 Rottman
Ronald ’66 and Erica Rubenstein
Robert Rudnick
Dr. Paula Rudolph ’81 and Mark French ’73
Timothy F. Ruegg ’81
Robert ’79 and Frances Rumsey
George ’96,’97 and Nathalie ’02 Runcie
Lori Runnefeldt
Geoffrey and Alison Rusak
Sandra and Paul Russell
Dr. George and Julie Rusznak
Scott D. Rychnovsky and Teresa J. Le Page
John and Helen Rydell
Dr. Richard and Linda Ryu
Joe '97 and Tiffany Sabado
Dr. Jeremy D. Sack '05
Payman Saffari
Alice '85 and Douglas '85 Safford
Melia Sain
Masashi Saito '66
David and Takako Sakai
Greg Newbry and Lynda Salcido
Suzanne Salcido '89
Mike and Marine Saleh
Bruce Salgado '11
Janis Salin
Anthony J. Salvatore '14
Timothy Salyer
Maria M. Sanchez '10
Dr. Rona J. Sande
Rick and Rosemary Sanders
Susan '79 and Edward Sanderson
Dr. Nicolasa I. Sandoval '07
James '81 and Juliann Sands
Thekla and Richard Sanford
John and Suzanne Sanford
Sangena and Ananth Sankar
Vikranth Katpally and Mahalakshmi Sankaran
Dr. William Sanson
Michael '90 and Elizabeth Santini
Andy '00 and Dorothy '01 Satomi
Gina R. Satomi '95
Kay Satomi
Motoi and Aya Satomi
Ricky P. Satomi
Dominique Savage '17
Dr. Edward '75, '80 and Judith '77 Savage
Steven '87 and Jenny '88 Savitsky
Robin Sax '93
Ken and Josephine Saxson
Dr. Douglas and Diane Scalapino
Michael Scalice '12
Lynn Scarlett '70, '73
Stephen Scarpulla '03
Robert and Doris Schaffer
Maryan S. Schall
Bradford and Sarah Schaupeter
Matthew D. Schermerhorn '09
Jeffrey '65, '67 and Linda '65 Schlager
Susan '14 and Clifford Schmidt
Douglas Schmidt '60
Jason '93 and Melissa Schneider
Larry Schramm '73
Thomas and Hilary Schroeder
Dr. Steve '78 and Vincentia Schroeter
Berta Schulte
Peter and Hollie Schulte
Paul S. Schulte
Jay M. Schuminsky '03
Dr. Lisa Stratton '76 and Peter Schuyler
Mark '84 and Lynda Schwartz
Peri Schwartz
Fred Schwarzenbach '79 and Leslie Prussia
Sarah M. Scoffone '19
Dr. Sandra and Eric Seale
Bernad Seder and Lilyan Cuttler
Peter Seeger
Dr. Patricia Segarini '78
Catherine Selmi '78
Paul and Joan Selwyn
Daniel and Susan Semegen
Mark H. Semegen '08
Dr. Roberta Sengelman and Tamir Keshen
Steve Severn and Nancy Nadolski
William '80 and Erica '79 Shafroth
Dr. Ayesha and Mohammed Shaikh
Bradley '77 and Julie Shames
Kenneth Shamarodola '65
David and Isabel Shapiro
Christopher Sharpe '81 and
Annta Avila-Sharpe '82
Michael P. Shea '95
Dr. Jack and Anitra Sheen
Nancy and Mike Sheldon
Ross Sheldon
Chung Shen and Katharine Pao
Dr. John Shepherd '92 and Jenifir Bruno
Dr. A. Robert Sherman
Brian W. Sherman '99
Dr. Steven Sherwin and Karen Lehrer
Kathleen Shields '81 and Merlin Davis
Barton and Terry Shigemura
Scott and Michele Shoemaker
David '62 and Candace '67 Short
Steven Shugart '80 and
Mary Jane Weigel Shugart
Fred and Stephanie Shuman
Anne Sides
Michael and Robyn Siegel
Kate Silbury
Dr. Maynard '72, '75, '80 and
Rosamund Silva
Todd '92 and Leigh '92 Silva
Derigan '94 and Alison Silver
Matthew Ryan Silver '13
Lawrence and Judith Silverman
Shamit Kachru and Eva Silverstein
Steven '86 and Teresa Simmons
Howard and Carol Simon
Stuart A. Simon
Gary Simpson & Santa Barbara Home Improvement Center
Jim '69 and Gretchen '69 Simpson
Dr. Raymond '76 and Lorann '77 Sims
Anthony J. Sindoni
Bhipindarpal Singh and Gurinder Kaur
Sanjit Singh '92 and Anita Rihal
Thomas Sinnott Cullen and
Sheila Crum Cullen
Rukmini Sivashankar
Peter R. Skinner '69
David '74 and Helen Skjeie
John and Donna Slavin
Larry '69 and Ruth '70 Sleep
Cynthia Sloan
Patricia S. Smale '70
Ridge and Tana Smidt
Amy '82 and Brian Smiley
Charlotte '68 and Brian Smith
Christine Smith
Christopher '80 and Pamela Smith
Craig '90 and Angie '94 Smith
Dianne J. Smith
Jay and Sally Smith
Drew and Melissa Smith
Michael D. Smith
Stephen '70 and Helen Marie Smith
Doyle Hayes and Trudy Smith
Tim Smits Von Owen
E. L. and Patricia Smoogen
Matt '92 and Christina Snow
Lucia Snowhill
Steven '84 and Carolyn '83 Snyder
Dr. Garrett M. Snyder '99
Jeffrey D. Snyder '85
Stephen Snyder '65 and Faye Orton Snyder
Jerome and Teri Snyder
Richard Socher
Mark '91 and Daria '99 Sogomian
Randall '74 and Roxanna Solakian
Peter '99 and Vivian Solodkin
Joseph P. Sorrentino
Alejandro D. Soto
Alejandro Dominguez Soto '20
Joseph and Harmony Sousa
Toby '85 and Amy Spangler
Jeffrey '84 and Kathryn Speed
Joan Speirs
April '92 and Roger Spencer
Helene '69 and Bill Spencer
Julie L. Spiegleman
Ted and Catherine Spieker
Jason Spievak '90 and
Lynette Figueras-Spievak '91
Ryan '19 and Stacey Spilborghs
Doris M. Spotted
Lynne Sprecher
Carol Spungen
Debbie Spungen
Richard '66 and Patricia St. Clair
Jakob R. Staahl '15
Gregory '68 and Dale '75 Stamos
Matthew ’98 and Lisa ’99 Walker
Timothy ’69 and Claire Walker
David ’82 and Monica Walsh
John and Jill Walsh
Pamela Walsh
Professor Joseph Walther
Carol Wang ’10
Jenping J. Wang
Gary and Judy Wang
Li K. Wang ’86
Wayne Wang and Helen Chen
Dr. Yulun ’82, ’88 and Susan ’84 Wang
Greta ’81 and Joseph Ward
Dr. Bronwen Brindley ’83, ’85 and
John Warren ’76
David Wasco and Sandy Reynolds-Wasco
Dr. Libe Washburn and Sharon Keigher
W. Wright Watling
Kevin and Johanna Watt
Brenda Watts
James Watts, Jr. ’84 and Lisa Monroe Watts
Steven E. Watts ’15
Jane ’87 and Matthew Waxman
Michael ’99 and Alexis Weaver
Larry Webb ’87
Drs. Lee ’63 and June Webb
Dr. R. Ian ’59 and Louise Webb
Catherine Weber
Karen ’82 and Peter Weber
Kathleen Weber
Dr. Stephen ’06 and Laura ’05 Weckler
Dr. Jack Talbott and Margaret Weeks
Richard and Candace Weeks
Mark ’80 and Farrah Weinstein
Morton and Judith Weisman
Jonathan Weiss
Barton ’68 and Lynn ’68 Weitzenberg
Lynn ’68 and Rick Wells
Dr. Michael Wells ’74, ’01 and
Dr. Marie Simovich
William R. Wells
Steven ’95 and Ann Welton
Li Wen and Carolina Tombolesi
Robert S. Wendin ’90
Andreas and Brigitte Wendker
Todd Werby
James West and Karen Prinzmetal
Matthew O’Malley Wheeler ’04
Dennis M. Whelan ’79
Dee White
Tobin and Melissa White
Noelle M. White ’09
Scott ’73 and Kathleen White
Kevin Whitelaw and Moira McDonald
Tim and Catherine Whiting
Charles Wichmann, III
Teri Wielenga ’81
Dr. John and Mary Wiemann
John ’87 and Kimberly ’87 Wight
Dr. Edward S. Wilbarger, Jr. ’80
Matthew Willhite ’03
Mitch and Jennifer Willet
Supervisor Das ’05 and
Jonnie-Erica Williams
Harold Williams and Nancy Englander
James ’07 and Kristin Williams
Knox Williams
Marie J. Williams ’89
Nick and Wendy Williams
Bo Willis
Dr. Melvin ’68, ’75, ’03 and Danielle ’71 Willis
Aleck and Isolde Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Ralph ’70 and Irene ’66 Wilson
Jonathan and Marcy Wimbish
Barry N. Winick and Linda Saccoccio
Dr. David A. Wink, Jr. ’85 and
Amelie Lavenant-Wink
Roger and Linda Winkelman
Ronald H. Winston
Dr. Vaughn ’60 and Deanna Wipf
Blake A. Wise ’92
Linda L. Wise ’90
Dr. Owen and Jami ’79 Witte
Mervyn and Judie F. Wolf
Ditte Wolff
David R. Wolterting ’77
Crispin C. Wong ’07
Francis and Debra Wong
Ki and Michelle Wong
Tim ’84 and Shari Wong
Frederick ’84 and Carol Wood
Lynn ’69 and Ronald Wood
Lieutenant Colonel Norman M. Wood, Retired ’64
Roger and Kelly Wood
Thomas C. Woodell ’87
Alexa Woodhouse
Brian and Whitney Worster
Erik and Cate Wright
Dr. Richard Wright ’73 and Sally Frankl
Dr. Robert Wright
WT Family Fund
Sylvia Pan Wu
Winston and Julia Wyckoff
Lauren R. Wyeth ’91
Glen and Lisa Wysel
Xiaobing Xie
Dr. Zheng ’92 and Ling Xu
Dr. Sheryl Yamamoto ’84
Bonan Yan ’16
Alejandro Yang
Kennedy and Lisa Yang
Xiaodong Yang and Yu Fang
Hanan C. Yaqub
Kathryn A. Yates ’75
Michael ’81 and Kathryn Yates
Andre Yew
Brad T. Young ’19
Carol D. Young ’64
Darrell ’97 and Nellie Young
Dr. Bruce Young ’96
Karen Young
Katharine ’86 and Robert E. ’85, ’89 Young
Mark Convery and Wendy Young
John Youngblood and Karen Panek
Hsing B. Yuan ’87 and Jane J. Hsu ’88
Pui Lam Yuen ’14
Dr. Eric J. Zackrison ’17
Marlouise ’66 and Albert Zager
Daniel Zaheer
Bill and Mary Zaic
David L. Zamichow and Carolyn R. Jabs
Milton and Deann Zampelli
William ’74 and Mary Zant
Michael and Diane Zarrilli
Thomas and Suzanne Zarrilli
Kenneth ’72 and Sally Zech
Dr. Steven ’81 and Katherine Zelko
Jerrick A. Zhang ’17
Kun Zhang
Wei Zhao and Ye He
Dong Zheng and Yong Sun
Steve and Diane Zipperstein
Joe Zulli, Jr. ’01

*Deceased

H = Honorary Alumni

Note: For young alumni who have graduated in the last ten years, the threshold for being a member of the Chancellor’s Council is $500 and above.
Chancellor’s Patrons

The Chancellor’s Patrons have made annual donations of $1,000 or more for five consecutive years. The following donors are being recognized for their longstanding commitment and dedication towards UC Santa Barbara.

Anonymous (22)
Dr. Stephen ‘65 and Barbara ‘65 Abbott
Dr. Norman and Susan Abrahamson
Marc A. Ackerman ‘94
Scott and Lynda Adelson
David ‘89 and Lena Adishian
Bill and Dorothy Adler
Dr. Dana T. Aftab ‘85
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul A. Alex
Dr. Rodney and Deanna Alferness
Dr. Gerald H. Jacobs and Christine Allen ‘71
Dennis Allen ‘64 and Jennifer Cushnie ‘73
Pat ‘57 and Bill Altman
Fred and Roxana Anson
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Dr. Ralph Archuleta
Robert Arenz, Jr. ‘80
Sarah Argyropoulos
John ‘75 and Jody Arnhold
Douglas A. Asbury ‘82
Gregory ‘83 and Barbara Asplund
Stuart and Arlene Atkins
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Dr. Robert and Kelly Avery
Christopher J. Axline ‘12
John and Susan Axline
Timothy and Monica Babich
Dr. Muthiyaliah and Rani Babu
David Bancroft ‘73 and Bethany Ulmer
Jeffrey and Margo Barbakow
Cheryl Barber ‘66
Paris and Christopher Barclay
William and Susan Baribault
Ralph Barkey ‘58,’62
Laurel B. Barrack
Dr. James Barrie and Dr. Leslie Momoda
Ronald Bartell ‘73,’75 and Christine Mitchell
Dr. Pamela ‘82 and Timothy Bartley
David A. Bartman ‘94
John and Barbara Bartman
Jon ‘91 and Barbara Basalone
Susan ‘78 and Riley Bechtel
Mary Becker
John and Judith Bedrosian
Robert Beeton ‘68
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Marc and Lynne Benioff
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Stan and Joann Benson
Barrie Bergman*
Mark ‘73 and Kathleen Berry
John ‘65 and Caron Berryhill
Mark ‘66 and Susan ‘67 Bertelsen
Ashish and Leslie Bhutani
Gary and Ellen Bialis
Dr. Lars and Ellen Bildsten
Dr. Ed H’95 and Sue Birch
Russell Birchim
John and Jill Bishop
Paul Blake and Mark Bennett
John ‘65 and Hazel Blankenship
Michael and Lisa Boehle
Phil ‘68 and Charlene ‘69 Bosl
Dr. Diane Boss
Robert Boughton, III ‘80
Sally A. Boughton
Susan E. Bower ‘81
Dr. Michael and Marilyn Bowers
Susan D. Bowey
Sandra Bragar ‘93 and Jerome Rossen
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Richard L. ‘67 and Kathryn Gee ‘68 Breaux
James F. Brewer ‘92
Ed Behrman and Emma Bridges
Dr. Peter and Karen Brill
Michael C. Brinkenhoff, M.D.
Cynthia ‘68,’76 and Frederick Brinkmann
Karen L. Brockwell and Alasdair C. Heath
Dr. David A. Broido ‘80
Philip ‘83 and Diane Brotherton
James T. Brous and Mary Lane Scherer
David and Carolyn* Brown
Dr. Paula Yurkanis Bruice
Wayne ‘66,’69 and Kathy Bryan
Nancy Budzinski Jones ‘70 and Donald Jones
Ernie ‘71 and Rebecca Bumata
Maxson ‘75 and Mary Burchill ‘76
Sharolyn Burkoth ‘65
Dan and Meg Burnham
Andrew and Kimberly Busch
Andrew and Elizabeth Butler
Jack Buttery ‘67,’69
Dr. Richard and Annette Caleel
Paulette and John Callahan
John and Gail Campanella
Jan ‘74 and Randy Campbell
Steve ‘63 and Kathy ‘63 Campbell
Paul ‘76 and Julie ‘81 Capritto
Barbara Carlin-Lebow ‘64,’67
Steve and Amy Caron
Marcy L. Casey H’04
Christopher and Dori Carter
Claude and Susan Case
Donald and Susan Caskey
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter
Rosalie Castanon
Rollie ‘65 and Nell Cavaletto
Daniel and Robin Cerf
Dr. Shing ‘75 and Sheng-Yung ‘71 Chang
Andy Chapman
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
David Chin, Jr. ‘92
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Joe and Tania Christie
Joe and Sharlesa Clark
William Burke and Nancy Bell Coe
Allen Cohen
David Elliot Cohen and Lauren Seeger
Jay Cohen ‘84 and Laura Cox ‘83
John Mike and Marcia Cohen
Timothy ‘76 and Janemarie ‘76 Cohen
Larry and Shelley Coldren
Honorable Paul ‘71 and Linda Cole
John ‘69 and Beverly Colgate
Drs. J.W. and Sue Colin
William ‘75 and Christine ‘75 Collins
Guy ‘93 and Courtney Comer
Robert and Sandy Comstock
Steven ‘74 and Sharen Comstock
Julie Condon
Danny J. Contreras
Ann Cady Cooper ‘62
Stephen ‘68 and Susan ‘69 Cooper
Dr. Howard Cooperman
William B. Cornfield
Julian Cortella and Karen Grove
Bruce H’97 and Toni Corwin
William and Carol Cosgrove
Rafael R. Costas, Jr. ‘86
Jeremy ‘80 and Joanne Cowperthwaite
Karen ‘91 and Ted Coyne
Shona Crabtree ‘66 and
Alexander MacGillivray
Stephen and Linda Crowe
James ‘70 and Esther Curtice
Stewart ‘93 and Louisa ‘93 Cushman
Michael ‘84 and Lauri ‘78,’98 Dahlin
Dr. Frederick Dahlquist and Patricia Lambert
Gary Dales ‘77
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Ann Daniel
Bill R. Danielson ‘73,’75
Scott C. Darling
Dr. Roger and Nancy Davidson
John A. Davis, Jr. ’82,’84
Stephen W. Davis ’93 and Anampa Rios-Davis ’94
Timothy ’03 and Jennifer ’03 Deakyne
Joe Medjuck and Laurie Deans
Brent and Dagney Dehlsen
James and Deanna Dehlsen
Bert H. Deixler and Honorable Leslie A. Swain
Lisa and Albert DeSanti
Larry ’63 and Phyllis DeSpain
Scott ’78 and Lisa Dettmer
Dr. Stephen ’71 and Deborah Dinsmore
William ’68 and Janet Dinsmore
Dr. Carol and James Dixon
John and Heidi Dobrott
Diane Dodds ’68 and David Reichert
Jim Murray and Carol L. Donald ’82
Dr. David W. Doner, Jr.
Steve Bennet and Leslie Dorosin
James ’71 and Kathleen ’70 Doty
Susan L. Dougherty ’94
Ross Dowd ’94 and Marnie Hrones
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Scott ’87 and Monica ’86 Draper
Noreen Dreier
Dr. Karel Driesen ’99
James ’73 and Patricia Drinkwater
Reece ’66 and Christine Duca
Helen M. Dunlap ’68
Kent and Rosemary Dunn
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Glenn ’80 and Bettina Duval
Dr. Robert G. Eby and Louise Levien
Charles ’70 and Marguerite Eckberg
Selden ’72 and Judith ’67 Edner
Robert Edson ’77,’78
Dr. Lloyd ’71 and Mary ’66 Edwards
Morgan Hoff ’75,’77 and Tracey Edwards ’74
Rebecca and Gary Eldridge
Barbara Eliasen
Linda and Doug Emery
Robert and Christine Emmons
Haleh Emrani
Harold Williams and Nancy Englander
Matt and Selena English
Donnelley and Cindy Erdman
Brian and Jan Escalera
Tom and Doris Everhart
Dr. Ray and Mary Evert
Thomas ’69 and Melinda Fallgatter
Kendall ’93 and Shelley Fargo
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Douglas ’63 and Carol ’64 Fell
Ryan ’94 and Stacey ’94 Fell
Dr. Dennis and Linda Fenton

Betty Filippin
David Jonathan Finkel
Dr. Michael and Leslie Fisher
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
Manson Jones and Susie Fitzgerald
Richard and Miriam* Flacks
Dorothy Flaster
Guillermo Fleites ’82
Chris ’77 and Malin Fletcher
William and Christine Fletcher
Patrick ’92 and Meghan ’92 Flood
David Florimbi and Nancy Simon
Mark ’89 and Julia Flower
Sallie Flum
Mark ’82 and Lin Foletta
Beth ’80 and R. Hale Foote
Dr. William F. Foran and Vivien F. Stanley-Foran
Dr. Anabel Ford ’74,’81 and Dr. Michael Glassow
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
David ’66 and Linda ’67 Forman
Martin and Julia ’01,’03 Fornage
Dennis and Patricia Forster
Ronald and Carole Fox
James A. Frank
Scott ’82 and Jennifer Frank
Cary D. Franklin ’75
Dr. Roger A. Freedman and Caroline J. Robillard
Jay Freeman ’03
Eleanor and William Freudenstein III
Jeffery ’79 and Mardi Frum
Dr. Bob and Nissy Fuladi
Elaine ’73 and David Fuller
Dr. Richard and Irene Fulton
John Gabbert
Martha Gabbert
Robert ’95 and Elizabeth Gabon
Peggy Lubchenco and Steven D. Gaines
Dr. Kelly T. Gallagher ’86 and Barry N. Chamberlain ’87
John and Carole Garand
Bryan E. Garbutt ’71
Ralph Garcia, Jr. ’83 and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’85
Dr. Yolanda M. Garcia ’70,’72,’98
Robert and Cindy Gelber
Barry M. Gellert ’78
John* ’59 and Faith ’59 Geoghegan
John Gerngross ’82 and Cheryl Doty Gerngross
David Gersh and Anne Ready
Gordon and Ann Getty
Randolph ’73 and Patricia ’73 Getz

Gregory T. Geyer ’94
Lew and Genevieve Geyser
Dennis ’74 and Mary ’74 Ghan
Carol Gibbens
Dr. David ’65,’84 and Patricia Gibson
Stephen ’74 and Kathy ’73 Gibson
Dr. Mark J. Gittler
Cindy ’89 and Evan Goldberg
Frederic and Nancy Golden
Alicia G. Goldsmith ’82
Dale ’73 and Katherine Gomer
Dexter Goodell ’61
Dr. Rush ’79 and Melanie Goodman
Dr. Kevin and Cynthia ’82 Gorman
John ’86 and Tonia Gould
Patrick and Joanne Graham
Maria and Richard Grant, Jr.
Bob ’75 and Lea Grantham
David Gray ’68,’73
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
Susan ’76 and Kenneth Greathouse
Dr. Henry T. Greely and Dr. Laura L. Butcher
Dr. Judith L. Green
Bonnie Gregory
Patricia Gregory
Rusty Gregory
Gary and Julie Greinke
Marc Grossman ’73 and Mildred Patterson
Thomas ’79 and Toni ’79 Guckert
Paul Guido and Stephen Blain
John ’94 and Sabrina Guillebeaux
Richard ’62 and Mimi Gunner
Richard and Lois Gunther
Teresa Burns Gunther ’79 and Andrew Gunther
John ’78,’83 and Meg Gurley
Dr. Ronald Haak ’82,’86 and Darlene Markovich
Norman and Jane Habermann
Koorosh Haghighat-Kish and Fatemeh Emadzahen
Carla Hahn
Norman ’71 and Rene Hale
Eva and Dr. Yoel Hailer
Maureen ’83 and Michael Halter
Lea Halterman
Stephen and Janice Hamill
Dr. Andrew Hamilton ’77,’78
Dr. Charles Nicholson and Dr. Judith Hamilton
Paul and Tijana Hamilton
Margaret Hamister ’70
Robin Hanflin ’73
Tina Hansen McEnroe ’89 and Paul V. McEnroe
Dr. Helen Greenwood Hansma
Ryan G. Hardy '00
Simone and Laurentius Harrer
Thomas J. Harriman H'17
Pamela Harris '68
Jeff and Jeanette Harrison
Felicie and Paul Hartloff, Jr.
Dr. Khalid '03 and Jennifer Hattar
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides
Jennifer Hawkins '91
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
Victoria Hendler
David Henke '78 and Elana Tabachnikoff
Kathryn M. Henkens
Jeff '66 and Judy H'09 Henley
Thomas and Laura Hensler
James Heslin '73 and Rose Hau
Steven '70 and Linda '73 Hicks
Peggy Hill
John A. Hinman, II '71 and Charmaine F. Hinman
Richard '82 and Kristin Hogue
Tim '95 and Erin '95 Holl
Edith E. Hollister
Steven and Anita Holmgren
Dr. Daniel and Donna Hone
Michael Honer '81, '91
Judith L. Hopkinson H'18
Michael L. Horst '67 and Laurie Beckelman
Dr. William '64, '67 and Jeanette Hosek
Maurine Hotchkis
Jack '63 and Judy '63 Houlgate
M. Blair '65 and Cynthia Hull
Dr. Steven Humphrey
Dr. R. Stephen and Gail S. Humphreys
Richard and Andrea Hutton
Jodie Ireland and Chris Baker
Shari Isaac and George Isaac, III
Dr. Richard and Debra Isaacs
Nikola Ivanovic '95
Mary Jacob
Jeffrey and Hollye Jacobs
Peter and Madeline Jacobson
Ralph and Janice James
Susan C. Jamgochian '63, '81
Richard and Lucille Janssen
Holly P. Jennings
Richard H'06 and Bonnie Jensen
Jack '97 and Kimberly '97 Johnson
Ellen and Peter O. Johnson
Sharyn Johnson
William '77 and Tyrena Jones
Crandal and Julie Jew
E '68 and Eric Juline
Dr. Amber Kaplan '86 and Ben Sprague
J. Chris '86 and Elyse '86 Karow
Harvey and Patricia Karp
Elizabeth Karplus
Lauren Katz
Mitchell Kauffman '77 and Joanne Moran
Ron '71 and Lynne Kaufman
Robert '61 and Irene Kavanaugh
John '67 and Deborah '67 Keever
Dr. Myron Shapero and Susan Keller
Dorcas L. Kelley '84
Madge Kelley '81
Jamie and Julie Kellner
Bernard Kelmsnson '90 and Mona Rose
dandonielt
Herbert and Elaine Kendall
Richard and Connie Kenny
Dr. James Kennett
Thomas J. Kenny '86 and Susan A. McMillan
Amine and Andalusia Khechfe
Joan and Wayne Kiddler
Daniel Nash and Maia Kikerpill
Kim Kimbell
Benjamin '94 and Laura King
Gregory P. King '76, '80
Danson K. Kiplagat '65, '66
Bill and Linda Kitchen
Barry and Jill Kitch
Keith '86 and Barbara Kizziah
Daniel '86 and Sherri Kleeburg
Leslie '80 and Jeffrey Klonoff
James and Janice Knight
Dr. R. Michael Koch '89
Drs. Robert H'11 and Lynn '80, '93 Koegel
Drs. Petar and Anna Kokotovic
Louise '63, '68 and Stephen Komp
Dr. Kenneth and Lori '90 Konsker
Larry Koppelman
Carol Kosterka '67
Kerry Ann Krisher '81
Drs. Daniel '12 and Jessica '12 Krogstad
Jack '71 and Kay '71 Krouskup
Deborah A. Kruse
Dr. Moyses Kuchnir
Steven '75 and Nikki Lafferty
Peggy '72, '87 and Richard Lamb
Charles and Margarita Lande
Dr. Jim and Elly Langer
Dr. Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Milt and Arlene Larsen
Clinton '82 and Melissa '82 Lau
Robert and Patricia Leamy
R. Marilyn Lee '69 and Harvey Schneider
Doreen C. Leeds
Ruth '66 and Jack Lemelin
Dr. Petra Lenz '80, '83 and Dr. Daniel Hartline
Dr. Carlos Levi and Lubella De Levi
Harvey R. Levin '72
Mark and Chris Levine
Cheryl '96 and Steven Lewis
Darcy Lewis '89 and Josh Newman
Scott and Tracy Lewis
Dr. Yuanjing Li '92 and Dr. Yiping Xu '90
Robert Lieff
Dr. Fima and Jere Lifshitz
Jeffrey T. Light and Christine C. Wong
George and Denise Lilly
Mark D. Linehan '85
Yuan Liu '81, '85
Lisa '00 and Christopher Lloyd
James F. Lolas '65
Pamela Meyer Lopker '77
Lillian Lovelace
Michael '66 and Diane Lowry
Harry Lucas, Jr.
Keith '90 and Dana Lupton
Wyn '74 and John Lydecker
Phillip and Charlene Mabe
Catherine Hagen Macaulay '81
Catherine '88 and Miguel Madrid
Marilyn Magid
Dr. John Majewski and Dr. Lisa Jacobson
Dr. Timothy '75 and Martha Malone
James Maloney '84 and Andrew Nance
Timothy and Bernadette Marquez
David Marshall
Robert F. Marshall '70
Siri and Bob Marshall
Gertrude I. Marsi
Lewis Manring and Marianne Marsi
Allen '67, '69 and Carolyn Martens
Craig Martin '76
Dr. Philip '73, '78 and Patricia Martzen
Mark '78 and Aline Mattingly
Dr. James '66, '70 and Roxane '64 Mattinson
Richard and Marilyn Mazess
Darryl T. McCall '78 and Miren Letemendia
Craig and Susan McCaw
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and Dr. Stephen Weatherford
Mark and Erika McEnroe
Dr. Bruce and Kay McFadden
Dr. J. Sears and Marni McGee
Frank McGinity
Sheila McGinity
Laura McHugh '89
Amanda McIntyre
Michael '78 and Gail McKenzie
John and Gloria McManus
Dr. Robert and Norah McMeeking
Kay McMillan
Mark S. McMorrow '82
Michael '65 and Brenda McNamara
Bernard '88 and Ingrid McNeil
Brent '90 and Marie McQueen
Societies & Supporters
Annual Report of Private Giving

Societies & Supporters

Janet Oetinger
Dr. Donald and Janet O'Dowd
Mark and Lori Oczkus
Victoria Nourafchan '81 and David Rosenstein
Paul S. Orgeron '71
Dr. Monica Orozco '91, '99
Carmen Ortiz and Family
Edmund and Jan Ostendorf
Stephen D. '77 and Louise A. '77 Pahl
Ralph '70, '72 and Kathleen '71 Paige
Yunida F. Pan
David Parker, Jr. '83
Bruce W. Patterson '75 and Philip E. Fried
Richard Payne and Patricia Chiota
Priscilla Peale
Dr. Constance Penley
Gust and Mary Perlegos
Eliot '00 and Stephanie '01 Peters
Joy Dittbener '76 and Thomas Peters '73
Joseph W. Phillips
Ann Pless
Peter '70 and Elizabeth Popoff
Gregory '81 and Jane Porter
Dr. Jags and Robin Powar
Dr. Christopher and Julie Proctor
Ron and Stacy Pulice
Ceil and Michael Pulitzer
Wendy V.C. Purcell '84 and Kenneth L. Wilton
James '71 and Laura '71 Putnam
Judson Quiggle '01 and Lara McFarlin
Michael and Marion Quinn
Drs. Simon and Diana Raab
Kenneth Radtkey '83 and Susan Van Atta '77
Ellen Raede '80 and Robert Raede, Jr. '80
Monte '76 and Louise Ragland
Maria Roso '86 and Thomas Umenhofer
Joel S. Raznick '81
Guy Redington '72
Gary and Wendi Reece
Bob Johnson and Lisa Reich
Kathy Reid and O. Lee Reid, Jr. '64, '66
Winslow Reitnour '54
Dr. Ralf Remshardt '91 and Caron Cadle
Julie Ann Reshatoff '91 and Michael R. Reshatoff, Jr. '89
Edgar Rhodes and Joan Pascal
Patricia Richardson '53 and Susan Allen
Erck and Cristina Rickmers
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H'12
Randolph A. Rigby '81 and Marlene Mason
David Rintels and Victoria Riskin
Drs. Scott '88 and Shannon Rivenes
Howard P. Ro '99

Jerry '59 and Joan Rocco
Justine Roddick
Anthony and Kyra Rogers
Dr. Frances and Kathleen '94 Roig
Dr. Steven Rose '70 and Deborah Thacker-Rose
Susan J. Rose
Charles and Gayle Rosenberg
Martha Rosenberg
Edwin and Bobbie Rosenblatt
Drs. Harvey '70, '72 and Eileen Rosenblum
Richard and Rosalyn Rosin
Drs. Cissy '04, '08 and Richard Ross
Jashojit and Helen '90 Roy
Dr. Paula Rudolph '81 and Mark French '73
Dr. Richard and Linda Ryu
Alice '85 and Douglas '85 Safford
Dr. Rona J. Sande
James '81 and Juliann Sands
John and Randi Sanger
Dr. William Sanson
Andy '00 and Dorothy '01 Satomi
Kay Satomi
Motoi and Aya Satomi
Ricky P. Satomi
Bruce D. and Susan M. Savett
Ken and Josephine Saxon
Lynn Scarlett '70, '73
Jeffrey '65, '67 and Linda '65 Schlageret
William Schoenholz '77 and Mithra Sheybani
Mark '84 and Lynda Schwartz
Fred Schwarzenbach '79 and Leslie Prussia
Lisa Scimens '76 and John Moss
Richard and Ronda Scoby
Dr. Sandra and Eric Seale
Bernad Seder and Liylan Cuttler
Daniel and Susan Semegen
Donna and Dana Severy
Bradley '77 and Julie Shames
William '75 and Jill Shanbrom
Dr. Jack and Anitra Sheen
Chuck and Missy Sheldon
Ross Sheldon
Dr. Steven Sherwin and Karen Lehrer
Scott and Michele Shoemaker
David '62 and Candace '67 Short
Steven Shugart '80 and Mary Jane Weigel Shugart
Fred and Stephanie Shuman
Dr. David and Julie Siegel
Kate Silbury
Todd '92 and Leigh '92 Silva
Howard and Carol Simon
Jim '69 and Gretchen '69 Simpson

Bruce '76 and Patricia Meikle
Chase and Ronnie Mellen
Professor Duncan H'09 and Suzanne MA'70 Mellichamp
Peter R. Melnick
Steven '63 and Barbara Mendell
Thomas and Lynn Meredith
Gail Meyer '65
Bruce '70 and Kathleen Micheel
Dr. Claudine Micheel '85
Richard '66 and Eleanor '64 Migues
Gane and Sharyne Miller
Ginger Miller and Marlin Miller, Jr.
Sara Miller McCune H'05
Glen H. Mitchell, Jr.
Dr. Jim Mitchell and Judy Wainwright
John Mithun and Mercedes Millington
Kent M. Vining '70 and Julie Ann Mock '75
Gregory W. Mohr '76 and Wendy J. Wittl '82
Dr. William Monte '83 and Donna Anderson
Michael '68 and Jo Ann '68 Mooser
Martin and Kathy Morales
Barbara A. Morgan-Zaney '83 and Kevin A. Zaney
Drs. Richard '69 and Gale Morrison
Mary '88 and Franklin Moslander
Maryanne Mott
Dr. Kenneth Moure and Sara Norquay
Patty Glaser and Sam Mudie
Peter and Jillian Muller
Peter '78 and Janet '79 Muncie
Alfreda '66 and Christian Murck
Wallace Murdoch '93
Dr. William and Joan Murdoch
Bob and Holly Murphy
Nori Muster '78
Natalie Myerson
Dr. Spencer and Myra Nadler
John M. Nakata '78
Dr. Keir Nash and
Dr. Marguerite Bouraad-Nash
William and Eileen Nasif
Michael Nebenzahl '78 and Janet Offel
Marshall '66 and Janine Nelson
Henry '72 and Nanette Nevins
Charles '70 and Elizabeth Newman
Holly '92 and Gary Newman
Robert '62 and Jeanine '63 Nida
Mike and Dale Nissenson
Michael and Elizabeth Noling
Karen Norton
Victoria Nourafchan '81 and David Rosenstein
Mark and Lori Oczkus
Dr. Donald and Janet O'Dowd
Janet Oetinger
Otiens Okatch '92 and Christina Buth-Otak
Richard Olivas and Janice Casserly Olivas
Shirley Oliver Connors '63, '72
Todd '91 and Suzanne '91 Oliver
Eric '81 and Kelly Onnen
Dr. Charles '80 and Annette Orella
Paul S. Orgeron '71
Dr. Monica Orozco '91, '99
Carmen Ortiz and Family
Edmund and Jan Ostendorf
Stephen D. '77 and Louise A. '77 Pahl
Ralph '70, '72 and Kathleen '71 Paige
Yunida F. Pan
David Parker, Jr. '83
Bruce W. Patterson '75 and Philip E. Fried
Richard Payne and Patricia Chiota
Priscilla Peale
Dr. Constance Penley
Gust and Mary Perlegos
Eliot '00 and Stephanie '01 Peters
Joy Dittbener '76 and Thomas Peters '73
Joseph W. Phillips
Ann Pless
Peter '70 and Elizabeth Popoff
Gregory '81 and Jane Porter
Dr. Jags and Robin Powar
Dr. Christopher and Julie Proctor
Ron and Stacy Pulice
Ceil and Michael Pulitzer
Wendy V.C. Purcell '84 and Kenneth L. Wilton
James '71 and Laura '71 Putnam
Judson Quiggle '01 and Lara McFarlin
Michael and Marion Quinn
Drs. Simon and Diana Raab
Kenneth Radtkey '83 and Susan Van Atta '77
Ellen Raede '80 and Robert Raede, Jr. '80
Monte '76 and Louise Ragland
Maria Roso '86 and Thomas Umenhofer
Joel S. Raznick '81
Guy Redington '72
Gary and Wendi Reece
Bob Johnson and Lisa Reich
Kathy Reid and O. Lee Reid, Jr. '64, '66
Winslow Reitnour '54
Dr. Ralf Remshardt '91 and Caron Cadle
Julie Ann Reshatoff '91 and Michael R. Reshatoff, Jr. '89
Edgar Rhodes and Joan Pascal
Patricia Richardson '53 and Susan Allen
Erck and Cristina Rickmers
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H'12
Randolph A. Rigby '81 and Marlene Mason
David Rintels and Victoria Riskin
Drs. Scott '88 and Shannon Rivenes
Howard P. Ro '99

Jerry '59 and Joan Rocco
Justine Roddick
Anthony and Kyra Rogers
Dr. Frances and Kathleen '94 Roig
Dr. Steven Rose '70 and Deborah Thacker-Rose
Susan J. Rose
Charles and Gayle Rosenberg
Martha Rosenberg
Edwin and Bobbie Rosenblatt
Drs. Harvey '70, '72 and Eileen Rosenblum
Richard and Rosalyn Rosin
Drs. Cissy '04, '08 and Richard Ross
Jashojit and Helen '90 Roy
Dr. Paula Rudolph '81 and Mark French '73
Dr. Richard and Linda Ryu
Alice '85 and Douglas '85 Safford
Dr. Rona J. Sande
James '81 and Juliann Sands
John and Randi Sanger
Dr. William Sanson
Andy '00 and Dorothy '01 Satomi
Kay Satomi
Motoi and Aya Satomi
Ricky P. Satomi
Bruce D. and Susan M. Savett
Ken and Josephine Saxon
Lynn Scarlett '70, '73
Jeffrey '65, '67 and Linda '65 Schlageret
William Schoenholz '77 and Mithra Sheybani
Mark '84 and Lynda Schwartz
Fred Schwarzenbach '79 and Leslie Prussia
Lisa Scimens '76 and John Moss
Richard and Ronda Scoby
Dr. Sandra and Eric Seale
Bernad Seder and Liylan Cuttler
Daniel and Susan Semegen
Donna and Dana Severy
Bradley '77 and Julie Shames
William '75 and Jill Shanbrom
Dr. Jack and Anitra Sheen
Chuck and Missy Sheldon
Ross Sheldon
Dr. Steven Sherwin and Karen Lehrer
Scott and Michele Shoemaker
David '62 and Candace '67 Short
Steven Shugart '80 and
Mary Jane Weigel Shugart
Fred and Stephanie Shuman
Dr. David and Julie Siegel
Kate Silbury
Todd '92 and Leigh '92 Silva
Howard and Carol Simon
Jim '69 and Gretchen '69 Simpson
Foundations, Associations, Trusts, Organizations and Corporate Contributors

$10,000 and above

Anonymous (16)
3M
Activision Publishing, Inc.
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
Adobe Systems Incorporated
AeroVironment, Inc.
AltaMed Health Services Corporation
Amazon.com, Inc.
American Chemical Society
American Council of Learned Societies
American Diabetes Association
American Heart Association
American Public Health Association
Amgen Foundation
Amgen, Inc.
Amicus Foundation
Ann Jie Foundation
AppFolio, Inc.
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Applied Materials, Inc.
Arizona Foundation for Educational Advancement
Arnhold Foundation, Inc.
Asahi Kasei Corporation
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation
Beegol
Beijing ByteDance Technology Co., Ltd.
Benton Foundation
Bari M. & Fred J. Bernstein Foundation
Bessemer Trust Company
Kathryne Beynon Foundation
Otis Booth Foundation
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation, Inc.
James S. Bower Foundation
The Bowers Foundation
William K. Bowers, Jr. Foundation
Brain and Behavior Research Foundation
Brain Research Foundation
Breakthrough Initiatives
The Builders Initiative
Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.
CACI, Inc.
California Community Foundation
California Native Plant Society
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
Cancer Foundation of Santa Barbara
Catena Foundation
Cedars of Lebanon Foundation, Inc.
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
CFE International LLC
Challenger Cable Sales
The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
Chicago Community Trust
Pierre Caeyssens Veterans Museum & Library
Coastal Ranches Conservancy
The Coca-Cola Foundation
College Advising Corps
Community Environmental Council
Michael J. Connell Trust
Conservation International Foundation
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Bruce and Toni Convin Foundation
Cottage Health System
Covenant Living at the Samarkand
COVID-19 Joint Response Effort for Santa Barbara County
Crankstart Foundation
Cree, Inc.
CREST
The Shurl & Kay Curci Foundation
D.A. Davidson & Co.
Dancing Tides Foundation
DavosPharma
Len DeBenedictis Charitable Remainder Trust
The Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
Delta Psi Building Company
Digital Surgery Systems, Inc.
The Peter Douglas Foundation
DSM Research
Eastman Chemical Company
Eaton Corporation
Energy Foundation
Environmental Defense Fund
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
Ernst & Young Foundation
Evidation Health, Inc.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Facebook
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
The Errett Fisher Foundation
FLIR Systems
Freeman Foundation
FACCE Foundation
Gammon Partners
Gareatis Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Global Fishing Watch
Amy P. Goldman Foundation
Goldman Sachs Fund
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Goleta Star, LLC
Google Matching Gifts Program
Google, Inc.
Graham-Emrani Foundation
Greentech SA
The Gretler Foundation
Griffiths Charitable Foundation
The John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation
Heeluxe, LLC
Heising-Simons Foundation
Hellman Fellows Fund
The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust
Audrey Hillman Fisher Foundation
HRL Laboratories, LLC
Hull Family Foundation
Hull Investments, LLC
Human Frontier Science Program Organization
Hutton Parker Foundation
IBM Corporation
IEX Group, Inc.
Intech, LLC
Intel Corporation
Intel Foundation
International Balzan Prize Foundation
International Fine Particle Research Institute
J & J Family Foundation
The Japan Foundation
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Johnson Ohana Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
JSR Corporation
Max Kade Foundation, Inc.
Karisma Foundation
The Karp Foundation, Inc.
Nancy Katayama Foundation
The Kavli Foundation
William H. Kearns Foundation
The Kevin and Masha Keating Family Foundation
W.M. Keck Foundation
Kingfisher Foundation
Kinship Foundation
The Kirby-Jones Foundation
Kitchell Custom Homes
UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges the following corporations and foundations that generously matched gifts from alumni, parents and friends.

Abbot
AbbVie
Adobe
ADP
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Alaska Airlines
Allied World
Amgen Foundation
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Barings
Bechtel Foundation
BNSF Railway
Boeing
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
C.M. Capital Foundation
Cadence
California Resources Corporation
Capital Group Companies, Inc.
Chevron
Clorox
Cymer, Inc.
D.E. Shaw & Co.
Dell Employee Giving Program
Deloitte Foundation
Dodge & Cox
Electronic Arts
Ernst & Young
ExxonMobil Foundation
FLIR Systems
Fremont Group Foundation
Gap Foundation Gift Match Program
GE Foundation
Genentech
Goldman Sachs Fund
GoodDoneGreat
Google Matching Gifts Program
GP Strategies Corporation Matching Program
H&R Block Foundation
Hartford Fire Insurance Company
Hewlett-Packard
Hulu
Huron Consulting Group
Illumina Foundation
Intel Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
Juniper Networks
KeyBank Foundation
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Leidos
LinkedIn
Lockheed Martin Matching Gift Program
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Macquarie Group Limited
Macy’s
Marsh & McLennan
Merck Company Foundation, Inc.
Microsoft
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
Netflix
NIKE, Inc.
Northrop Grumman Foundation
NVIDIA
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Pacific Life Foundation
Palo Alto Networks
Patagonia
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Prudential Financial, Inc.
Qualcomm, Inc.
Raytheon
Research Affiliates
SalesForce.com Foundation
SAP
Sempra Energy
Simpson Strong-Tie
Synopsys
TCF Foundation
Thomson Reuters
TIAA
Warner Media, LLC
UBS Matching Gift Program
US Bank Foundation
Verizon Foundation
The Vertex Foundation
Visa, Inc.
Walt Disney Company Foundation
Wellington Management Company LLP
Wells Fargo Matching Gift Center
Workday, Inc.

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni

Every effort has been made to provide a complete and accurate listing of donors. We apologize for any omissions or errors that may have occurred. Please contact the Senior Director of Donor Relations and Stewardship at 805.893.8244 with corrections.

It is the policy of the University of California, Santa Barbara and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation that a modest portion of gifts and/or the income from gifts may be used to defray the costs of raising and administering funds.
To continue learning about how philanthropy shapes the UC Santa Barbara community, visit giving.ucsb.edu.

Join us on social media to share your own stories of optimism and resilience with #UCSBTogether.

Thank you for helping UC Santa Barbara serve the public good.
In this time of distance, we hope these images of our beautiful campus make you feel at home. Please note that all photography was taken prior to March 2020.

giving.ucsb.edu